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PART I 
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 
A brief overview of history and strategy. 
The use of computers in molecular biology has, like in most 
other disciplines, shown a tremendous growth over the last 
decade. It is only less than 20 years ago that computer power 
was used mainly to perform tasks that would otherwise have taken 
hours or days of work. At this moment, however, there are a 
number of tasks performed by computers, which are so time-
consuming that they can impossibly ever be done by hand, e.g. 
comparison of an unidentified sequence with all known sequences 
in a protein or DNA data bank. 
This is in part due to the immense increase in computer 
power. Not only the speed of operation has increased a million 
tiroes during the past 20 years, also the ease of use and 
availability has vastly improved. It is now both possible and 
practical for one person to have more computing power available 
at his or her desk than was previously available to an entire 
university. Moreover the tremendous growth of the number of 
reported protein and nucleic acids sequences, showing an 
exponential rise, necessitates the use of computer resources to 
manage and handle this information. 
In the early seventies, computer analysis of protein sequen-
ces Was performed by only a few scientists, using software 
written in assembly language or FORTRAN IV, which was programmed 
as compact as possible, to minimize CPU requirements and to 
avoid over-night run times (rendering those programs virtually 
illegible for others!), and requiring complicated job-control 
statements. After hours of typing punched cards, the program and 
data card deck was fed into the punched card reader, and, since 
all jobs were processed as batch-jobs, one started waiting at 
the printer for the output to appear. 
This is in great contrast to the current situation, where 
most researchers have easy access to a computer terminal or 
micro computer. Sequence analysis has become an interactive 
happening: once the sequence has been entered into the computer, 
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it can easily be manipulated and analyzed, and results are 
almost instantaneously at hand. 
Analysis of amino acid and nucleic acid sequences can be 
performed for several purposes and at different levels: 
1. Characterization of protein and nucleic acid sequences by 
means of data base searches. This allows identification of 
(parts of) a protein or nucleic acid sequence. A significant 
match of the sequence with one or more entries in the data base 
can have several meanings: if the match is exact, than this 
means that someone has already done your work before you. This 
is in most cases the least desirable option. If the match is 
high, then usually you have found a member of a family or 
superfamily. This is the realm where the exciting relationships 
may be found. If on the other hand the match that you found is 
very low (e.g. 15-25% for protein sequences), then statistics 
should be applied to assess the significance of the homology. 
And finally, if there is no homology at all, this is no 
disaster: it simply means that your sequence is the first one of 
its kind. Next, one proceeds with 
2. Analysis of the nucleotide sequence: identification of 
protein coding region(s), of signals like TATA-box, splice 
junctions etc. Obviously, during the whole stage of sequencing, 
the computer has already played an important role for the 
assembly of fragments into one sequence. Once the nucleic acid 
sequence, and a putative open reading frame is known, the next 
stage is 
3. Analysis of the (deduced) protein sequence. Here we might 
predict a possible function, or functional domains like βαβ 
folds, Zn-fingers etc., predict the secondary structure, and, in 
some cases, even predict the tertiary, 3-dimensional structure. 
If the query sequence (DNA or protein) is found to be a member 
of a larger group of sequences (protein family or superfamily), 
the next stage may sometimes be 
4. Reconstruction of sequence phyloqeny. This can lead to 
insights into the evolutionary relationships and history of the 
sequences, or of the species from which the sequences have been 
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derived. Finally, in some cases, 
5. Model building may be used to reconstruct the three-
dimensional structure of the sequence under investigation. This 
may lead to new or better understanding of the function and/or 
mechanisms involved in the functioning of the protein or nucleic 
acid sequence. This is moreover an important tool in protein 
engineering: the design of enzymes with novel and improved 
properties. 
Each of these stages is discussed in more detail in the 
following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 1 
DATA BASE SEARCH, SEQUENCE IDENTIFICATION 
AND SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT 

Data base search, Sequence Identification 
and Sequence Alignment. 
Introduction. 
The most widely used and fastest growing data collections in 
molecular biology are undoubtedly the data banks of protein and 
nucleic acid sequences. 
In 1951 the first amino acid sequence was reported (insulin, 
[Sanger 1951]). Since then numerous protein sequences have been 
published. While the protein sequence data bank consisted only 
10 years ago of 4 large printed volumes compiled by Margaret O. 
Dayhoff (NBRF) [Dayhoff, 1978], comprising 1,081 sequences with 
a total of 119,006 amino acid residues, a recent version of the 
same data base can only be obtained as a computer tape; it 
consists of 10,527 sequences with a total of 2,802,055 amino 
acid residues (NBRF/PIR, release 19.0, December 1988). 
Besides this NBRF data base [George, 1986] there are several 
other protein data bases, like Swiss-Prot (Bairoch, Geneve), 
JIPID , MIPS [Dickman, 1987], PGTrans [Clavery, 1985], PseqIP 
[Claverie, 19861, EMBOPRO [Stulich, 1987] and NEWAT [Doolittle, 
1981]. Collaboration between groups makes some data bases more 
or less redundant: e.g. Swiss-Prot (rel. 9.0, December 1988) 
incorporates NBRF/PIR (rel. 17.0) as Well as translated sequen-
ces from the EMBL nucleotide data base (rel. 17.0). MIPS 
collaborates with NBRF to combine effort in incorporating new 
sequences in the data bases. 
An even more rapid growth can be seen for the data collect-
ions of nucleic acid sequences; the number of reported sequences 
rises almost exponentially, with a doubling time in the range of 
two to three years (Fig. 1). For some simpler organisms such as 
E. coli, the complete genome will very likely be known within 
the next few years; for the human genome (3x10* base pairs) the 
sequence could be available by the turn of the century [DeLisi, 
1988]. 
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Figure I. Growth of the EMBL Nuceotide Sequence Data Library. The 
graph shows the total number of nucleotidee incorporated In the data 
base, as a function of the time since its first release in April 1982. As 
the average number of nucleotides per reported sequence has remained 
at a constant of ca. 1000 bases per entry, the graph simultaneously 
reflects the increase in the number of sequences in the library. 
The major nucleic acid data bases are GenBank [Bilofsky, 
1986] and EMBL [Hanun, 1986]. Despite their differing file 
organization, codes and release dates, both data bases are 
nearly identical. Thanks to the collaboration of GenBank (Los 
Alamos, U.S.A.) and the EMBL (Heidelberg, F.R.G.) they use 
identical accession-numbers, which allows for unambiguous 
identification of entries. The Japanese DDBJ data base is 
currently incorporated in the EMBL data bank. The growth of this 
data base is illustrated in figure 1. 
A third type of data base is the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank 
(PDB, Brookhaven). This bank contains the coordinate files of 
all published three-dimensional protein structures, and a small 
number of structures of tRNAe and small (synthetic) oligo­
nucleotide sequences. The PDB currently contains 475 entries 
(October 1988). 
Furthermore there are some important, widely used data 
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collections of, for example, protein secondary structure 
tKabsch, 1986], cloning vectors [Gilbert & Pfeiffer], 
restriction enzymes [Roberts, 1987] and eukaryotic promoters 
[Bûcher, 1986]. 
DajtA.Bank Redundancies. 
Despite the large number of sequences in the data banks, the 
representation of sequences is not necessarily balanced. In most 
banks much of the information is redundant: for example, there 
may be hundreds of cytochrome с sequences, differing only in a 
relatively small number of residues, while other sequences may 
be under-represented (or absent). Also, trends in research 
grossly bias the sequence collections. For example, there are a 
disproportionate number of human sequences and an underrepresen­
tation of plant sequences [Doolittle, 1987] . 
To overcome this problem, some private collections contain 
only one or a few representative sequences of any protein family 
(e.g. Doolittle's NEWAT protein data bank [Doolittle, 1981]). 
Protein vs. Nucleic Acid Search. 
Sometimes molecular biologists are under the impression that 
there is more to be gained by searching the actual DNA sequence 
rather than the derived amino acid sequence. Since the DNA 
sequence is composed of only four different units, it can be 
anticipated that, even if gaps were not allowed, 25% of the 
residues of any two unrelated aligned sequences would, on the 
average, be identical. As there would be a dispersion around 
that mean expectation, a predictable fraction of random cases 
would be as much as 35% identical. Allowing for gaps in the 
sequences, this range of chance similarities between two 
unrelated sequences can exceed 50% (thereby obscuring any 
genuine relationships that may exist). If, however, the protein 
sequence is used (provided the nucleotide sequence codes for 
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one!), we have 20 different units (21 if the terminator is 
included). As the "wrong frame" information is lost, and third 
base degeneracies are consolidated, the signal-to-noise ratio is 
greatly improved [Doolittle, 1987]. 
The Aim of a Data Base Search; Homology Search. 
The goal of a data base search is seldom to look for an exact 
match for a sequence; rather, one wants to find any sequence, or 
part of a sequence that is significantly related to the query-
sequence [Doolittle, 1987]. 
One of the problems of sequence-matching is due to the fact 
that during evolution related sequences tend to diverge, not 
only by accumulating base substitutions and amino acid 
replacements, but also by incorporating insertions and 
deletions. These interruptions in the alignment of two sequences 
contribute to the so-called "gap problem" [Cantor, 1968]. Also 
internal duplications, repeats, unequal crossing-overs or exon-
shuffling lead to disruptions in the alignment. 
A good example is the low density lipoprotein receptor, which 
in his N-terminal segment has a repeat corresponding to one 
found in complement protein C9, and then goes on to a long 
section similar to part of the Epidermal Growth Factor precursor 
rsüdhoff, 1985]. 
Data Ваяе Search Strategy. 
hny effective search program has to be able to handle this 
problem. The simplest way to deal with it is by examining 
segments (overlapping or not) of the sequence, using some pre­
set юеачаге of resemblance for each segment. In this way two of 
the bigtjfcst problems are taken care of: gaps and rearranged 
fragments. ïf a gap destroys the original alignment of two 
peiinences. the sliding segment will quickly restore the 
situation [Fitch, 1966]. A query protein-fragment is compared to 
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all segments of equal (or smaller) length in the data base. For 
each comparison a similarity score is calculated, using the 
PAM250 scoring matrix1 [Dayhoff, 1978]; the resulting scores are 
sorted and printed. The sequences that give scores with the 
query sequence that look interesting are then re-examined by 
comparing all possible segments of a defined length within the 
two supplied sequences, and calculating a statistical 
significance [Dayhoff, 1Э72, 1978]. This method, however 
effective, is rather cumbersome and slow. 
A technique for the comparison of amino acid sequences that 
is an extension of this procedure was developed by Argos [Argos, 
1987] . The peptide comparisons are not only scored using the 
Dayhoff log-odds matrix [Dayhoff, 1978], but also by calculating 
a mean correlation coefficient over 5 physical parameters, i.e. 
hydrophobicity, turn preference, residue bulk, refractivity 
index and anti-parallel strand preference [Argos, 1983]. 
Although very sensitive, the method is far too time-consuming to 
allow scanning of large data bases with an unknown protein 
sequence. 
A better, and more succesful, approach to the problem of 
scanning a data base with an unknown sequence of any length was 
developed by Lipman and Pearson [Lipman, 1985; Pearson, 1988]. 
Their algorithm proceeds through three steps in determining a 
score for pair-wise sequence similarity. (1) In the first step a 
look-up table is constructed to locate all identities or groups 
of identities between two sequences [Dumas, 1982]. The k-tuple 
parameter determines how many consecutive identities are 
required in a match. E.g. if k-tuple = 5 for a DNA sequence 
comparison, only those identities that occur in a run of five 
consecutive matches are examined. In this first step, the 10 
best diagonal regions are found using a simple formula based on 
the number of k-tuple matches and the distance between those 
»The acronym PAM has been introduced by M.O. Dayhoff; it 
stands for Point-mutations Accepted per Million year. The PAM250 
matrix contains amino acid replacement probabilities at a 
distance of 250 PAMs. It can be used to detect distant relation­
ships between protein sequences. 
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Figure 2. Histogram of scores resulting from a data base search. The 
EMBL nucleotide sequence library was scanned with an amino acid 
sequence (small heat-shock protein, soybean). Sequences from the data 
ba*e were translated into all 6 possible frames. Columns marked 'inltl* 
and 'inltn' indicate the number of sequences initially found at a certain 
score, and after optimization, respectively. (Program TFASTA [Pearson, 
19881) 
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matches, without considering shorter runs of identities, 
conservative replacements, insertions or deletions [Wilbur, 
1983; Lipman, 1985]. (2) In the second step, these 10 regions 
are rescored using a scoring matrix that allows conservative 
replacements and shorter runs of identities to contribute to the 
similarity score. For protein sequences the PAM250 matrix is 
used [Dayhoff, 1978]. For each of these best diagonal regions, a 
subregion with maximal score is identified; this is called the 
"initial region". The best scoring initial region is used to 
rank the searched library sequences (Fig. 2). (3) In the last 
step of the comparison, the highest scoring sequences are 
aligned using a modification of the Needleman & Wunsch [1970], 
and Smith & Waterman [1981] algorithms. This final comparison 
considers all possible alignments that fall within a band 
centered around the highest Scoring, initial region (Fig. 3). 
Much of the speed and selectivity of the algorithm is 
achieved in the first program step; in fact, it is this speed 
and selectivity which has rendered it the most frequently used 
program for homology searches. 
In benchmarks carried out with a search program which 
incorporates the Lipman and Pearson algorithm, it was shown that 
lowering the k-tuple value increased execution time 
exponentially [Lawrence, 1986]. Moreover, it was found that, as 
compared to a k-tuple value of 1, for protein searches selectiv-
ity was better at a k-tuple value of 2, while the program ran 
twice as fast and sensitivity was about the same. For nucleic 
acid searches sensitivity and selectivity were not significantly 
altered over a range of 3-5; greater k-tuple values only 
minimally decreased execution time at the expense of 
sensitivity. 
There is, however, a trade-off between sensitivity and 
selectivity in sequence comparison: by increasing the 
sensitivity of the method, i.e. being able to detect more 
distantly related sequences, the selectivity frequently 
decreases; the number of unrelated sequences that pop-up in the 
search also rises. 
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MDFRVHGLESPLFHTLQHHMDMSEDGAGDNKTHNAPTHSYVRDAKAMAATPADVKEyPNS 
M19058 MXSGTAIXLXFVTTDWSARXPHMLMRTDPFRELDRFAEQVLGTSARPAVMPMDAVREGEE 
180 190 200 210 220 230 
70 80 90 100 110 120 
S0Y6 YVFEIDIffGLKSGDIKVQVEDDHLLLICGERmEEKEGAKYLRMERRVGKIiMRKFVLFE 
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Μ19058 FVVEFDLPGIKADSLDIDIERNWTVRAERPGVDPDRE—MLAAERFRGVFNRQbVLGE 
240 250 260 270 280 290 
130 140 150 
SOY6 NANTDAISAVCQDGVLSVTVQKLPPPEPKKPRTÎQVKVA 
M19058 NLDTERIIiASYQEGVLKLSI—PVAERAKPRKISVDRG 
300 310 320 330 
Figure 3 (A) List of best scoring sequences from the data base search 
of soybean small hea t - shock protein against the t ransla ted EMBL 
nucleotide sequence da ta l ibrary (See also Fig 2) The numbers in 
parentheses indicate the coding frame in which the result ing match was 
found (B) A surprising, high-scoring match with Af leprae 18 kDa 
proten antigen. (Program TFASTA [Pearson, 1988]). 
To overcome this problem, an improved algorithm was developea 
that increases sensitivity with a small loss of selectivity and 
neglegible decrease in speed [Pearson, 1988]. 
The algorithm is essentially the same as Lipman and 
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•Pearson's, except that it has one additional step: after the 
"initial regions" have been identified, the program checks 
whether several initial regions may be joined together, given 
the locations of the initial regions, their scores and a 
"joining" penalty (analogous to a gap penalty). It calculates an 
optimal alignment of initial regions as a combination of 
compatible regions with maximal score. The resulting score is 
used to rank the data base sequences (Fig. 2). 
The degradation of selectivity is limited by including in the 
optimization step only those regions whose scores are above some 
threshold value. 
With the previous algorithm, optimization frequently improved 
the similarity scores of related sequences by factors of 2 or 3. 
Because the improved version calculates an initial similarity 
score based on an optimization of initial regions during the 
data base search, the initial score is much closer to the 
optimized score for many sequences. The algorithm can be used 
for protein as well as nucleic acid sequences. 
A variant can be used to compare a protein sequence to a DNA 
sequence data bank; it translates the nucleic acid sequences 
into each of the 6 possible frames, and performs a protein 
sequence comparison on all the resulting, hypothetical sequences 
(Fig. 2 and 3). DNA sequences are translated from beginning to 
end; included are both intron and exon sequences, whereas 
termination codons are translated into an unknown (X) amino acid 
[Pearson, 1988]. A drawback of this method is, however, that 
sequences in the data base which contain only few translated 
codons may not be among the top scoring sequences. 
ÇE-0£iA.e_S çann i ng^ 
Profile analysis is also a sequence comparison method for 
finding and aligning distantly related proteins. It starts off 
with a group of similar sequences which are aligned together to 
create a multiple sequence alignment. The information in the set 
of aligned sequences is then stored as a table of position-
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(Peptide) PROFILE af: íHspacry.Fil from: 1 to: 90 Length: 90 
sequences: 24 KaxScore: 82.40 February 14, 1989 11:38 
Symbol comparison table: Gendatadisk:[Data.RundataS]Profilepep.Csp 
Cons λ 
В 
V 0.1 -0.1 
К -0.1 0.2 
E 0.2 0.5 
D 0.3 0.6 
К 0.2 0.4 
0.0 -0.1 
-0.3 0.1 
-0.3 0.5 
-0.1 0.7 
-0.4 0.4 
E F G 
-0.1 0.2 0.0 
0.1 -0.4 -0.1 
0.5 -0.2 0.3 
0.6 -0.5 0.6 
0.4 -0.7 0.1 
W X У Ζ Gap Len.. 
-0.3 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 2.0 0.003 
0.3 0.1 -0.4 0.2 2.9 0.003 
-0.4 0.1 -0.2 0.4 2.9 0.003 
-0.7 0.1 -0.3 0.5 2.8 0.003 
-0.2 0.1 -0.6 0.4 2.9 0.003 
E 0.3 0.5 -0.3 0.7 
D 0.3 1.0 -0.5 1.3 
E 0.2 0.5 -0.4 0.7 
Η 0.0 0.6 -0.2 0.5 
D 0.2 0.4 -0.1 0.5 
0.9 -0.6 0.4 . 
1.0 -0.9 0.6 . 
0.7 -0.6 0.3 . 
0.4 -0.3 0.1 . 
0.3 -0.4 0.4 . 
.. -0.6 
.. -1.0 
.. -0.6 
.. -0.2 
.. -0.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
-0.5 
-0.5 
-0.4 
0.0 
-0.2 
0.8 
0.9 
0.6 
0.5 
0.3 
3.0 0.100 
3.0 0.100 
2.4 0.011 
2.9 0.011 
1.3 0.011 
V 
Τ 
λ 
Ρ 
к 
* 
0.1 
0.3 
0.7 
0.5 
0.0 
74 
-0.3 
0.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.1 
-0.5 
16 
-0.3 
0.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
157 
-0.3 
0.5 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
192 
0.6 
-0.4 
-0.2 
-0.7 
-0.5 
76 
-0.1 . 
0.4 . 
0.6 . 
0.3 . 
-0.1 . 
112 . 
.. -0.4 
. -0.5 
.. -0.8 
.. -0.8 
.. 0.3 
7 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0 
0.1 
-0.3 
-0.2 
-0.8 
-0.5 
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-0.2 
0.4 
0.0 
0.2 
0.3 
0 
3.0 0.100 
3.0 0.100 
3.0 0.100 
3.0 0.100 
2.8 0.100 
0.0 0.000 
Figure 4. Protein profile (partial), constructed from the homologous part 
of a set of 4 aA-crystallins, 4 aB-crystallins and 16 small heat-shock 
proteins. (Program PROFILE [Grlbskov, 1988]). 
specific symbol comparison values and gap weights. This table is 
called the profile [Gribskov, 1987; Gribskov, 1988] (Fig. 4). 
The similarity of new sequences to an existing profile can be 
tested by aligning each new sequence to the profile. Every row 
in the profile corresponds to a position in the original 
multiple Sequence alignment. Every possible sequence symbol has 
ч value (a column) in each row of the profile. The comparison of 
a sequence symbol to any row of the profile defines a specific 
value or "profile comparison value". The best alignments of a 
sequence to a profile are now found by aligning the symbols of 
the sequence to the profile in such a way that the sum of the 
profile comparison values less the gap weights is minimal. The 
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(Peptide) PROFILESEARCH of: Hspacry.Prf Length: 90 to: SWISS:* 
(Peptide) PROFILE of: «Pshacry-Fil from: 1 to: 90 Length: 90 
Sequences: 24 MaxScore: 82.40 February 14, 1989 11:38 
Symbol comparison table: Gendatadisk:[Data.RundataB]Profilepep.Cmp 
Gap Coefficient: 
Length Coefficient: 
CPU Time: 
Sequences: 
Average Quality: 
1.00 
1.00 
5608.71 seconds. 
8702 
25.20 +/- 6.52 
Sequence Strd Quality Documentation February 17, 1989 21:56 
Crab$Mesau 
Crab$Human 
Crab$Bovin 
Hsl6$Soybn 
Hsl3$Soybn 
Hsl5$Soybn 
Hsl4$Soybn 
CraaSChick 
69.63 
69.23 
69.23 
68.70 
68.60 
68.30 
68.20 
67.93 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN В CHAIN 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN В CHAIN 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN В CHAIN 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN A 
(CLASS I) 
(CLASS I) 
(CLASS I) 
(CLASS I) 
CHAIN 
Craa$Squac 
Hs27$Human 
CraaSTriin 
Hs23$Dronie 
Hs26$Drome 
Hsl2$Caeel 
Craa$Ranes 
Hs22SDrome 
Hs61SCaeel 
Hs27$Drome 
HsSbSDrome 
Hs62SCaeel 
Hsl4$Caeel 
Hs61$Soybn 
Hsl2$Soybn 
Csg$Halha 
Hs90$Human 
KlcsSBovin 
64.23 
63.53 
61.73 
61.63 
61.13 
59.13 
59.11 
59.04 
58.83 
58.33 
57.63 
56.93 
56.93 
55.20 
46.60 
37.39 
35.29 
35.02 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN A CHAIN 
HEAT SHOCK 27 KD PROTEIN (HSP 27) 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN A CHAIN (FRAGMENTS) 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 23 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 26 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 16-2 
ALPHA CRYSTALLIN A CHAIN (FRAGMENTS) 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 22 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN HSP16-48 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 27 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 67B1 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN HSP16-41 (FRAGMENT) 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 16-41 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN (CLASS VI) 
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN (CLASS I) (FRAGMENT) 
CELL SURFACE GLYCOPROTEIN PRECURSOR (CSG) 
HEAT SHOCK 90 KD PROTEIN 
KERATIN, TYPE I CYTOSKELETAL 19 (CYTOKERATIN 19) 
Figure 5. Result of a profile data base search, using the a-crys ta l l ln 
and small heat-shock profile from Fig. 4. The profile was compared to 
the Swiss-Prot protein sequence data base. For brevity, 40 high scoring 
a-crys ta l l in and heat-shock protein matches have been deleted from the 
list. (Program PROFILESEARCH iGribskov, 1988)). 
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profile also contains gap weights that are specific for each 
position so that the penalty for inserting a gap in one part of 
the alignment might be more or less than in another part. The 
position-specific gap weights penalize gaps in conserved regions 
more heavily than in more variable regions· The profile contains 
a consensus sequence for the display of alignments of other 
sequences to the profile. Since the table on which the profile 
is based is usually the Dayhoff evolutionary distance matrix, 
the consensus residue is the residue which has the least 
evolutionary distance from all of the residues in that position 
of the alignment rather than simply the most frequent residue at 
that position (Fig. 5). 
The profile method has several advantages over most sequence 
comparison methods. A profile represents the common 
characteristics of a family of similar sequences where any 
single sequence is just one realization of the family's charact-
eristics. Since the profile represents the alignment of a number 
of known sequences, it contains information that defines where 
the members of a family of sequences are conserved and where 
they are variable. A profile search can emphasize similarity to 
conserved regions while tolerating diversity in variable 
regions. Each sequence in the data base is compared to more 
generic information than is possible in searches based on simple 
pair-wise comparisons between two sequences. Moreover, while 
conventional searching methods require some minimal level of 
identity between the sequences for any signal to be generated, 
the profile search, since it is based on quantitative symbol 
comparisons can find similarities between sequences with no 
symbolic identity. 
Experiments reported by Gribskov et al show that using a 
globin profile to search the protein data bank a distribution of 
scores is created with a clear distinction between known globins 
and unrelated sequences [Gribskov, 1987]. Even globins distantly 
related to the group used to make the profile were clearly 
distinguished from non-globin sequences. The non-random part of 
the distribution of the scores also contained a large number of 
credibly "globin-like" sequences that were not identified when 
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conventional searching algorithms were used. For comparison the 
authors searched the database with the Lipman-Pearson FASTP 
program [Lipman, 1985] using human alpha hemoglobin as a probe. 
The program selected 244 of 271 globins in the database. In 
contrast to the profile method, the leghemoglobins could not be 
clearly distinguished from non-globin sequences. 
S ta tistical Sign ificance of Matches. 
When a data base is searched with a program that calculates a 
similarity score for each sequence in the library, it will find 
the highest scoring sequence(s), regardless of whether the 
alignment between the query and library sequence is biologically 
meaningful or not. The statistical significance of the alignment 
between two sequences must therefore be evaluated. This is 
commonly done in a "scrambling" test by randomly permuting one 
of the potentially related sequences, and recalculating the 
similarity score [Haber, 1970]. After a number (say 50) of 
permutations the mean of the 'shuffled' comparisons is compared 
to the initial similarity score, and the significance is deduced 
from the number of standard deviations that the original score 
differs from the mean (permutation) score (Fig. 6). 
Especially protein similarities in the "twilight zone", i.e. 
identity scores ranging from 15-25% should be considered with 
the utmost suspicion. They should most certainly be subjected to 
a scrambling test to determine their merits. 
However, locally biased composition is perhaps the most 
common reason for high similarity scores of marginal biological 
significance [Lipman, 1984]. High scoring alignment may be the 
result of patches of charged or hydrophobic amino acid residues 
or to AT- or GC-rich regions in DNA. An analysis which breaks up 
these segments of biased composition may result in scores of 
shuffled sequences that are lower than the initial score, and 
the sequences appear related. In such a case it may be better to 
construct shuffled sequences by permuting blocks of 10-20 
residues, so that the local composition is maintained. While two 
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mean íni tn score: 22.9 (7.31); max inítn score: S3 
mean initO score: 22.7 (6.39); max initO score: 44 
mean opt score: 32.3 (10.34); шах opt score: 65 
ini tn score: 64 i s 5.62 s.d. above mean 
initO score: 64 is 6.46 s.d. above mean 
opt score: 132 i s 9.64 s.d. above mean 
Figure 6. Statistical significance of the match between the M. leprae 
antigen and soybean small heat-shock protein. The optimized alignment 
score of 132 is 9.64 standard deviation above the mean permuted score, 
which indicates that the match between the sequences is significant; 
this makes it very likely that the sequences are related. The number of 
random permutations of the soybean sequence was 60. (Program RDF2 
[Pearson, 1988)). 
sequences that shared a distant common ancestor may have 
significant similarity scores using either strategy, unrelated 
proteins that are resembling because of secondary structure or 
hydropathic profile may have similarity scores whose significan­
ce decreases dramatically when the global and local shuffling 
results are compared [Pearson, 1988]. 
A word about distance/scoring matrices. 
All algorithms that measure the relatedness between two 
sequences use some scoring scheme to calculate the homology that 
exists between the residues in the sequences. They use to that 
end a matrix which expresses the relatedness between all 
possible pairs of residues (amino acid or nucleotide). The 
simplest matrix is commonly known as the unitary or identity 
matrix; all identical pairs of residues score 1, all other 
possible combinations score 0. This, however, ignores the fact 
that some mutations occur more frequently than others: for 
example, the transition Arg-Lys (in either direction) occurs far 
more often than Arg-Gly. 
The most widely used matrix is therefore based upon the 
observed amino acid replacements in a great number of protein 
sequences. It is often referred to as MDM78 or PAM250 [Dayhoff, 
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Figure 7. Scoring matrices to measure the relatedness between two 
protein sequences: the PAM250 matrix (upper-right triangle) and the 
MMD matrix (lower-left triangle). Unlike the original matrix by Fitch & 
Margoliash IFitch, 1967], the values in the MMD matrix have been 
converted to reflect similarities rather than distances (I.e.- 3 - the 
original number). 
1978] (Fig. 7). This matrix is especially suited for the 
detection of distant relationships, since it has been 
constructed by tallying amino acid replacements that actually 
occurred. 
To express the relatedness between non-identioal pairs of 
amino acids Fitch constructed the Minimum Mutation Distance 
(MMD) matrix, which uses as a distance between the amino acid 
pairs the minimum number of nucleotide changes that are required 
to convert one amino acid into another [Fitch, 1966; Vogel, 
1978] (Fig. 7). This matrix obviously ignores the actual codon 
usage, but only sets a minimum of substitutions required. 
Although rarely used for searching and alignment, it is still 
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frequently used in phylogenetic studies from protein sequences 
[e.g. Stapel, 1984; Leunissen, 1986a; de Jong, 1988]. 
The different scoring schemes, however, produce rather 
similar results with respect to aligning protein sequences, the 
PAM250 matrix proving only slightly better than the HMD and 
unitary matrix [Feng, 1985]. 
For scoring nucleotides, the unitary matrix is most frequent-
ly used. One could, however, easily envisage a matrix using the 
non-random nucleotide substitutions as calculated from 
comparisons of pseudogene sequences [Li, 1984]. 
Sequence alignment_^ 
The first algorithm for optimal alignment of protein or 
nucleic acid sequences has been described by Needleman & Wunsch 
[1970] , and this type of alignment algorithm is still generally 
referred to as such. Since then many variations have been 
suggested, but the basic algorithm has essentially remained 
(Fig. 8). Most alterations concerned a basic problem of aligning 
sequences; how to weight the introduction of gaps, the so-called 
'gap-problem' [Sellers, 1974; Waterman, 1976; Goad, 1982]. The 
basic algorithm places sequences A and B, with lengths M and N, 
at the sides of a matrix of size M*N. All possible cells in the 
matrix are initially set to the 'distance' between the 
constituing residues along the sides of the matrix using some 
weighting scheme (See also Distance matrices). The algorithm 
then tries to find the optimal path through this matrix, 
starting at the N-terminal sides, and working its way to the C-
termini. Whenever a gap in one of the sequences is introduced, 
the score obtained thus far is lowered by some value, the gap 
penalty. Variations in the basic algorithm often add to this gap 
penalty another value, which depends on the length of the gap. 
Global sequence alignment of five pairs of homologous protein 
sequences showed 54% agreement overall for residues in secondary 
structures, as tested against alignments based on superposition 
of the three-dimensional structures [Barton, 1987a]. Inclusion 
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— A — 
>P1;S0Y6 small heat shock protein - soybean - 159 aa vs. 
>F1;M19058 Mycobacterium leprae, рСЬР3.2, frame 1 - 131 aa 
29.1% identity in 103 aa overlap 
50 $0 70 80 90 100 
S0Y6 AATPADVKEYPNSYVFEIDMPGLKSGDIKVQVEDDNLLLICGERKRDEEKEGAKYLRMER 
;_ ; ; _ ..,: :.:.::.: : : ..: : X: 
M19058 AVMPMDAWREGEEFVVEFDLPGIKADSLDIDIERKVVTVRAERPGVDPDRE MLAAER 
30 40 50 60 70 80 
110 120 130 140 150 
S0Y6 RVGKLMRKmPENANTDAISAVCQDGVLSVTVQKLPPPEPKK 
. : . :..:: :: .:. : : .:.::X :.: 
M19058 PRGVFNRQLVbGENLDTERILASYQEGVLKLSIPVAERAKPRK 
90 100 110 120 
— B — 
>P1;S0Y6 small heat shock protein - soybean, type 159 aa vs. 
>F1;M19058 Mycobacterium leprae, pCLP3.2, frame 1 131 aa 
23.9% identity 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
S0Y6 MDFRVMGLESPLFHTLQHMMDMSEDGAGDNKTHNAPTVSYVRDAKAMAATPADVmPNS 
M19058 MLMR TDPFRELDRFAEQVLGTSARPAVMPMDAW REG ЕЕ 
10 20 30 
70 80 90 100 110 120 
S0Y6 YVFEIDMPGLKSGDIKVQVEDDNLLLICGERKRDEEKEGAKYLRMERRVGKLMRKFVLPE 
M19058 FVVEFDLPGIKADSLDIDIERNVVTVRAERPGVDPDRE MLAAERPRGVFNRQLVLGE 
40 50 60 70 80 90 
130 140 150 
S0Y6 NANTDAISAVCQDGVLSVTVQKLPPPEPKKPRTIQVKVA 
M19058 NLDTERILASYQEGVLKLSI—PVAERAKPRKISVDRG 
100 110 120 130 
Figure 8 (A) Local alignment of soybean heat-shock protein and Af. 
leprae protein antigen. (B) Global alignment of soybean small heat-shock 
protein and M. Jeprae antigen. (Programs LFASTA and ALIGN [Pearson, 
1988]) 
of i n f o r m a t i o n about t h e s e c o n d a r y s t r u c t u r e of one of t h e 
p r o t e i n s i n o r d e r t o l i m i t t h e number of gaps i n s e r t e d i n 
r e g i o n s of s e c o n d a r y s t r u c t u r e , r a i s e d t h i s r a t e t o 68%. T h e i r 
d a t a s u g g e s t t h a t an a l ignment which i s g r e a t e r t h a n 75% c o r r e c t 
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m secondary structural regions can be obtained by automatic 
alignment for proteins with similarity scores greater than six. 
Applying the Needleman & Wunsch algorithm for the 
simultaneous alignment of more than two sequences would require 
matrices of size M*N*0... For sequences of any reasonable 
length, iriost computers would soon run out of memory; e.g. 4 
sequences of only 100 residues long would already require a 
four-dimensional matrix of 10e cells. Using only 1 byte for each 
cell to store the resulting scores, this would require almost 
100 Mbyte of RAM. For comparison, a VAX 11/785, like most of the 
comparable systems, has 16 Mbyte of memory: already for three 
sequences of moderate lengths the required storage space may 
become prohibitive. Just recently, super computers with main 
memory capacity of 256 Mbyte or more have become more generally 
available to tackle this problem from the hardware side. 
To overcome this problem at the software side, several 
algorithms have been devised to reduce the amount of storage: 
either by not storing all intermediate results at once [Murata, 
1985], or by aligning small segments of the sequences at a time, 
and working its way through the sequences {Johnson, 1986]. 
Other authors use iterative approaches to this problem. The 
algorithm first aligns sequences 1 and 2; next sequence 3 is 
added to the alignment of sequence 1 and 2. This is repeated 
until all sequences are aligned [Barton, 1987b; Taylor, 1987; 
Martinez, 1988; Tajima, 1988]. The alignment order is determined 
by performing all pairwise alignments of the sequences in the 
data set, and ranking the sequences according to their alignment 
scores. For this ordening a phylogenetic tree, constructed with 
the unweighted pair-group method (UPGMA, see chapter 4), can be 
used [Tajima, 1988] . Then the sequences that had the highest 
alignment score are iteratively aligned with the next best, and 
so forth. 
Best performance for multiple sequence alignment is to be 
expected from the simultaneous alignment of all sequences; this, 
however, demands large computer memory. If the available memory 
is limited, the iterative approach appears to be the next best 
choice. The small-segment method only performs well when there 
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is a high degree of similarity between the sequences to be 
alianed. 
(For a listing of current multiple-sequence alignment 
programs, see [Friedeman, 19881.) 
Dot MatrixJMethods. 
A common method to look at the relationship between two 
sequences or searching for repeats within a sequence is by 
comparing the sequences in a 'dot-matrix'. [Gibbs, 1970; Lenk, 
1981; Staden, 1982; Reisner, 19881. This is a two-dimensional 
matrix, of which the sides are formed by the sequences to be 
compared (Fig. 9). In it every subsequence in sequence A of a 
preset window-length is compared to every subsequence of length 
window in sequence B. Whenever the homology between the two 
subsequences reaches a predefined threshold value, a 'dot' is 
placed at the matrix position, of which the coordinates are 
formed by the residue-numbers of the midpoints of the 
corresponding subsequences. By carefully selectina the window 
and threshold values, random matches ('noise') can be filtered 
from the dot-matrix, so that (partial) homology between two 
sequences, or repeating units within a sequence can be 
vizualized as offset diagonals parallel to the main diagonal. 
The threshold value is a function of the window size and the way 
how matches are evaluated; most programs allow for selection 
between scoring identities only, or weighted scaling (e.g. by 
use of the PAM-matrix [Dayhoff, 1978] or by using correlation 
coefficients based upon properties inherent to amino acids, like 
hydrophobicity [Kubota, 1982; Argos, 1987; Reisner, 1988]). 
Sequence Manipulation. 
Several tools have been developed for the comparison and 
alignment of protein and nucleic acid primary, and in some cases 
tertiary, structures. Besides the before-mentioned methods like 
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Figure 9 Protein аоШаІгіх-сотрагічлп η* w * i n a r s- "-r-i— -<p 
crystallìn. (Program COMPARE and DOTPLOT IDevereux, Ιϋ^^,Κ 
d o t - m a t r i x a n a l y s i s and a u t o m a t i c a l i g n m e n t s o - t j i u e d τι ι - ^ ι >i -
s e q u e n c e e d i t o r s a r e o f t e n used t o d i s p l a y ь i'3 'і-и;ді.*.і r u t 
m u l t i p l e sequences a t a t i m e . ï h e s e s e q i o ^ - e aJ.juïnii.'-ïuс n i i . t i t a ï 
a l low t h e s i m u l t a n e o u s d i s p l a y of a ппішзет o i •acq'i.'tî». >> од ^ ?я 
t e r m i n a l s c r e e n ; t h e y f a c i l i t a t e al ignment fcy u l iowiug t ' o USÍA 
t o i n t r o d u c e or remove gaps i n t e r a c t i v e l y , AXSO t e com ¿ i n c u s 
d i s p l a y of a consensus sequence , which і ь updac^a O Í н/ery 
change made t o t h e m u l t i p l e a l i g n m e n t , iray gx-.pxíy a c a i t c a c e 
t h e manual a l i gnmen t of a s e t of s e g u e n c e s . Seve ra l prortrami er*-, 
a v a i l a b l e fo r t h i s p u r p o s e , l i k e the огодга-гл A'jh i n i ·.£ •;·? 
Jong, 1988; Leun i s s en , 1 9 8 9 ] , HOMED [ З с с с к к е і л , «« / I-JBOJ 
Lineup [Devereux, 1984] and IHE iMorr i s l i £ ï j , 
A s p e c i a l c a se i s formed by the procjraa«- -ііз· i-x г і - і с г . ι , 
m a n i p u l a t i o n of m u l t i p l e t h r e e - d m - e n s i o n a l p r o t e i n arr i , ."tu ьь 
(See a l s o c h a p t e r 5 ) . The r e c e n t l y d e s c r i u c i {.rograms b i . f i t ac," 
SCAMP a l l o w t h e a l i g n m e n t of t h r e e - d i m e п з г о г а ^ t t r u c t : r e s cr 
numerous p r o t e i n s by a p a i r w i e e l e a s t - s q u a r e s ï i r i ng p r e e Mure 
[Bar ton , 1 9 8 8 ] . 
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CHAPTER 2 
ANALYSIS OF NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCES 

Analysis of Nucleic Acid Sequences 
Introduction. 
The primary objective of nucleic acid sequence analysis 
concerns the assessment of information about functional domains 
in the primary structure, like boxes, introns and exons, and 
simple secondary structures like hairpin folds. 
Despite the fact that, at present, there are far more 
published nucleotide sequences than protein sequences, the 
number of methods for analysing nucleic acid sequences is still 
limited to a relatively small number of techniques. 
This may be due to the fact that, although the composition of 
DNA or RNA sequences is rather simple (4 nucleotides as opposed 
to 20 amino acids, not counting the relatively sparse modified 
residues), there is still relatively little knowledge about 
regulatory signals, and secondary and tertiary structure of 
nucleic acid sequences. Moreover, the field is rather new: the 
first protein sequence was published in 1951, while the first 
methods for routine determination of nucleotide sequences were 
only published as recently as 1975 [Maniatis, 1975]. 
Add to this fact that, although folding of a protein chain is 
far more complex than folding of a nucleotide sequence, a 
nucleotide sequence is at least three times larger than the 
corresponding amino acid sequence. 
Nevertheless, great improvements have been made in nucleic 
acids research: many regulatory mechanisms have been unraveled, 
much is known to date about splicing of mRNA sequences, the 
three-dimensional structure of tRNAs has been extensively 
studied, etc. 
There remain however a great number of puzzles to be solved, 
like how tissue-specificity really works. Maybe the greatest of 
them all may still be the question why there is so much DNA: 
although exons often correspond to protein domains, it is hardly 
imaginable that the sole function of introns is to serve as 
'spacers' [Craik, 1983; Stone, 1985]. Moreover, there are a 
great number of genes or species that lack introns. While these 
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species are sometimes referred to as being orimitive, they are 
of course just as highly specialized as any other organism. 
Bacteria, however simple organisms, have evolved just as lona as 
mammals since they seoarated. 
Locating Coding Sequences._ 
The most frequently used method applied to a newly sequenced 
nucleotide sequence is of course the translation into an amino 
acid sequence. This is rather straightforward if the sequence is 
a cDNA; when translated into all three (six) possible frames, 
usually the longest contiguous open reading frame (ORF) is 
selected as the correct protein coding frame. If the nucleotide 
sequence is however a genomic DNA sequence, it may contain 
intervening sequences (introns), and often requires additional 
information, apart from the location of start and stop codons. 
This can be achieved a.o. by combining these data with the 
positions of predicted donor and acceptor splice sites. 
There have been published several statistical methods to 
search for protein coding regions, which are all based upon the 
non-random occurrence of nucleotides or codons in coding 
regions. One of the oldest methods is based upon the observation 
that many genes have a preference for the use of codons of the 
form RNY1 , supposed to be due to remnants of a primitive genetic 
code [Shepherd, 1981]. 
Fickett calculated positional values for all four nucleoti-
des, based upon their frequency of occurrence in all three codon 
positions [Fickett, 1982] (Fig. 1). These values, combined with 
the nucleotide composition of the sequence, were used to define 
probabilités of coding for the range of values each parameter 
could take. This technique was tested against the 1981 Los 
Alamos sequence library, and was found to misclassify 5% of the 
sequences, and give no opinion in 20% of the cases. When this 
method is used to date, one should bear in mind that the 1981 
1R=purine, Y=pyrimidine and N»any base. 
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Figure 1. Identification of protein coding sequences based on the non-
randomness of the composition at everv third base [Fickett. 1982!. The 
plot, shows the statistic for E. coli outer membrane protein genes. Start 
and stob codons for each frame are indicated bv small vertical lines 
and diamonds, respectively. Bars under the plot mark the actual coding 
regions. (Program TESTCODE [Devereux, 19841). 
nucleotide data base was only less than 3% of its contemporary 
size, and probably was even more biased for the type of sequen­
ces included. The parameters should therefore ideally be 
recalculated for each new release of a data base. 
A method that takes advantage of the uneven use of amino 
acids by proteins and the structure of the genetic code has been 
described by Staden [Staden, 1984b]. It assumes an average amino 
acid composition [Dayhoff, 1978] and no codon preference; this 
determines the frequency of all four bases in each of the three 
codon positions. This frequency table can then be used to 
calculate the coding probability in each of the three frames. 
Also the uneven usage of codons within a coding region can be 
used to search for protein coding regions [McLachlan, 1984]. The 
method is independant of what the coding bias actually is, 
requiring only that it is present. Coding regions will give rise 
to codon biases above those expected from the base composition. 
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Figure 2. Identification of protein coding sequences of E. coll outer 
membrane proteins, based on codon-preference (Gribskov, 1984]. Open 
reading frames are shown as boxes beneath the plots for each frame. 
The bars under the figure show the actual coding regions. Note that 
the first gene cannot be identified on basis of its preferential codon 
usage (Cf. Fig. 1). (Program CODONPREFERENCE [Gribskov, 1984]). 
A variant expects all synonymous codons being used equally 
frequent for each amino acid; only coding regions show biases 
such that for each amino acid residue some codons are used far 
more frequent than others. 
This same concept, i.e. codon preference, can locate coding 
regions by using a codon frequency table constructed from known 
gene(s) [Gribskov, 1984] (Fig. 2). 
Signals, Sites and Boxes. 
Nucleic acid sequences, like proteins, contain many 
substructures with known or (as yet) unknown functions, like 
restriction sites, TATA-boxes, splice sites etc. (Table I). Some 
of them, like restriction sites, must match the nucleotide 
sequence exactly to be functional; others, like for example the 
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Table I. Kxamples of nucleic acid consensus sequences. 
Branchpoint selection CTTGNNYYY 
Donor splice site (CA)AGGT(AG)AGT 
Acceotor splice site (TC)nN(CT)AGG 
Poly(A) addition signal AATAAA 
splice donor or acceptor sites are of a more variable nature. 
Algorithms that locate motifs or segments obeying a certain 
consensus can be divided roughly into two classes: i.e. programs 
that use a pattern-matching algorithm, and programs that use a 
statistical method. The first class locates a pattern by 
character matching, allowing for only those characters that have 
been included in the consensus pattern. Usually mismatches are 
only accepted up to a user-definable level (if tolerated at 
all). Variable loops are only then accepted when they have been 
included in the user-defined pattern. 
The second algorithm uses a consensus table (matrix), which 
has been compiled from a set of aligned sequences, and contains 
the frequency of occurrence for each of all possible residues at 
each consensus position [Staden, 1984a]. This position-specific 
frequency table is compared to all positions in the query 
sequence, and the resulting score is plotted. This method needs 
no preset mismatch level; however, like the previous algorithm, 
it does not allow for gaps. 
Restriction sites are usually located by character-matching, 
since they have a well-defined structure, and do not contain 
gaps. Also promotor regions, although less well defined, can be 
detected by locating a TATA-box, a variable loop of 20-30 
nucleotides and the initiator codon. Note: while this pattern 
contains a loop of variable length, it does not contain gaps! 
Sites that have a more diffuse structure, like splice sites, 
are best searched for by using the statistical, i.e. matrix 
method, using the frequency of occurrence of nucleotides in the 
consensus to evaluate the quality of the located pattern 
[Staden, 1984a]. Especially for recognition sites of proteins, 
the matrix method of searching has some advantages [Stormo, 
1988]. Initially starting with a matrix equivalent to the 
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consensus seouence, isore information can be added, as it comes 
available, until the matrix well represents the interaction of 
the protein with the site. Such a raatrix should even aive scores 
related to the activity of the site. Since the quantitative 
information measure is directly related to the eneray of the 
interaction, it is very useful for describina the interaction, 
as well as for performing ouantitative searches. 
Repeats and InvertedRe^eats. 
In nucleic acid sequences, as well as in protein sequences, 
repeating segments are frequently encountered. There are, 
however, two classes of repeats in nucleic acid sequences. 
Internal repeats, i.e. repeating units in one sequence, are 
often unique for a gene, or gene family. On the other hand there 
are repeats that occur throughout the genomic DNA, like for 
example the Alu repeat in primates, or the BMF repeat in 
unaulates, which may occur in hundreds of thousands of copies 
[Weiner, 1986; Skowronski, 1984], 
The former type of repeat can easily be detected by means of 
dot matrix techniques, by comparing a sequence to itself. 
Repeating segments then pop up as offset diagonals, parallel to 
the main diagonal. The latter type, of which perhaps only one 
copy may be present in the query sequence, will usually be 
detected by a data base search [Hendriks, 1987? van Rens, 1989]. 
Another type of repeat, belonging to the first class, is the 
inverted (complementary) repeat, often referred to as a 
palindrome. It can be searched for by employing the same 
techniques as for ordinary internally repeating sequences; 
however, the sequence should in this case not be compared to 
itself, but to the complementary sequence [Wuilmart, 1977]. 
RNA Secondary Structure Prediction. 
The cloverleaf form of the tRNA molecule is probably the 
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best-known example of RNA secondary structure. It displays the 
manor secondary structure motifs found m RNA: double helices 
and loops. A third important motif can be seen in the three-
dimensional structure of the tRNA; this structure, called a 
knot, consists of base-pairing regions from different loops. For 
ease of calculation knots are often considered as part of the 
tertiary structure [Zuker, 1984]. 
The first step towards predicting the three-dimensional 
structure of an RNA is to predict its secondary structure, i.e. 
which nucleotides are base pairs [Turner, 19883. Two methods are 
primarily used for predicting secondary structure. One is 
phylooenetic comparison, the comparison of sequences with 
identical function in different organisms [Fox, 1975] ; it 
depends on finding structural features that are conserved during 
evolution. The second method uses thermodynamics to compare the 
free eneray changes predicted for formation of possible seconda-
ry structures [Tinoco, 1971]. 
Thermodynamic methods assume that the interactions between 
motifs tertiary interactions, will be weaker than secondary 
structure interactions; the sum of the free energies of all 
secondary structures is a reasonable approximation of the total 
free energy. This approximation seems adeguate for the case of 
tRNA. The stabilities of secondary structure motifs are either 
determined from measurements on small RNA molecules, or by 
varyino parameters until the known structures of RNAs are 
predicted. 
Current algorithms fall into two categories: combinatorial 
and dynamic (recursive) algorithms. The first algorithm first 
constructs a list of all helices that can be formed from a 
sequence, and then determines the combination of helices that 
yields the lowest free energy [Oouy, 1987]. This algorithm, 
althouah it can include also knotted structures and non-nearest-
neighbour interactions, is impractical for structures containing 
more than 200 nucleotides, since the number of combinations of 
helices, and hence its speed, varies as 21 , where h is the 
number of helices. The latter algorithm finds the lowest free 
energy structure from the subfragments of a sequence [Nussmov, 
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Figure 3. Secondary structure prediction of bovine 0B-crvstallin mRNA. 
(Ргоргят FOLD iZuker. 1984: Devereux: 1984П. 
1982; Zuker, 1984]. It first finds the lower eneroy structure 
for all pentanucleotides in a sequence, then for all hexanucleo-
tides, and so forth. The major advantage of this algorithm is 
its speed: depending on the implementation the execution time is 
proportional to N3 or N 4. So calculations with more than 1000 
nucleotides can be achieved. Recently, a Monte Carlo simulation 
was added to the basic algorithm to assess the statistical 
significance of locally "optimal" secondary structures [Le, 
1988] . 
On the average, 70* of the helices in an RNA secondary 
structure will be predicted correctly. Comparison of predictions 
for sequences with the same function should increase the 
reliability of the deduced structures. In practice, a 
combination of phylogenetic and thermodynamic methods may be 
more useful than either alone [Turner, 1988]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS OF PROTEIN SEQUENCES 

Analysis of Protein Sequences 
Introduction. 
While nucleic acid sequence analysis is mainly one-dimensio-
nal, i.e. the detection of functional domains in the primary 
structure, the analysis of protein sequences is largely directed 
to gaining information about the secondary and tertiary 
structure of the protein, through the primary structure. 
Much information about structure and function of a protein 
sequence can be attained by comparison with related sequences. 
If for a related sequence the three-dimensional structure is 
known, it may even be possible to build a model of the protein, 
using those X-ray coordinates [Greer, 1985]. But even if the 
structure of a related protein is not known, there is much 
information that can be deduced from comparing sequences. For 
example, Roebroek et al. [1986] sequenced an open reading frame 
fur closely linked to the c-fes proto-oncogene. Fes has a 
characteristic protein tyrosine-kinase domain, but no other 
features. A search through the protein sequence data base with 
the fur sequence revealed amongst the highest scoring matches a 
significant homology with the insulin-receptor and the EGF-
receptor, and a small high-scoring segment closely resembling 
the trans-membrane domain from the class II MHC antigens. The 
hydropathy profile also predicted a very hydrophobic domain in 
this part of the putative protein sequence. From these data the 
authors predicted fur to be a receptor-like protein, with the 
receptor domain on one side of the cell-membrane, and the C-
terminal part on the other side, possibly interacting with fes; 
a situation very much resembling the way the insulin- and the 
EGF-receptor operate [Ullrich, 1984, 1985]. 
It must be emphasized that many of the employed techniques 
have their limitations; a great number of the algorithms has 
been designed through, and validated by the analysis of the 
three-dimensional structure of proteins. The set of proteins 
with known tertiary structure, however, is rather limited, and 
to some extent biased; nearly all of these proteins are water-
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Table I, Examples of small repeating units In proteins. All units are 
repated multiple times. (See also iDoolittle, 19871). 
Silk fibroin (silkworm) GA 
Iron transport factor (E. coli) PX 
Collagen (aniaals) GPX or GXP 
Antifreeze proteins (fish) AAT 
Malarial antigen (Plasmodia) NANP 
Keratin (vertebrates) CCXPX 
Chorion proteins (invertebrates) GYGGL 
Protamines (Fish sperm) ARRRR 
so lub le , globular p r o t e i n s . This l im i t s the accuracy of the 
ana lys is schemes to a grea t extent to globular p ro t e in s , or a t 
l e a s t makes t h e i r outcome doubtful for e .g . f ibrous p ro t e in s . 
Repeats. 
Internally repeating sequences are also a common feature 
among proteins. Elongation of proteins in the course of 
evolution is often achieved by tandem duplications. These 
repeating units can range from 2 residues up to several 
hundreds. Also the number of repeats ranges from one internal 
duplication of a single functional domain to multiple repeating 
units of several residues long (See table I for some examples). 
However, the second type of repeat found in nucleic acid 
sequences, like the Alu repeat, is not encountered in protein 
sequences. 
A common method to locate repeats in any protein is, as in 
nucleic acid sequences, by comparing the sequence with itself in 
a 'dot-matrix'. Internally repeating sequences will then easily 
be visualized as offset diagonals, parallel to the main 
diagonal. 
Although repeats are very common in protein and nucleotide 
sequences, it is often neglected by researchers to compare a 
sequence to itself, in addition to comparing it to the data 
libraries [e.g. Nene, 1986; de Jong, 1988] (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Dotmatrlx-selfcomparlson of Schistosoma mansonli egg antigen 
p40. The lines parallel to the main diagonal reveal a large internal 
duplication in the protein sequence. (Program DIAGON [Staden, 1982]). 
Functional domains, consensus sequences and structural motifs. 
There are many short patterns known to be indicative for 
certain functional domains, binding sites or active sites, in 
protein as well as nucleic acid sequences. Such patterns include 
glycation-sites, βαβ folds, Zn-fingers, and many others (see 
Table II). They can be used to predict properties of a sequence 
of unknown function, or to locate the (possible) residue(s) at 
which e.g. phosphorylation might occur. 
One should, however, be careful interpreting the results of 
such a search; exceptions on a certain consensus usually are 
manifold. Moreover, the presence of a consensus sequence may be 
not sufficient to be an actually functional site. 
The techniques used to locate these structures are in 
principle equal to those used to detect functional sites in 
nucleic acid sequences, i.e. simple pattern matching or by using 
a consensus matrix method (See chapter 2). 
If the consensus sequence to be located is fairly large, and 
may contain gaps, a method called 'profile analysis' can be used 
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Table II. Examples of protein signals 
means 'or', and a comma indicates th 
important. J is any hydrophobic resic 
1986; Doolittle, 1987)). 
Enzyme Active Sites 
Serine Protease Active Site 
Subtilisin-type Serine Protease 
Sulfhydryl Protease 
Acid Protease 
Hydroxy-Kinase 
Guanidino-Kinase 
G3PDH 
Trióse Phophate Isomerase 
Phophoglucamutase 
Phopholipase A 
Lactamase 
Binding Sites 
N-Glycosylation 
Purine Nucleotide Binding Site 
Fibronectin Cell Adhesion Sequence 
Cytochrome с Thioester 
Nuclear Protein Transite Sequence 1 
Nuclear Protein Transite Sequence 2 
Factor X Protease Cleavage Site 
Viral Polyprotein Cleavage Site 
Phagocytosis uptake 
BNA-Binding (Zinc Finger) 
DNA-unwinding protein A-motif 
DNA-unwinding protein B-motif 
DNA-unwinding protein C-motif 
Metallothionein 
Copper Binding Site 
Penicillin Binding Site 
Secretory Control Protein 
ßaß-Fold 
Zn-Finger Η-C Link 
Protein Kinase 1 
Protein Kinase 2 
In parentheses, a vertical bar (!) 
it the residue order is not 
ue. (For references, see [Hodgman, 
(G!D)-S-G-G 
T-M-S-A 
G-X-C-(VIY) 
J-D-T-G 
D-F-G-Xn-A-P-E 
T-C-P-Xn-N-L-G-T 
C-T-T-N-C 
J-A-Y-E-P 
T-A-S-H-D 
C-C-X-X-H-D 
S-X-X-K 
K-X-(SIT) 
(G!A)-X-X-X-G-K-(S!T) 
R-G-D-S 
C-X-X-C-H 
K-K-K-R-K-V 
(R!K)-(J,J,P)-(RÍK) 
I-E-G-R 
(Q!Y)-G 
(R|K)-P-(R!K) 
C-X2-« -С-Хэ -F-Xs -L-X2 -Н-Хз - (H I С) 
D~X4-A-X-i-G-K-T 
(V! I)-L-D-E-A-D-X-(MIL)-L-Xi-G-F 
H-R-I-G-R 
С-Х-С-Хэ-э-C-X-C-X4-s-С 
Н-Хэ-4-H-Xn-H 
J-S-(Τ,J)-К 
H-J-G-T-D-E-X-X-L-I-X-I-L 
(K!R!H!S|TIQ¡N)-(AII!L!V!M!C)-X-
(A11 iL I VIM! O - X-G-X-G-X2-G-X0-
(A|I|L|V!M!C)-X2-(AIIIL!VIM!C)-X<-9-
(A!I!L!V!M|C)-X-(A!IILIVIMIC)-X-(DIE) 
T-G- (QIE) - (R ! K) -P- (Y!F) -X 
(L!1!V)-G-X-G-X-(F!Y)-G-X-(L!I1V) 
(LHIV)-(HÎY)-X-D-(FII ¡LIMIVIY)-X3-N-
X-(FII!L!M¡V|Y)2 
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(See chapter 1). This technique also uses a position-specific 
scoring table, compiled from a multiple sequence alignment, 
which will be used for alignment with the target sequence. The 
alignment is performed by standard local alignment techniques 
[Smith, 1981], allowing for the introduction of gaps. Perhaps 
the most difficult step lies in determining the threshold level, 
at which a found pattern is to be considered significant 
[Gribskov, 1988]. 
This last method is best suited for detection of complex 
motifs in protein sequences, since the 'profile' is often 
constructed using the Dayhoff scoring matrix which considers the 
evolutionary 'alikeness' of residues, rather than merely their 
frequency of occurrence at a certain position. 
Currently also other techniques are being used to identify 
potential sites: Nakai and Kanehisa used sets containing both 
true and false N-glycosylation or phosphorylation sites, and 
applied discriminant analysis to б physicochemical parameters 
describing the residues surrounding the modification sites. The 
resulting discriminant function is then used in addition to 
pattern matching to decide whether a potential site is a true 
modification site [Nakai, 1988] . 
Hydropathy profiles. 
The term 'hydropathy' was first introduced by Kyte & 
Doolittle [Kyte, 1982], and is meant to combine the terms 
hydrophobic!ty and hydrophylicity. When proteins fold in an 
aqueous environment, the most stable state is one in which most 
of the polar residues are at the outside of the structure, in 
direct contact with the surrounding water, while as many as 
possible non-polar residues are buried in the core of the 
protein, hiding from the water [Rose, 1980]. 
The hydropathy profile shows the distribution of hydrophobic 
and hydrophylic residues (or segments) along the protein chain. 
This is done by calculating the mean hydropathy of overlapping 
segments of the sequence, and plotting the resultant value at 
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Figure 2. Hydropathy plot of human furln. The profile was constructed 
using the method of Kyte & Doolittle IKyte, 1982]. Hydrophobicity 
increases towards the top of the panel, hydrophilicity towards the 
bottom. The putative transmembrane domain can be seen as a large 
hydrophobic bulk at residues 420-450.(Program PROFILES [J.A.M.L.)). 
the midpoint of the segment. This method is often referred to as 
a profile plot or running average plot. 
The hydropathy values of amino acids are usually calculated 
from partition-coefficients in e.g water/octanol. Although a 
great number of scales have been described [Nozaki, 1971? Jones, 
1975; Manavalan, 1978; Wertz, 1978; Janin, 1979; Hopp, 1981; 
Wolfenden, 1981; Eisenberg, 1982; Kyte, 1982; Sweet, 1983; 
Lawson, 1984; Rose, 1985; Parker, 1986], the resulting profiles 
usually do not differ dramatically. 
The profile may be used to predict which portions of a 
protein are likely to be on the surface of the protein, or will 
be buried. It also indicates the presence of transmembrane 
domains or leader-peptides (Fig. 2). The comparison of patterns 
of hydrophobicity by means of a hydrophobicity correlation 
coefficient (rK) or by a method called hydrophobic cluster 
analysis (HCA) can be used to measure the degree of similarity 
in the three-dimensional structures of two proteins [Sweet, 
1983; Gaboriaud, 1987]. 
A recent study showed, however, that the hydrophylicity of 
polar amino acid side-chains is markedly reduced by the flanking 
peptide bonds [Roseman, 1988]. This means that absolute hydro­
pathy scales should be determined experimentally from studies 
with peptides and polypeptides, rather than from studies with 
free amino acids and side-chain analogs. Moreover, it implies 
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Figure 3. Membrane propensity plot of bovine rhodopsin, The scale used 
was that of Kuhn & Leigh ¡Kuhn, 19851. (Program PROFILES [J.A.M.L.]). 
that proteins are probably much less hydrophylic and 
consequently much more readily inserted into membranes than 
previously thought. 
Membrane propensity, chain flexibility. 
Membrane-spanning segments of a protein chain can be 
predicted using a method, similar to the hydropathy plots [Kuhn, 
1985]. Transmembrane segments are located using a running 
average technique (a profile), derived from the frequency of 
occurrence of amino acid residues in transmembrane domains and 
signal sequences. 
Eisenberg described a method using hydrophobic moment plots 
to predict membrane-spanning and membrane-associated protein 
domains [Eisenberg, 1982a,· Eisenberg, 1984]. (For an 
application, see [Mulders, 1985]). In this method the 
hydrophobic moment of a protein segment is a quantitative 
measure of the amphiphylicity perpendicular to the axis of any 
periodic peptide structure, such as an α-helix. The original 
method calculates the hydrophobic moment using a superimposed a-
helix on the primary structure to predict the general character 
of the protein or protein domains. However, by calculating the 
hydrophobic moment for all possible angles, one can predict not 
only amphiphylic helices (which have angles of around 100»ι ^ut 
also amphiphylic sheets, at angles of about 180*, and 3iB 
helices at 135°. 
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Regions of amphipathic secondary structure can also be 
predicted using Fourier analysis of the hydropathy values of an 
amino acid sequence [Finer-Moore, 1984]. 
Antigenic determinants. 
Several techniques for the prediction of antigenic determi­
nants have been reported. Hopp & Woods used a hydropathy scale, 
to construct a profile in which the largest hydrophilic regions 
in the sequence may correspond to antigenic determinants [Hopp, 
1981] . A hydropathy scale, derived from HPLC peptide retention 
data correlated also well with antigenicity [Parker, 1986]. Also 
chain-flexibility can be used to predict epitopes [Karplus, 
1985]. The authors derived a method to predict flexible segments 
by analyzing 31 protein structures from the Brookhaven Protein 
Data Bank. It is believed that antigenic determinants are 
located in the more flexible protein segments [Westhof, 1984; 
Tainer, 1984], protruding from the protein's globular surface 
[Thornton, 1986] . A recently described algorithm calculates an 
antigenic index of potentially exposed surface peaks of a 
protein [Jameson, 1988] ; it uses a combination of several 
surface accessibility parameters: hydropathy [Hopp, 1982), 
surface probability [Janin, 197S], backbone flexibility 
[Karplus, 1985] and secondary structure predictions [Chou, 1978; 
Garnier, 1978]. Prediction of amphipathic α-helices might be 
used to detect sites antigenic for helper Τ cells [Kaiser, 1984; 
Margalit, 1987]. 
An alternative method was described by Welling et aJ. 
[Welling, 1985]; they do not use physico-chemical parameters, 
but constructed an empirical amino acid scale which list;? tho 
likelihood for any amino acid to be located in an epitope, by 
examining a number of known antigenic determinants. 
A different scheme uses the averaged mutation rate of protein 
sequence segments, since there appears to be a corre.diem 
between the location of antigenic determinants, and regions with 
a high frequency of accepted replaceraents .lui ing е оігіпіоп 
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Figure 3. Comparison of predicted antigenic determinants (top: Hopp & 
Woods, bottom: WeJllng -et al), to the location of actual known epitopes 
in myoglobin (See also [Thornton, 1986]). (Program PROFILES 
FJ.A.M.L.]). 
[Frommel, 1988] . A major drawback of this method is of course 
the necessity to know a sufficient number of orthologous 
sequences, which makes it useless for designing synthetic 
peptide antigens for proteins of which no other sequences are 
(as yet) reported. 
All methods described above suffer from the limitation that 
they may only predict continuous antigenic determinants; the 
more solvent accessible segments may, however, be part of a 
discontinuous determinant. The N-terminal peptide has been found 
to be very protrusive in many proteins [Thornton, 1983], and 
therefore should often be effective in raising antibodies 
against the whole protein. 
Protein Secondary Structure Prediction. 
There are a number of different methods for the prediction of 
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protein secondary structure, which calculate in some way the 
probability that a given protein segment will be o-helix, ß-
sheet or ß-turn. They are almost all based upon the same 
principle, i.e. an empirical scheme derived from the 
distribution of amino acid residues in proteins with a known 
three-dimensional structure [Chou, 1974; Garnier, 1978; Argos, 
1982; Gascuel, 1988]; other methods have been developed, based 
upon stereochemical geometry calculations [Lim, 1974; Rawlings, 
1983; Cohen, 1983, 1986] or hydrophobicity values [Cid, 1982; 
Finer-Moore, 1984]. 
The resulting secondary structure prediction may not be 
identical for all different methods, and it is therefore advis-
able to employ as many programs as possible to compare the 
results [Lenstra, 1977; Nishikawa, 1983; Schulz, 1988]. One of 
the discrepancies between different methods lies in the position 
of the end-points of any secondary structural motif. This, 
however, can in part be accounted for by the fact that most 
prediction schemes are based upon observed sec. structure in 
proteins of which the tertiary structures are known. Depending 
on the resolution at which the structure of these proteins is 
known, it is usually hard to determine the precise residue at 
which for example an α-helix ends. At closer inspection and 
higher resolution, a putative α-helix may even be identified as 
a 3io-helix [Karplus, 1987]. 
Moreover, the correspondence between the predicted and the 
actual secondary structure can be very low. An analysis of three 
widely used prediction methods [Chou, 1978; Garnier, 1978; Lim, 
1974] on a per-residue basis showed that in general only about 
55% of all residues are correctly predicted [Kabsch, 1983a]. 
Some algorithms try to improve the success-rate of the 
prediction by combining statistical prediction algorithms with 
other information, e.g. Mrázek combines Chou & Fasman 
predictions with helical wheel information and hydropathy 
profiles [Schiffer, 1967; Chou, 1978; Eisenberg, 1982; Mrázek, 
1988]. 
Other algorithms are based on the hypothesis that short 
homologous sequences will have the same secondary structure 
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Figure 5. Secondary structure prediction of bovine aB-crystallin, 
according to Chou & Pasman [1978]. Symbols used: ΛΛ/ (α-helix), 
AWW (ß-sheet), Ç (ß-turn), and .-w (random coil). (Programs 
PEPTIDESTRUCTURE and PLOTSTRUCTURE [Jameson, 19831). 
tendencies [Levin, 1986; Nishikawa, 1986; Sweet, 1986]. The best 
reported result of these three methods was that of Levin et al., 
with a prediction accuracy of over 62%. Comparisons are made 
with the sec. structure data bank of Kabsch & Sander [Kabsch, 
1983b], using an emperically determined similarity matrix which 
assigns a similarity score between any two sequences of 7 
residues in length [Levin, 1986] . 
Super-secondary structures, like βαβ-folds, are often 
difficult to predict, since the β and α predictions frequently 
overlap [Busetta, 1982]; however, pattern-matching methods may 
be more suecesful in locating such structures [Taylor, 1984; 
Wierenga, 1986]. 
It must be stressed that the prediction schemes were only 
devised for water-soluble globular proteins. One must be 
cautious when analyzing e.g. fibrous proteins; and while they 
may correctly predict turns in membrane proteins, they will 
almost certainly fail to predict membrane-spanning helices 
[Doolittle, 1987]. This is due to the difference between an 
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amphipathic helix on the surface of a globular protein and the 
more general helix in a membrane-spanning segment. Moreover, the 
N-terminal parts of a protein are usually better predicted that 
the C-terminal parts, indicating that the N-terminal region is 
more strongly dependent on local interactions [Argos, 1976; 
Schulz, 1974]. This suggests that the N-terminal part folds 
first, because folding is easier if no long-range interactions 
are necessary [Schulz, 1988]. 
Secondary structures of homologous proteins can be compared 
by means of the calculation of a sec. structure correlation 
index [Ponger, 1985]. 
Ρ rediction of Protein Domains and Function. 
Go described a method to detect the occurrence of domains in 
protein structures [Go, 1981]; these domains are often seen to 
be coded by distinct exons in the gene, and may be considered as 
building blocks from which new proteins may be constructed 
('evolutionary tinkering'). The problem with this method to 
identify protein domains is that it needs to know the three-
dimensional structure of the protein. This will unfortunately 
not be available for most sequences. Busetta and Barrans 
developed algorithms which may predict protein domains and the 
protein type from the amino acid sequence [Busetta, 1984]. 
Recently a method has been described which, like in Go's 
algorithm, constructs an average distance map between residues 
solely on the basis of the primary structure [Kikuchi, 1988J. 
The average distance between residues has been taken from the 3D 
structure of proteins in the Brookhaven protein data bank. 
The problem of predicting the function of a protein sequence 
has been attacked by Klein et al., who used discriminant 
analysis to identify an unknown sequence [Klein, 1984]. This 
analysis involves 4 parameters viz. hydrophobicity, net charge, 
chain length and periodic variation in hydrophobic residues. 
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If a sequence, however, has only one functional domain in 
common with related sequences (e.g. the small heat shock 
proteins vs. the a-crystallins [de Jong, 1988]), the method 
fails to identify the sequence as belonging to this group of 
proteins with related function. 
It is becoming more and more apparent that proteins usually 
are build from one or more functional domains. The resulting 
function of these linked building blocks will often be more than 
just the sum of their individual functions. Consider for example 
proteins that consist of two or more identical functional 
domains: if each domain would perform an identical function, and 
nothing more, the proteins function could easily be carried out 
by two (or more) proteins that contained only one domain. It is 
conceivable, however, that these linked functional domains may 
effect one another, much like for instance the allosteric effect 
of the binding of one oxygen molecule upon the binding capacity 
of the other globin chains in the hemoglobin tetramer. When the 
functional domains are of dissimilar nature, the working of one 
domain may effect the structure of another domain, or may even 
trigger another domain to perform its task. E.g. receptors are 
often composed of a receptor domain, and a domain that 
transduces the signal, like a tyrosine-kinase domain. [Ullrich, 
1984, 1985]. 
Exact prediction of protein function on the basis of 
identification of their constituing functional domains may 
therefore probably remain fictious; it nevertheless may lead to 
valuable insights into the possible function (however obscure), 
and probable localization of the protein in the cell [e.g. 
Roebroek, 1986] . This may facilitate the design of experiments 
to unravel the exact mode of action of the sequence. 
Construction of proteins with a new function, however, needs 
not always take place by (re)assembling proteins from other gene 
products or fragments; the vertebrate eye lens is a perfect 
example of how in evolution proteins can be used to perform 
another task, which they may not have been designed for. E.g. 
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the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase LDH is used in many avian and 
reptilian lenses as a structural protein [Wistow, 1987; 
Hendriks, 1988]). 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONSTRUCTION OF PHYLOGENETIC TREES FROM SEQUENCES 

Construction of Phylogenetic Trees from Sequences. 
Introduction. 
Phylogenetic trees reflect the evolutionary relationships 
between homologous protein or nucleic acid sequences, or even 
between the species from which they are derived. 
The major problem in trying to find the tree topology that 
fits the data best is of a computational nature. There is a 
simple method that would guarantee to find the best tree: 
examine all possible trees, while keeping record of the best 
tree yet found [Felsenstein, 1982]. If the phylogenies do not 
include estimated lengths of branches, but only topologies of 
branching events, then there is only a finite number of them. 
However, the number of possible trees rapidly becomes enormous: 
for 10 OTUs1 there are 34459425 possible trees, and for 23 OTUs 
the number of possible trees is already 
13113070457687989603440625 [Foulds, 1979]! Let us suppose that 
each tree-evaluation would take one-thousandth of a second of 
CPU-time, then the total evaluation of all possible trees for 10 
species would take more than 9 hours; evalution of the 23-
species tree would take nearly 30 thousand times the age of the 
universe! And of course the evaluation-time of one tree depends 
on the complexity of the tree, i.e. the number of OTUs in it. 
For some of the parsimony methods, it has been prooven that 
they belong to a class of problems known as "NP-complete" 
problems [Graham, 1982; Day, 1983]. None of the NP-complete 
problems is known to have an efficient algorithm that solves it, 
and it is known that if one of them has such an algorithm, all 
do [Lewis, 1978; Bland, 1981]. 
So the methods used to construct phylogenies are not 
guaranteed to find the minimal-length tree, but by trying 
different starting points in the search for the best tree, the 
iQTU = Operational Taxonomie Unit, i.e. the species for 
which actual data are available. These are the species at the 
tips of the tree. The nodal, or ancestral species are sometimes 
referred to HTUs, Hypothetical Taxonomie Units. 
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probability of finding the minimal-length tree appears to be 
high [Felsenstein, 1982]. 
Ρistance Matrix and Pair-Wise Methods. 
The basis of the distance or matrix methods is the distance 
(or difference) matrix, a matrix of all pair-wise distances 
between a set of sequences. Some types of data come in the form 
of distances, like immunological data and DNA hybridization 
data. In most cases they originate as nucleic acid or protein 
sequences, the distances being calculated from the original data 
(see below). Sometimes amino acid compositions are used to 
construct the distances between sequences [Cornish-Bowden, 
1980]. 
One of the earliest numerical methods to find a phylogeny was 
an average-linkage clustering method, also known as the 
unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic averages (UPGMA) 
[Mitchener, 1957; Sokal, 1958; Sokal, 1963]. From the matrix 
first the two entries (OTUs) with the lowest distance are 
clustered. A new distance matrix is then calculated by averaging 
the matrix entries for the two OTUs, treating them as a single 
entry. This is repeated until all OTUs are connected to the 
tree. 
If the rates of change in the different lineages is not 
constant, the phenetic clustering algorithm leads to the wrong 
topology [Farris, 1971; Felsenstein, 1982]. However, for any 
tree where the rates of change are constant for all the OTUs 
involved, this simple cluster analysis will yield both the 
correct topology and the root of the tree [Moore, I973a]. 
Closely related to the clustering method are the pair-wise 
methods. These attempt to fit a tree to the matrix of pair-wise 
differences between taxa. The aim is to find a tree that comes 
as close as possible to predicting the observed distances. 
The first pair-wise method was described by Fitch & 
Margoliash [Fitch, 1967]. They proposed to find the tree that 
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minimized the sum over all observed distances of (d - d,)z/d2, 
where d is the oberserved distance, and d' the expected distance 
under the additive hypothesis (i.e. the assumption that expected 
distances between OTUs are sums of lengths of segments along the 
tree; in effect, it is assumed that the expected phenotypic 
distance between OTUs is proportional to time). 
An improvement of this method was suggested by Prager & 
Wilson, by restricting the method to avoid negative segments 
(branch-lengths) in the tree [Präger, 1978]. 
Several authors described a method to correct distances for 
unequal rates of evolution among lineages, using simple cluster 
analysis [Klotz, 1981; hi, 1981]- Other variations exist in the 
value to be minimized, like the total length of the tree, the 
sum over all distances of (d' - d)/d, or the sum of (d' - d)/d2 
[Beyer, 1974; Waterman, 1977]. 
Farris presented a method, the Distance Wagner method, which 
fits expected to observed distances without an explicit measure 
of goodness of fit [Farris, 1972]. Attention is restricted to 
trees in which d' à d. 
Besides the already mentioned approaches there have been 
described a number of other pair-wise methods [Chakraborty, 
1977; Sattath, 1977; Fitch, 1981a; Tateno, 1982J. Their main 
difference in most cases concerns the way the tree is evaluated 
and/or the branch lengths are calculated. 
The methods usually start out by taking the first three OTUs 
from the matrix, and constructing a tree containing only those. 
There is only one possible topology for this (unrooted) tree. 
Then the next OTU is taken; all places where it could be added 
are tried, and the resulting trees are evaluated. The best 
topology is chosen as the basis for the next step, until all 
OTUs have been added. Current implementations of the algorithm 
usually have some additional operation: after an OTU has been 
added to the tree, and before the next one is added, a number of 
local rearrangements of the tree are tried ("branch-swapping"), 
in an effort to improve it [Felsenstein, 1987]. 
Farris presented a major critique of distance methods, on the 
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ground that they infer impossible values for the branch lengths 
on the phylogeny [Farris, 1981]. For example, let us suppose we 
have three species with nucleic acid sequences ACC, CCC and GCC. 
If we use a unitary difference matrix to calculate the 
distances, all pair-wise distances will be 1. The tree which 
fits these data perfectly is one with a three-way split 
(trichotomy) with all branches of length 0.5. Yet there is no 
possible ancestral sequence which could lead to those branch 
lengths. From this Farris concludes that sequence differences, 
gene frequency distances and Euclidean distances between 
sequences of discrete morphological characters cannot be 
analyzed (in a logically consistent fashion) by fitting branch 
lengths to a distance matrix. 
If however the branch lengths on the tree are considered as 
expected distances, rather than path lengths, then the major 
criticisms of these methods loose their force [Felsenstein, 
1984]. This statistical interpretation, with random variation 
around the expected distance, makes it no longer sensible to 
restrict the attention to trees for which d' £ d, as dictated by 
Farris' Distance Wagner method. 
Residue. Weighting / Distance Matrices. 
(See also the discussion on matrices in chapter 1). 
For the calculation of distance matrices2 from nucleotide 
sequences usually the unitary matrix is used. When dealing with 
protein sequences, however, several different matrices or 
scoring schemes can be used. A unitary matrix can also be used 
for calculating the distance between a pair of sequences. But 
the most frequently used matrix is the minimum mutation distance 
г
Рог clarity, we will use the term difference for the 
difference between any pair of amino acid or nucleic acid 
residues, while the word distance will express the (lack of) 
homology or evolutionary distance between protein of nucleotide 
sequences. 
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[Fitch, 1966], wherein amino acid distances are expressed as the 
minimum number of nucleotide substitutions required to convert 
one amino acid into another-
Another matrix measures the difference between amino acids as 
the difference in their hydropathy values [Leunissen, 1986]. 
This matrix also proved to yield reliable phylogenies, when 
tested with sets of sequences whose biological phylogeny is 
known. 
The Dayhoff matrix (MDM78, PAM250 [Dayhoff, 1978]) however 
should not be used: on theoretical grounds it can be argued that 
their results should be unreliable, since the matrix was 
designed to detect relationships at a distance of 250 PAMs 
[Dayhoff, 1978]. This matrix in itself already bears an element 
of time; however, since a phylogenetic tree is intended to 
detect relationships with repect to time ranging from the 
earliest divergence of the protein sequences under investigation 
up to the present, this would be contradictory. Nevertheless, 
used with the data sets also used for testing the hydropathy 
matrix [Leunissen, 1986], the resulting trees appeared to be 
consistent with accepted biological opinions [Leunissen, 
unpublished results]. The branch lengths, however, should be 
very unreliable. 
This last problem applies to all trees calculated for 
sequences that have undergone a great number of mutations: this 
as a result of many superimposed mutations, which cause the 
calculated branch lengths to be an underestimate of their actual 
length. To correct for this problem, one may calculate a 
sequence difference matrix by using the unitary matrix, and 
'augment' the resulting pair-wise distances using Dayhoff's 
table for correction for superimposed replacements [Dayhoff, 
1978]. Another method of correction for multiple events uses a 
logaritmic function to 'augment' the pairwise differences 
[Jukes, 1969]. 
Parsimony Methods. 
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The principle of parsimony, also being called the principle 
of simplicity, or of economy, demands that if evidence does not 
require another but the simplest assumption, then there is no 
basis to assume one. The principle is often quoted in Latin in 
the form: "Entia praeter necessitatem non esse multiplicanda" 
(entities are not to he multiplied without necessity), and is 
ascribed to the English monk and philosopher William of Ockham 
(с. 1300-1349), and is also known as Ockham's (or Occam's) razor 
[Crisci, 1982]. 
Parsimony or minimum-evolution methods were proposed by 
Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza, to make a phylogeny of human 
populations from gene frequencies of human polymorphisms 
[Edwards, 1963, 1964]. Camin and Sokal introduced the first 
discrete characters parsimony method, which searches among 
possible topologies to find the tree(s) that requires the fewest 
changes of character states [Camin, 1965]. These authors adopted 
from Hennig the restrictive assumptions that for each character 
the ancestral state is known, and that reversion from a derived 
state to the ancestral state is impossible [Hennig, 1966]. 
However, in actual data like molecular sequences it is often 
unknown which state is ancestral, nor can reversibility of state 
changes be excluded. These restrictions, not present in the 
orginal method of Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza, were abandoned by 
Eck and Dayhoff, who worked on protein sequence data [Eck, 
1966] . This parsimony criterion is also known as the "Wagner 
method" [Kluge, 1969]. 
An important difference of this method with the Camin-Sokal 
method is that the Wagner method obtains unrooted trees. More­
over, one may find trees that require fewer changes of state, 
since the Wagner method poses fewer constraints on the resulting 
tree [Felsenstein, 1982]. 
The strategy to find the most parsimonious tree is 
essentially analogous to the strategy used in the pair-wise 
Distance Wagner method. An initial unrooted tree is generated, 
to which subsequently all remaining OTUs are added, one at a 
time. After each addition (and possible rearrangement) the 
resulting tree is evaluated, and compared to the best tree(s) 
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found thusfar. 
The length of a tree based on molecular sequences is judged 
from the number of amino acid or nucleotide changes. Eck and 
Dayhoff counted changes in amino acids [Eck, 1966]; others have 
preferred to count the minimum number of base substitutions 
compatible with the observed amino acid sequences [Fitch, 1971, 
1974; Moore, 1973b], or even Chou-Fasman secondary structure 
parameters [Goodman, 1977]. In many cases it is also necessary 
to allow for insertions and deletions of residues, in addition 
to substitutions and replacements [Fitch, 1975; Sankoff, 1975]. 
A similar problem is how to weight gene-duplication events in 
the task to simultaneously estimate the phylogeny and 
duplication events in protein families [Goodman, 1974, 1979a, 
1979b]. 
Some authors proposed, after having chosen the best topology, 
to calculate estimates of the amount of evolutionary change in 
different branches of the phylogeny to correct for presumed 
multiple amino acid replacements in long branches; various 
correction methods for these superimposed replacements have been 
introduced [Dayhoff, 1968; Holmquist, 1972a, 1972b; Goodman, 
1974; Langley, 1974; Moore, 1977]. There has been, however, 
considerable controversy over the adequacy of these "augmenta-
tion" procedures [a.o. Moore, 1976; Holmquist, 1976, 1978a, 
1978b, 1979; Fitch 1980, 1981b; Kimura, 1981]. Some of the most 
frequently used parsimony programs, such as PROTPARS and DNAPARS 
from Felsenstein's PHYLIP package, therefore do not perform any 
augmentation [Felsenstein, 1987] . 
Compatibility Methods. 
Two characters are called compatible if there exists some 
phylogeny on which both characters could evolve without any 
state having to arise more than once. Compatibility methods 
prefer that phylogeny which has the largest number of characters 
perfectly compatible with it [Wilson, 1965; Le Quesne, 1969; 
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Estabrook, 1972]. However, for a four-state character without: 
the ancestral state known, as in DNA sequences, the usual clique 
theorems are not applicable. An approach taken by Felsenstcin is 
to directly evaluate each tree topology by counting the m.ra^ ar 
of substitutions needed at each site {sequence position), and tt> 
compare this to the minimum number that might be needeö {i е. 
one less than the number of different bases observed at that 
àie**) [Felsenstein, 1981a]. The method then evaluates the number 
of sites which achieve this minimum number {the numbw- J 
compatible sites) , and the topology is chosen so as to maJtiauze 
that number. 
Like the parsimony methods can fail if rates of change are 
not small, so this also applies to compatibility [Felsenitein, 
1978]. This drawback does not give a basis for preferring one 
method over the other, but is rather a reason for skepticisis 
towards both [Felsenstein, 1982]. 
rhe Branch-and-Bound Method. 
the "branch and bound" method is the only method, guaranteed 
со tind all the most parsimonious trees implied by a se ot 
sequences. It does so not by examining all possible trees, ut 
by applying a "branch and bound" algorithm, which is a stnadar,. 
computer science search strategy [Hendy, 1982]. 
The method starts by constructing an unrooted tree coc.»'-'!• з 
of the first three OTUs. Then the next OTÜ is tried to add at 
all possible places; the number of steps needed is evaluac.-d tor 
each of the resulting trees. It adds the next OTU to raen ÛL 
these trees, again in all possible places. If this prucess <fôre 
to continue, it would simply generate all the possible lies. 
But the actual order in which the trees are generated is J. ^  a 
"depth-first search". This means that first the fourth З'ЧТ is 
added to the first possible place, then the fifth ОТО to ttis 
first possible place, then the sixth and so on, untili »-he ict 
possible tree is generated. Its number of steps in eacn staa? is 
evaluated. Then one "backtracks" by trying the alt. rnacwj 
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positions for the last OTU; when these are exhausted one tries 
the next placement for the next-to-last OTU [Felsenstein, 1987]. 
As can be easily seen, this backtracking depth-first search 
algorithm (again) produces all possible trees one at a time. The 
branch and bound algorithm consists of it, with one important 
change. As each tree is being generated, including the partial 
trees, the number of steps is evaluated. In addition a 
prediction is made about the minimum number of steps that will 
be added when the next OTUs are added. 
This can be done by counting the number of sites that were 
invariant in the data up to the last OTU added, but that will 
show variations when further OTUs are added. For example, let us 
suppose that 20 sites vary among the species А, В, С and D, and 
that some tree consisting of them requires 24 steps. Furthermore 
let's say that there are 8 more sites that will be seen to vary 
when species E is added; it is now immediately clear that, no 
matter how E is added to this tree, the resulting tree will have 
no less than 24 + 8 = 32 steps. Now if there is a previously-
found tree that requires only 30 steps, then it is no use to 
even try adding E to the current (sub)tree. This algorithm thus 
allows it to find all most parsimonious trees, without 
generating all those trees. 
The speed of this algorithm is highly dependant on the data. 
On very coherent data it can save much time, but if the data 
contain a lot of inconsistensies, it can be extremely slow, 
since then still a great number of trees have to be generated. 
The Metropolis Method. 
The Metropolis algorithm is a quasi-random search method to 
attempt to find most parsimonious trees [Metropolis, 1953? 
Kirkpatrick, 1983; Lundy, 1985]. 
The Metropolis method starts by constructing a totally 
arbitrary tree, containing all the OTUs in the data set. Then a 
process of random rearrangement of this tree starts. At the 
beginning of this process a constant α is set to zero. After 
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each rearrangement α is increased by an amount δ. For each 
random rearrangement the number of steps in the resulting tree 
is calculated, and it is decided whether or not to accept the 
rearranged tree. This decision is not only based on the number 
of steps, but has also a random element in it! If the number of 
steps in the new tree is 5', and S on the old tree, then the new 
tree is accepted at a probability which is 
- a * ( S - S' ) 
Ρ - 1 / ( 1 + в } 
When α is small fas it is in the beginning), the probability 
of acceptance is nearly one-half. This means that initially the 
tree rearranged essentially at random. As in time, after each 
new tree is generated, α gradually increases, the number of 
steps in the rearrangement begins to matter more and more. 
The combination of random wanderings followed by gradually 
increasing bias towards shorter trees helps the result to be 
much better than the usual "hill-climbing" strategies such as 
the addition-and-rearrangement strategy used in most methods 
[Felsenstein, 1987]. The algorithm explores the space of all 
trees that have many short trees, before concentrating on the 
shortest ones. 
The Bootstrap Method. 
The bootstrap method tries to place confidence limits on 
phylogenies, using a parsimony approach to construct the 
phylogenetic trees [Felsenstein, 1985]. The method samples in a 
random fashion characters from the original data (sequences) to 
construct new sequences, in which some positions may be present 
several times, while other positions may be absent [Diaconis, 
1983] . This new data set is then analyzed, and a record is kept 
of all groups of OTUs that form monophyletic subtrees in the 
resulting phylogenies. This process of sampling and estimating 
trees is repeated multiple times {i. 20 times) . Monophyly of some 
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group may be considered significant if it occurs in at least 95% 
of the bootstrap samples. 
The Maximum Likelihood Method. 
The maximum likelihood is a statistical method which 
estimates phylogenies using a probabilistic model of 
evolutionary change [Felsenstein, 1981b,· Bishop, 1986] . The 
maximum likelihood transforming one sequence into another is 
depending upon the probability of replacing one nucleotide by 
another; the replacement events (no replacement, transitions or 
transversions) are randomly drawn from a pool of bases at known 
frequencies. 
The maximum likelihood method is currently only applied to 
nucleic acid sequences; the difficulty with protein sequences is 
that the number of possibilities is much greater (64 codons and 
20 amino acids as opposed to 4 bases), so that it becomes 
impractical for protein sequences [Felsenstein, 1982]. 
Evo!utionary Parsimony. 
A novel method related to parsimony analysis has been 
recently described, and has already become rather popular. The 
method - evolutionary parsimony or operator invariants - is a 
technique of nucleic acid sequence analysis explicitly designed 
for determining evolutionary relationships among four distantly 
related taxa [Lake, 1987]. 
When highly different rates of evolution occur among four 
sequences the most parsimonious unrooted tree places the two 
most highly substituted branches on one side of the tree, and 
the two least substituted together on the other side 
[Felsenstein, 1978]. This tree will be choosen no matter what 
the true tree topology will be. 
While parsimony selects the tree that requires the minimum 
number of substitutions, evolutionary parsimony, in contrast, 
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selects the tree that requires the minimum number of consistent 
substitutions3. When the number of substitutions in the 
peripheral branches of the tree becomes small relative to those 
in the central branch, all substitutions become consistent and 
the parsimony solution converges to the evolutionary parsimony 
solution. 
The method starts off by receding the set of aligned 
sequences to a single string of 'unit vectors'. These unit 
vectors are constructed in the following way: one sequence is 
arbitrarily set to all I's. Now the nucleotides in the remaining 
sequences are coded dependant on whether they are identical to 
the nucleotide designated as "1", or can be derived from it by a 
transition ("2") or transversion ("3" and "4"). Since there are 
two possible transversions, the first to be encountered is set 
to "3", and the other possible transversion is assigned the 
value "4". These vectors are then recoded to a single-letter 
representation. 
In the next step the "spectral distribution" of the unit 
vectors is determined by tallying the occuring vectors. From 
this the operator invariants are calcuated as a linear 
combination of four spectral components; each invariant is 
associated with a distinct tree topology. 
The evolutionary interpretation of operator invariants is 
that they represent remnants of transversions made in the 
central branch of a tree. Only the (historically) correct tree 
has contributed consistent substitutions to the sequences, and 
only this tree can have a nonzero invariant. The two incorrect 
trees will be associated with statistically zero invariants. 
Since an unrooted tree with four branches has only three 
possible topologies, one can easily calculate the significance 
of each topology by calculating a chi-square value. 
1
 Consistent implies consistency with evolution in the 
peripheral branches of the tree. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE PREDICTION / MODEL BUILDING 

Three-Dimensional Structure Prediction / Model Building 
Three-Di mensiοη a1 Structure Déterminâtion^ 
The three-dimensional structure of a protein or small nucleic 
acid sequence is usually studied by means of X-ray analysis 
techniques. This requires that the protein can be obtained 
sufficiently pure and in relatively large quantities. Moreover, 
one must be able to find conditions under which the protein will 
crystallize; conditions which may not always be obtainable. 
Fortunately, novel 2D-, and currently 3D-NMR techniques are 
rapidly evolving, allowing (in principle) the reconstruction of 
the three-dimensional structure of a protein sequence from its 
NMR-spectra [Ernst, 1987; Vuister, 1988]. Moreover, this 
technique gives information about the "native solvated protein", 
contrary to the X-ray technique. However, the size of proteins 
which can be studied in such a fashion is still relatively 
small, up to a maximum of about 150 residues. 
Nucleic Acid Sequence Three-Dimensional Structure Prediction. 
Prediction of the three-dimensional structure of RNA is still 
at an early stage of development [Turner, 1988]. The first step 
toward predicting the three-dimensional structure of an RNA is 
to predict its secondary structure, i.e. which nucleotides form 
base pairs (Fig. 1). Improved knowledge of some fundamental 
interactions like base pairing, base stacking and hydrogen 
bonding is indispensable for the determination of the three-
dimensional structure of RNA sequences. 
For the prediction of double helical DNA three-dimensional 
structure, several programs have been described [Olson, 1988; 
Srinivasan, 1988; Tan, 1988]. The basic principle of these 
programs is the calculation of the static three-dimensional 
DNA-structure from a set of parameters describing the helical 
twist, base-pair roll and tilt angles for each base-pair. 
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Figure l. (Computed) Secondary structure and (X-ray) tertiary structure 
of yeast Phe-tRNA. (Programs FOLD (Zuker, 1984; Devereux, 1984) and 
Chem-X ichemlcal Design Ltd,)). 
Protein Three-Dimensional Structure Prediction. 
Prediction of the three-dimensional structure of a protein 
sequence, on the basis of its primary structure is relatively 
easy if the sequence is homologous to a protein of which the 
structure is known [Blundell, 1987]. If the similarity between 
two amino acid sequences is high (â 50% identity), more than 90% 
of the amino acids in the tertiary structure lay within a range 
of ЗА, and direct structural inferences can be made [Chothia, 
1986]. With the use of several programs (e.g. FRODO [Jones, 
1978], Chem-X, Chem-Protein [Chemical Design Ltd.], MacroModel 
[Still], MANOSK [Cherfils, 1988], BRACI [Schomburg, 1988], 
LOPAL, SCAMP [Barton, 1988], Quanta, CHARMM [Polygen Ltd.], 
Discover, Insight [BIOSYM Ltd.], Biograf [Biodesign Ltd.]) 
involving extensive computer-graphics and energy minimalization 
steps [Weiner, 1981, 1984,- Brooks, 1983; Shih, 1985; BIOSYM 
Consortium], one can fold the primary structure of the unknown 
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protein inside the known structure by replacing amino acid 
residues [Greer, 1985; Driessen, 1985; Palmer, 1986]. 
Recently techniques have been developed to predict the 
structure of a protein that has no homology to a protein of 
known structure, solely on the basis of the primary structure. 
One of these employs a method called 'knowledge-based modeling 
and design': the structure is built using analogies to fragment-
structures in a data base, and a great number of rules, derived 
from the evaluation of known structures [Blundell, 1987]. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Current Implementations 
Introduction. 
Many of the techniques and applications described in the 
previous chapters are now available as part of academic or 
commercial software packages for protein and nucleic acid 
sequence analysis (a.o. Staden, Pustell, Lipman & Pearson, 
MicroGeny, PC/Gene, Wisconsin GCG, NBRF, PHYLIP). Most 
commercial packages are designed for microcomputers running 
under the MS-DOS operating system, or high-performance graphics 
workstations (SUN, IRIS), while the academic packages in many 
cases are VAX/VMS implementations, or distributed as their 
source-files; the latter are often able to run under various 
operating systems, requiring only minute changes. 
At the CAOS/CAMM Center, the Dutch National Center for 
Computer-assisted Chemistry many of these packages have been 
implemented, along with the major protein and nucleic acid 
sequence data bases and the interfacing to several modelling and 
computer graphics programs. 
Software available at the Center. 
The Pearson & Lipman programs are being used for performing 
fast data base similarity searches, as well as for the 
assessment of statistical significance of sequence homology 
[Pearson, 1988]. 
For general purpose sequence analysis the programs from the 
University of Wisconsin GCG package are being used, along with 
some of the Staden programs and programs distributed by NBRF. 
Phylogeny reconstruction of molecular sequences is available 
through Felsenstein's PHYLIP package [Felsenstein, 1987]. 
The whole set of available software has been extended by 
programs written by the author (JAML) and numerous others. It 
includes a.o. programs for secondary structure prediction 
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[Gascuel, 1988], profile plots, sequence scanning with peptide 
compositions, signal-sequence cleavage site prediction 
[Popowicz, 1988], multiple sequence alignment editing [JAML] 
etc. 
Except for the UWGCG package, all programs accept sequence 
files in the NBRF native format. Most programs can extract 
sequence data directly from the available data libraries. 
Data Libraries. 
The protein data bases currently implemented are the NBRF/PIR 
data base and Swiss-Prot. For nucleic acid sequence retrieval 
the EMBL data bank and VecBase are available. Three-dimensional 
structure data of macromolecules are available through the 
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB). The structural data of small 
organic and inorganic molecules are accessible from the 
Cambridge Crystallographic Structure Data bases (CSD). 
All sequence data banks have been reformatted from their 
native distribution format to the NBRF/PIR format; thus most 
programs can access data base entries directly. Moreover, data 
retrieval on code, accession-number, author, title, keyword and 
species can proceed using commands which are independant of the 
data bank's native format (using programs PSQ and NAQ, 
distributed by NBRF and modified by JAML). The Brookhaven PDB is 
available in NBRF format, lacking all the coordinate data, as 
well as in the original PDB format, which can be used as input 
for the programs Chem-X/Chem-Protein, MacroModel, and others. 
User Environment. 
All available programs and data bases can be used from an 
interactive, full-screen menu, developed for this purpose at the 
Center. It allows easy access to programs or submenus by placing 
the cursor on the desired item (button), and pressing the return 
key. Help on any item can be obtained by pointing the cursor to 
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the button, and pressing the PF2-key on the auxiliary keypad of 
a VT100 terminal. 
As all definitions of a submenu, program, button-coordinates, 
help-text or help-file, prompt-string and button-type are 
located outside the menu-program, and are read upon activation 
of the menu-system, it allows easy implementation of new 
programs into the menu-system. The program has been written in 
VMS/FORTRAN 77. It makes extensive usage of mailbox-facilities 
to enable communication between the running processes, i.e. the 
user-process and the menu-(sub)process. 
Hardware Configuration. 
Most programs and data are stored on the Center's VAX 11/785, 
which has 16 Mbyte of core and 2 Gbyte of disk storage. It is 
configured as a cluster with a pVAX II and VAX-workstations. The 
VAX serves as a frontend for the Convex C120 (with 256 Mbyte 
core and 4Gbyte of disk space); this super minicomputer performs 
most of the CPU-intensive batch processing. It performs most of 
its tasks about 30 times faster than the VAX. 
Apart from being a supplementory processor for the VAX, the 
pVAX is used for educational purposes, like introductory and 
training courses. 
Access to CAOS/CAMM. 
Access to the Center's facilities can be gained either 
through the campus Ethernet or through the Dutch national 
academic network SURFnet. Locally the Center supplies a number 
of front-end terminals, which includes Visual 550, Sigmex and 
Pericom graphics terminals, IBM XT/AT and Atari ST 
microcomputers, a Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation, and VAX-
workstations. 
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Future Developments 
A major drawback in performing great numbers of operations 
like data base searches (or phylogeny reconstructions on many 
OTUs) is the fact that they are very CPU-time consuming. E.g. a 
data base search with a query sequence of 1000 nucleotides in 
EMBL release 16.0 on a VAX 11/785 uses over 45 min. CPU-time. 
There is thus a great need for more computer power, especially 
on multi-user systems, to avoid queueing of jobs waiting to be 
performed. 
Hardware performance may be enhanced by parallel processing. 
In addition, emerging networks and availability of general-
purpose graphics work-stations may encourage efficient 
distribution of processes to the most suitable system. 
Old super computers had only a FORTRAN compiler which allowed 
vectorization of the programs. However, since languages like С 
and PASCAL are more often used for writing scientific software, 
this was a major drawback for porting these programs to a 
computer allowing vectorization of parallel processing. 
Fortunately, modern (mini) super computers also supply 
vectorizing C-compilers, often placed in an UNIX environment. 
Furthermore, development of AI-based 'superlanguages" would help 
the scientist to choose the best algorithmic implementation, 
producing as output an usual FORTRAN or С code, and choosing the 
most efficient algorithm for a given hardware architecture 
[Wimmer, 1987]. At the Center, efforts are underway to speed up 
the search process by using the Convex architecture, with its 
vectorizing capabilities and its large memory. 
Complete understanding of structure-function relationships is 
of paramount importance in protein engineering; it requires 
detailed knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of the 
macromolecule. Prediction of the three-dimensional structure of 
RNA is at an early stage of development [Turner, 1988]; reliable 
"ab initio" prediction of protein three-dimensional structure 
still has a long way to go, although considerable progress is 
being made [Blundell, 1987; Akrigg, 1988]. 
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Likewise, the development of integrated, knowledge-based 
relational data bases, interfaced with sophisticated molecular 
graphics systems may contribute considerably to revealing 
hitherto unrecognized features in proteins and nucleic acid 
sequences (e.g. MIDAS [Ferrin, 1988a, 1988b]). 
Unfortunately, more reliable prediction of protein secondary 
and tertiary structure may be hindered by the fact that most 
contemporary prediction schemes are based upon known three-
dimensional structures of a relatively small and biased set of 
mostly globular proteins. And yet, to extend prediction to non-
globular proteins, like for example membrane proteins, it is 
necessary to be able to Verify these schemes on the actual 
three-dimensional structure of these, often difficult to 
crystallize, proteins. The need for reliable prediction methods 
will even be greater, since the rate at which new three-
dimensional structure information comes available, will ever 
more leap behind the rate at which new primary structure are 
published. 
Moreover, the extremely fast growth of the number of sequence 
data available poses ever-increasing, extreme requirements to 
hardware architecture and software development: while the data 
bases are currently measured in megabytes, their size will 
within a decade probably be expressed in gigabytes. This calls 
for the development of even faster processors, larger media with 
very fast access-times and more efficient searching algorithms. 
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 
The application of some of the techniques and approaches 
described above is examplified in the following chapters. 
Chapter 7 describes thè usage of amino acid hydropathy values 
as a new distance measure. The value of this distance measure as 
a tool for the calculation of the relatedness of protein sequen-
ces is shown by its ability to yield reliable evolutionary 
trees. 
The next chapter, chapter 8, demonstrates the usefulness of 
phylogeny reconstruction techniques to tackle the question of an 
alleged case of horizontal gene transfer from a eukaryote to a 
prokaryote [Bannister, 1985; Cornish-Bowden, 1985]. For the 
protein, Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, a minimum-length evolution-
ary tree was constructed, and subsequently the rates of evolu-
tion in all branches were calculated. These rates of evolution 
showed that, would horizontal gene transfer really have 
occurred, the transferred gene should have accumulated substitu-
tions at a rate far greater than the theoretical limit, as set 
by the rate of evolution in pseudogenes. This makes the case of 
gene transfer thus extremely unlikely. 
Chapter 9 is another demonstration of the use of phylogeny 
construction, applied to the superfamily of a-crystallin and the 
small heat shock proteins. The resulting tree clearly shows that 
the o-crystallins originated from one of the small heat shock 
proteins; the resultant ancestral a-crystallin gene subsequently 
duplicated, giving rise to the a-crystallin A and В chain. This 
event must have taken place well before the divergence of the 
earliest vertebrates. The early divergence of a-crystallin from 
the small heat shock proteins is supported by the recent 
surprising finding that aB, but not aA crystallin occurs outside 
the lens. 
Finally, chapter 10 describes a study on the occurrence of 
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changes in charge in proteins during evolution. The ratio of 
observed and expected charge changes (as calculated from the 
protein sequences, assuming a model of random nucleotide 
substitutions) was calculated for 43 sets of proteins. It shows 
that, depending on the protein's function, the scale of accept-
ing charge changes during evolution ranges from accepting almost 
no charge change at all, to accumulating more changes than 
expected. It is also demonstrated that the rate at which charge 
changes are accepted or suppressed is not the result of 
selective codon usage. Of all proteins studies, ot-crystallin A 
chain was found to have the lowest rate of acceptance of changes 
in charge. 
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CHAPTER 7 
PHYLOGENETIC TREES CONSTRUCTED FROM HYDROPHOBICITY VALUES OF 
PROTEIN SEQUENCES 
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Phylogenetic Trees Constructed from Hydrophobicity Valut» of 
Protein Sequences 
JACK A. M. LEUNISSEN ANO WILFRIED W. DE JONG 
Department of Biochemistry, University of Nijmegen, Geert Grooteplein N21, 
6525 FZ Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
(Received 8 May 1985, and in final form 25 October 1985) 
Information about conformational properties of a protein is contained in the hydro-
phobicity values of the amino acids in its primary sequence. We have investigated 
the possibility of extracting meaningful evolutionary information from the com-
parison of the hydrophobicity values of the corresponding amino acids in the 
sequences of homologous proteins. Distance matrices for six families of homologous 
proteins were made on the basis of the differences in hydrophobicity values of the 
amino acids. The phylogenetic trees constructed from such matrices were at least 
as good (as judged from their faithful refiection of evolutionary relationships), as 
trees constructed from the usual minimum mutation distance matrix. 
Introduction 
In recent years several procedures have been described in which hydrophobicity 
values of amino acids are employed to assess tertiary structure properties of proteins 
(Hopp & Woods, 1981; Kyte & Doolittle, 1982; Sweet & Eisenberg, 1983; Argos & 
Siezen, 1983; Lawson et ai, 1984). The hydrophobicity values of the successive 
amino acids in a sequence allow the construction of a hydrophobicity profile of a 
protein. Such a hydrophobicity profile thus reflects three-dimensional structural 
properties of a protein. Since evolution of proteins is supposed to act primarily at 
the level of spatial conformation (Bajaj & Blundell, 1984), it should be meaningful 
to explore evolutionary pathways of homologous proteins by comparison of their 
hydrophobicity profiles. To this end we investigated an alternative matrix method, 
based upon hydrophobicity values, for the construction of phylogenetic trees. 
In the last decade much attention has been given to the development and com-
parison of algorithms for the construction of phylogenetic trees from amino acid 
or nucleotide sequences (e.g. Prager & Wilson, 1978; Tateno et al, 1982). Two 
different strategies can basically be distinguished. One of these uses amino acid or 
nucleotide sequence data directly (Dayhofl, 1972; Foulds et al, 1979), and attempts 
to construct a tree which needs the lowest number of replacements or substitutions, 
respectively. The second utilizes the sequence data indirectly, by first making a 
matrix of pairwise distances between all pairs of sequences, and then constructing 
a tree which fits these distances best (Sokal & Mitchener, 1958; Fitch & Margoliash, 
1967). The latter, more commonly used method can also be applied to other types 
of data, like DNA-DNA hybridization and immunological distances. A third method 
combines both strategies, by first constructing a starting cladogram on the basis of 
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a distance matrix, and after that trying to find the most parsimonious tree by local 
rearrangements of the branches (Moore et ai, 1973). 
A distance matrix of homologous amino acid sequences is constructed by summing 
the mutational distances between all individual amino acid pairs from both sequences 
at equivalent positions, after proper alignment of these sequences has been made. 
The mutational distance between all possible amino acid pairs can be obtained from 
published amino acid distance matrices. The most widely used amino acid distance 
matrix is the one of Fitch & Margoliash (1967). it is based upon the minimum 
nucleotide difference between pairs of amino acids. Two less familiar distance matrix 
methods have been described by Goodman & Moore (1977), and by Comish-Bowden 
( 1983 ). The first authors use conformational distance values, which have been derived 
from Chou-Fasman amino acid conformational parameters (1974α,ί)), The latter 
method does not need amino acid sequences, but constructs a matrix solely on the 
basis of the amino acid compositions of the proteins under investigation. We here 
report a comparison of phylogenetic trees constructed on the basis of a minimum 
mutational distance matrix with those based on distance matrices derived from 
hydrophobicity values of amino acids. 
Material and Methods 
CONSTRUCTION OF DISTANCE MATRICES 
Distance matrices from homologous protein sequences were constructed according 
to the formula 
where Z?(A, B) is the distance between sequences A and B, d(a„ b,) is the distance 
between the ith amino acid in sequence A, and the ith amino acid in sequence B, 
and N is the number of positions examined. The amino acid distances d(i, j) were 
obtained from two different matrices, which hereafter are referred to as FM and 
LS. In the FM-matrix d(i,j) is the minimum mutation distance, which is the 
minimum number of nucleotide substitutions required to convert the codon coding 
for amino acid < into the codon for amino acid j (Fitch &. Margoliash, 1967). 
In the case of the LS-matrix, the distance d(ij) was defined as 
d ( U ) = iH,-H, | 
where Hi and H} are the hydrophobicity values of amino acid i and j', respectively. 
The hydrophobicity values for the calculation of the LS-matrix were taken from 
Lawson et al. (1984). The rH- values, as defined by Sweet & Eisenberg (1983), which 
measure the similarity in three-dimensional protein structure, cannot be used for 
clustering, since these values are not a true distance measure, but are correlation 
coefficients, and thus violate the triangle inequality (Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards, 
1967). 
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CONSTRUCTION OF PHYLOGENET1C TREFS 
Phylogenetic trees were constructed according to a modification of the Fitch and 
Margoliash method (Fitch & Margoliash, 1967; Prager & Wilson, 1978), using the 
FITCH-program of J. Felsenstein, as distributed in his PHYLIP-package for inferring 
phytogenies (Version 2.5). This program starts with an unrooted tree of three OTUs 
(Operational Taxonomie Units, which in our case are amino acid sequences), and 
adds one OTU at a time to the tree. After each addition it performs local rearrange­
ments of the branching pattern, in order to find the most parsimonious topology. 
Since the program cannot search all possible branching arrangements, there is a 
dependance on the order of input of the OTUs. Therefore the program was run 
several times, using different input-orders. This program differs from the original 
method in discarding topologies that contain negative branch-lengths (Prager & 
Wilson, 1978). 
PROTEIN SEQUENCE DATA 
Proteins used for the construction of phylogenetic trees were a-crystallin A (Stapel 
ei aL, 1984; de Jong et αϊ, 1985, and references therein), a- and /8-hemoglobin 
(Chauvet & Acher, 1970; Goodman, 1981, and references therein; Leclercq et aL, 
1981 ; Kleinschmidt et al, 1982), myoglobin (Goodman, 1981), cytochrome с (Good­
man, 1981) and preproinsulin (Kwok et al, 1983). These protein families were 
selected on the basis of the following considerations. First, the density of the data 
sets allows the selection of representatives of the vertebrate classes of mammals, 
birds, amphibians and fishes, whose phylogenetic relationships are welt established 
on the basis of biological evidence. Moreover, these proteins are among the most 
frequently used for phylogenetic reconstructions. Secondly, in order to construct 
reliable phylogenetic trees, one should be reasonably sure not to use paratogously 
related sequences. This condition, however, may not hold for all selected families, 
except for the a-crystallin Α-chain (King & Piatigorsky, 1983). 
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF PHYLOGENETIC TREES 
The constructed trees were evaluated according to established taxonomie opinions 
(Romer, 1966; McKenna, 1975), e.g. placental mammals should group together, 
and should be the sister group of the marsupials. The branching patterns of the 
FM- and LS-derived parsimony trees for a given protein were compared with each 
other and with the "biological" tree. Those computer-constructed trees were con­
sidered best which showed the greatest degree of congruence with the "biological" 
tree. Also the branch length, as a measure of the relative strength of inferred 
relationships, was taken into consideration. 
Results 
A comparison of the FM·matrix, based on minimum mutation differences between 
amino acids, and the ¿S-matrix, based on hydrophobicity differences, is given in 
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Table 1 It reveals that the ¿S-matnx not only provides a more extended and detailed 
array of distance values than the FM-matrix, but also that the values in the two 
matrices are often far from congruent For instance, the difference between He and 
Trp requires the maximum of 3 mutations in the FM-matnx, but gives only a very 
low distance of 15 in the LS-matnx On the other hand, the distance between Pro 
and Thr is only 1 mutation in the FM-matnx, and 238 in the LS-matnx The 
difference between the FM and LS- matrices is also apparent from their low 
correlation coefficient of 0 257 
Figure 1 shows the different trees found for a-crystallin Α, α hemoglobin, β-
hemoglobui, myoglobin, cytochrome с and preproinsuhn, using the FM- and LS-
matnces For α-crystallin A both the FM- and LS-trees are in perfect agreement 
with the current opinions about vertebrate relationships In the α-hemoglobin trees 
the LS-matnx performs slightly better, by joining the opossum and kangaroo on 
one branch, although on the other hand the alligator-avian moncphyly is slightly 
weaker in the LS·derived tree Both α-hemoglobin trees place rat and armadillo as 
sister groups, which is not in accordance with biological evidence Also the two 
^-hemoglobin trees fail to assign the armadillo to its proper position, and both 
connect the birds to the mammalian stem Although Gardiner (1982) has recently 
proposed a sistergroup relationship of birds and mammals, the prevailing opinion 
is that birds are derived from archosaunan reptiles Overall the FM- and LS-matrices 
perform equally well for ^-hemoglobin For myoglobin the two trees are also very 
similar and in agreement with biological opinions, apart from the separation of, 
again, birds and alligator The cytochrome с trees are quite different from each 
other, mainly due to the position of rattlesnake, and both trees deviate greatly from 
the biological tree Finally, in the preproinsuhn trees the separation of the ungulates 
ox and horse is not biologically realistic, but both trees are congruent in their 
branching pattern 
Other hydrophobicity-based distance measures (Hopp & Woods, 1981, K.yte & 
Doolittle, 1982, Sweet &. Eisenberg, 1983) were investigated in the same manner, 
and performed in general equally well These results are not shown, since they 
provided in almost all cases the same topology as for the LS-matnx, and only slight 
differences in the branch lengths Such variations can be attnbuted to the fact that 
the hydrophobicity values have been denved by different methods 
In conclusion it can be stated that using hydrophobicity distances, instead of 
minimum mutation distances between amino acid sequences, to construct phy-
logenetic trees yields essentially similar or, in a single case, slightly better results 
Discussion 
Hydrophobicity values for amino acids are derived from their physico-chemical 
properties, such as ethanol/water partition coefficients The hydrophobicity profile 
therefore is a reflection of the physico-chemical charactenstics of the amino acid 
sequence which determine its three-dimensional structure As three-dimensional 
structure is known to be more conserved than protein primary structure, this implies 
that amino acid replacements have a greater chance of being accepted if the involved 
J A M LFUNISSFN AND W W Ol· JONG 
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residues are more similar in conformational properties It has been shown indeed 
that hydrophobicity and side-chain bulk of amino acid residues tend to be conserved 
in evolution (French & Robson, 1983) This study moreover showed an evolutionary 
conservation of secondary structure Consequently hydrophobicity values might 
perform equally well, or even better, as a distance measure for the construction of 
phylogenetic trees, as the minimum mutation distances 
Unlike the FM-method, which measures the distance between protein sequences 
as the minimum number of nucleotide substitutions, the LS-matnx measures this 
distance in hydrophobicity-differences, which express indirectly the difference in 
ternary structure Therefore one might hope, by using the LS-matnx, to obtain a 
biologically more meaningful and realistic representation of the evolutionary dis­
tance b '^-veen sequences than by using the FM-matnx Our results indeed illustrate 
that the LS-matnx performs at least equally well as the FM-matrix in constructing 
phylogenetic trees Also Soto & Toha (1984) recently investigated the relevance of 
physico chemical differences between ammo acids in the construction of evolution­
ary dendrograms of 9 vertebrate calcitonins They found some differences in topology 
between the phylogenetic trees based on amino acid substitutions and hydro­
phobicity differences 
It may of course be recognized that also the FM-matnx reflects to a certain 
extent, and in an indirect way, physico-chemical distances between amino acids 
Argyle (1980) and Swanson (1984) have demonstrated, that the amino acid code 
can be arranged in the form of a "similarity alphabet" This expresses the minimum 
change principle, upon which the code appears to be founded In this arrangement 
a minimal change in the genetic code corresponds to a minimal change in the 
physico-chemical characteristics of the amino acids involved This model then 
provides the link between the two matrices FM and LS 
We would like to thank Professor Moms Goodman and Dr John Czelusmak (Wayne State 
University, Detroit, Michigan) for sending us the protein sequence data on tape, and 
Dr i Felsensteifl (University of Washington, Seattle, Washington) for supplying us with 
his PHYLIP package 
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COPPER/ZINC SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE: HOW LIKELY IS GENE TRANSFER 
FROM PONYFISH TO PHOTOBACTERIUH LEIOGNATHI? 
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Copper/Zinc Superoxide Dismatase: How Likely Is Gene Transfer from 
Ponyfish to Photobacferium leiognathP. 
Jack A M Leumssen and Wilfried W de Jong 
Department of Biochemisny ІГю сгеау of Nymegcn, PO Box 9101 6500 HS Mijmegttn The Nuherlands 
Summary. The proposed transfer of the gene for 
Ou/Zn superoxide dismutase Irom the ponyfish to 
its symbiotic bactenum Fhotobactcmmi leiognatht 
has been evaluated by an extensive analysis of all 
available Cu Zn superoxide dismutase sequences 
By the use of four different computer programs, phy-
logenetic trees were constructed from the sequences 
of the superoxide dismutases of human, ox pig, 
horse, swordfish, fruit fl\ >east, and Neurovpora 
cntsòu lo find out whether superoxide dismutase 
sequences can reUabl> be used for the reconstruction 
of genealogical relationships All programs arrived 
at the same most parsimonious tree (one requiring 
232 ammo atid replacements), thetopologj of which 
conformed to established opinions about the phv-
logenetic relations among these eukaryotes, except 
that it placed humans closer to the artiodactyls ox 
and pig than it placed horses This could be cor-
rected at the cost of two ammo acid replacements 
The sequence oí f icioçnaih superoxide dismutase 
was then connected at all possible positions to the 
corrected eukarjolic tree It was slightly more par-
simonious to Imk the bactenal sequence to the root 
of the tree than to the hsh branch The former re-
quired 316 (01 317) amino acid replacements versus 
419 for the latter Ihis ie!ati\e lack of discrimina-
tion beUveen such distinct alti raative topologies ma\ 
be a general complication m the comparison ol pro-
karvotit. and eukarvotic proteins Bactenal c\ to-
chrome с sequences also were lound to be connected 
as parsimomousK to the root of the eukarvotic tree 
as to any terminal or ancestral branch It was cal­
culated that the rate of evolution of the bactenal 
superoxide dismutase gene, if transfer occurred 30 
million years (Myr) ago must have amounted to 
Offpint requests г-ч, W W «le long 
487 ammo acid replacements per 100 residues per 
100 Myr This is more than 5 times the highest rate 
observed m an\ protein (that found for fibnnopep-
tides), and even much higher than the maximum 
rate of protein evolution that can be deduced from 
the neutral mutation rate of unconstrained DNA 
Also, no significant evidence that shared denved 
ammo acid replacements are present in swordfish 
and Ρ leiQgnathi superoxide dismutase as might 
be expected had gene transfer occurred, was found 
On the basis of the available data it seems more 
reasonable io asenbe the isolated occurrence of Cu/ 
Zn superoxide dismutase in Ρ leioçnmfu (as well as 
m Caufobaiter crescente.} to irregular patterns of 
gene expression and mactivation in the course of 
divergent evolution than to undocumented pro-
cesses of gene transfer from eukaryotes to pro-
karvote« 
Ke> words. Superoxide dismutase — Gene trans-
fer — Ph>logenetic tree — Rate of evolution — Mo-
lecular ev olution — Protein evolution 
Introduction 
Copper zinc superoxide dismutase is typically found 
m the cells of higher eukaryotes The piesence of 
th-s ewvpie in the facultative symbiotic bactenum 
Ì'fruu bactenum leiognathi has been proposed to be 
the resuit of gene transfer trom its eukaryotic host. 
the ponvfish Leiognathus splendens (Martin and 
Fndovich 1981) This was supported by the finding 
that the amino acid composition of the Cu Zn en-
zyme from Ρ leiognathi more closely resembles that 
of the toirespondmg hsh enzjmes than it does that 
oí anv other known Cu Zn superoxide dismutase 
124 
The h> po thesis of gene transfer was abandoned when 
the ammo acid sequence of the bactenal Cu/Zn su­
peroxide dismutase was determined and turned out 
to show low identity with the sequences of eukary-
otic Cu/Zn superoxide dismutases, including that 
from swordfish liver (Steffens et al 1983, Rocha et 
al 5 984) Recently, however, additional arguments 
have again been presented in support of gene trans­
fer (Bannister and Parker 1985 Comish-Bowden 
1985) These arguments include the weighted se­
quence simtlanty of 44% between the bacterial and 
eukaryotic superoxide dismutases, the presence of 
the same active-site residues, very similar second-
ar> -structure predictions from the two sequences, 
and the building of the sequence of the bacterial 
enzvme by interactive computer graphics into the 
known tertiary structure of the bovine enzyme with­
out senous disruption of the fold 
These observations clearly demonstrate a com­
mon evolutionary origin of Cu/Zn superoxide dis­
mutase m eukaryotes and m Ρ leiognathi, and vir­
tually exclude the possibility of similantv due to 
convergent evolution However, no new evidence 
shows that the bactenal Cu/Zn superoxide dismu­
tase shares more characters with the fish enzyme 
than with any of the other eukaryotic Cu/Zn super­
oxide dismutases or shares specific characters with 
the fish епгуте that those other enzymes lack, as 
might be expected m the case of gene transfer from 
fish to bactenum It seems therefore that the mam 
argument for gene transfer still is the remarkable 
phvlogenetic distribution of the enzyme, although 
the finding of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase m 
another, free-living bactenum, Caulobacter crescen-
tus (Stemman 1982), senously undermines this ar­
gument 
Whereas natural gene transfer among prokaryotes 
and from prokaryotes to eukaryotes is well known 
(Lewm 1985) and the transfer of retroviral se­
quences between animal species seems to be a com­
mon evolutionary process (Benvemste 1985), the 
transfer of the Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase gene 
would constitute the first documented example of 
transfer of a eukaryotic nuclear gene into a prokary-
ote One can indeed imagine that such transfer of 
DNA from eukaryote to prokaryote might occa­
sionally happen m the course of evolution, consid-
enng the ease with which foreign DNA can be taken 
up by prokaryotes under expenmental conditions 
It therefore is important to establish definitely 
whether or not the bactenal gene for Cu/Zn super­
oxide dismutase represents an authentic example of 
a transferred eukaryotic gene To that end we have 
compared the sequence of Cu/Zn superoxide dis­
mutase of ƒ" leiognathi with the sequences from 
eight eukaryotic species using a vanety of estab-
lished computer methods The analysis was made 
more meaningful by the inclusion among those se-
quences of the recently published sequences of the 
Cu/Zn superoxide dismutases from Drosophila (Lee 
et al 1985a), Neurospora crassa (Lerch and Sthenk 
1985),andpig(Henngetal 1985) From the results, 
it seems on balance more likel> that the bactenal 
Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase separated from the eu-
karyotic enzyme before the divergence of fungi and 
animals than that it onginated by gene transfer from 
the fish lineage 
Experimental 
Ammo Acid Sequences The amino acid sequences 
of the Cu/Zn superoxide dismutases of human 
(Sherman et al 1983), ox (Stemman et al 1974), 
pig (Henng et al 1985), horse (Lerch and Ammer 
1981), swordfish (Rocha et al 1984), fruit fly (Lee 
étal 1985a), yeast (Stemman 1980), M crassa {Letch 
and Schenk 1985), and Ρ leiognathi (Steffens et al 
1983) were taken from the original publications and 
double-checked for copying errors pnor to being 
used in the tree-construction programs 1 he inferred 
partial sequence of the С crescentus enzyme (Stein-
man 1982), which was based on compositional anal-
>sis of tryptic peptides onlj was not included in the 
data set 
Construction of Phylogenese Trees Distance 
matnces for the nine complete Cu/Zn superoxide 
dismutase sequences were calculated using the min­
imum mutation distances, the minimum number of 
ammo acid replacements, and the augmented num­
ber of ammo acid replacements [PAM values (Day-
hoff 1978)] 
Phvlogenetic trees were constructed using the un­
weighted pair group method with arithmetic aver­
ages (UPGMA) (Sneath and Sokal 1973, Comish-
Bowdcn 1983) and the programs FITCH, KITCH 
and PROTPARS as supplied by J Felsenstein in 
his PHYLIP package FITCH and KITCH construct 
trees according to the Fitch and Margohash (1967) 
method while not allowing negarne branch lengths 
(Prager and Wilson 1978) KITCH, like UPGMA, 
assumes a constant evolutionary rate, and thus con­
structs rooted trees In contrast to the other pro­
grams, PROTPARS does not use a distance matnx, 
but infers a phylogeny by minimizing the number 
of replacements needed to con\ert one sequence into 
another (Eck and Dayhoff 1966, Fitch 1971) 
Reconstruction of Ancestral Sequences and 
Counting of Amino Acid Replacements Ancestral 
sequences were reconstructed on a gnen rooted tree 
usmg a method essentially as desenbed by Dajhoff 
et al (1972) After reconstruction of the ancestral 
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Table 1 Percentage differences and numbers of uniquely shared residues between Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase sequences* 
1 Human 
2 Horse 
3 Ox 
4 Pig 
5 Swordfish 
6 Drosophila 
7 Yeast 
8 Λ crassa 
9 Ρ leiognathi 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
2 
20 3 
I 
0 
1 
2 
4 
0 
2 
3 
183 
20 3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
Percentag 
4 
ITS 
24 2 
14 5 
1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
e sequence 
5 
12 2 
32 9 
28 3 
316 
2 
1 
1 
6 
difference 
6 
39 2 
43 1 
42 5 
42 5 
42 I 
3 
4 
2 
Number of uniquely shared residues 
7 
44 4 
43« 
47 1 
46 4 
46 7 
47 1 
20 
2 
S 
45 1 
45 8 
45 1 
45 8 
44 1 
44 4 
W 7 
3 
9 
74 7 
73 5 
716 
72 2 
69 8 
75 3 
74 2 
73 6 
* Upper right Percentage diifcrenee between all pairs of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase sequences, using the alignment shown in Fig. 
1 Lower left Numbers of ammo acids uniquely shared between all possible pairs of superoxide dismutaw sequences (cl Fig I) 
sequences, the minimum numbers of required ami­
no acid replacements were counted This can always 
be done, even when not all of the ancestral ammo 
acids can be assigned 
Results and Discussion 
Alignment for optimal similarity of the nine pub­
lished sequences of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase was 
earned out by visual inspection and in some cases 
by the alignment program of Wilbur and Lipman 
(1983) The alignment (Fig. 1) differs in certain re­
spects from previous ones (Stemman 1982, Bannis­
ter and Parker 1985, Lee et al 1985b) because more 
sequences are included and more weight is given to 
keeping the number of gaps at a minimum A two-
amino acid deletion in the bovine sequence, origi­
nally placed at positions 25 and 26 (Stemman et al 
¡974X has now been placed at positions 27 and 28 
to increase homology with the porcine sequence In 
fact two consecutive or independent deletion events 
are required to explain the deletions at this site in 
the artiodactyl sequences Similarly, a two-ammo 
acid deletion in the Drosophila sequence, originally 
placed at the same site as the just-mentioned dele-
tion m the bovine sequence, and considered to rep-
resent an anomalous, parallel mutational event (Lee 
et al 1985b), can clearly more economically be 
placed at positions 13 and 14, representing an in-
dependent event in the Drosophila lineage 
We attempted to position the tryptic peptides of 
Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase of С cresœntus, of 
which amino acid compositions but no sequences 
are known (Stemman 1982), by homology with the 
other superoxide dismutase sequences The results 
were unsatisfactory The inferred alignments vaned 
greatly depending on the known superoxide dis-
mutase sequence used for positioning the peptide 
compositions This indicates that the sequence of 
superoxide dismutase of С crescentus must be cvo-
lutionanly very distant trom those of both Ρ leio­
gnathi and the eukaryotes This is not surprising, 
and sheds no light on the problem of the origin of 
superoxide dismutase in Ρ leiognathi since С cres­
centus and Ρ leiognathi belong to very distantly 
related eubactenal groups, the Caulobactenaceae and 
the Vibnonaceae, respectively (Poindexter 1981, 
Krieg and Holt 1984) 
A difference matrix of the Cu/Zn superoxide dis­
mutase sequences (Table 1, upper right) reveals that 
the Ρ leiognathi sequence is almost equally distant 
(69 8-75 3%) from all eukaryotic sequences, as is 
expected if the gene phytogeny corresponds to the 
species phytogeny Interestingly however, among 
the investigated eukaryotic en/ymes the swordfish 
sequence is the most similar to the Ρ leiognathi 
sequence Whether this, as such, is evidence for gene 
transfer can be doubted, considering that according 
to this criterion the fruit fly might be suspected to 
have obtained its gene for Cu/Zn superoxide dis­
mutase by transfer from the human lineage, 
To investigate whether superoxide dismutase se­
quences can provide reliable information about 
Fig 1 Alignment of the nine published sequences of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase for optimal simiiantv The number of gaps 
(indicated by asterisks) is kepi at a minimum, gaps were placed by visual comparison and in some cases by the alignment program 
of Wilbur and Upman (1983) Vertical lines indicate where residues are tdenucal to the topmost sequence this emphasizes the 
conserved sequence features of lite Cu/Zn superoxide dismutases Residues uniquely shared by the superoxide dismutase« of Ρ 
leiognathi and one of the eukaryotes are marked with bold letters Supposedly pnmtlivc residues shared between the superoxide 
dismutases of f leiognathi and of the lower eukaryotes (sec text) are enclosed in boxes 
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Fig. X Phylogcnetic tree оГеіікаг оис Cu.'Zn superoxide dismutase sequences The branching pattern of this tree corresponds with 
the most parsimonious cladogram obtained by four diHerem tree-construction programs, apan from the position of the human branch 
In the most parsimonious lopolog> (requlnng 232 ammo acid replacements) the human branch is connected to the artiodactyl lineage 
(ox and pig). Forcing the human branch to the biologically acceptable position shown m this figure requires two additional ammo 
acid replacements The time scale for the divergence points is taken from the literature (Romer 1966. Davhoffet al. 1972, Lee et al. 
1985b), the tame of du ergence between yeast and Λ' irosjo is estittiated from the evolutunury distance between their cvtochrome с 
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Table 2. Numbers of amino acid replacements required for phy-
logencttc trees in which bacteria! proteins are connected at dif­
ferent positions' 
Place of connection to 
the cukaryotic topolo-
Ю (cf Fig 2) 
a (root) 
b 
с (Л' crassa) 
d (yeast) 
e 
f (Drosophila) 
i 
h (swordfUh) 
1 
j (human) 
к (horse) 
I 
m (ptg) 
η (ox) 
Required number of 
ammo acid replacements 
for alternative topologies 
Ρ lewgnathi 
superoxide 
dismutase 
317 
31Í 
325 
322 
317 
320 
319 
319 
321 
328 
325 
324 
323 
323 
Ρ dmitn-
ficans cyto­
chrome с 
ist 
151 
153 
153 
151 
152 
151 
152 
151 
153 
154 
154 
153 
153 
" The sequence of Ρ leiognottu superoxide disimilase or Pam-
coctm demtnficans cytochrome с was connected to the phylo-
genelic tree of the corresponding eukaryotic protein at positions 
indicated by the lettera a-η in Fig 2, and the required numbers 
of amino acid replacements were calculated for the alternative 
topologies For cytochrome с the cukaryotic tree «as based on 
the sequences from human, horse, sheep, pig, carp, fruit fly, 
yeast, and N crassa (Dayhoff et al 1972) Other bacterial cy­
tochrome с sequences (those from Rhodomicrobium vanmehi 
Rhadoyscudcimonas paluslm Rps sphaeroides and Rps cap­
súlala) gave results similar to those for the Ρ denitnßcans se-
quence 
phylogenetic relationships, we first constructed phy-
logenetic trees from only the eight eukaryotic se-
quences, for which there is little doubt about the 
actual pattern of species relationships and there are 
no reasons to suspect horizontal gene transfer. The 
four tree-construction algonthms arrived at the same 
topology This most parsimonious topology, which 
required 232 amino acid replacements., correspond-
ed to established opinions about species relation-
ships, apart from the fact that human was connect-
ed, through a very short branch (0 6 accepted point 
mutations per 100 residues, or PAMs), to the artio-
dactyl lineage. To make the branching arrangement 
biologically more realistic, we inverted the positions 
of human and horse, at the cost of two additional 
ammo acid replacements In this case the program 
linked the horse with a zero branch to the artiodactyl 
lineage, and hence the divergence of the three mam-
malian orders involved is depicted as a trichotomy 
in Fig. 2. Otherwise, the eukaryotic superoxide dis-
mutase sequences faithfully resolve the major pat-
terns of phylogenetic relationship However, it is 
true, as stated by Lee et al. (1985b), that there is 
considerable variation in the rate of evolution of 
superoxide dismutase among the different lineages, 
as shown in Fig 2 Accelerations and decelerations 
are commonly observed m the evolution of proteins 
(Goodman 1981) 
The various tree-construction procedures were 
repeated after addition of the Ρ lewgnathi super­
oxide dismutase sequence to the dala set Methods 
based on a constant evolutionary rate (UPGMA, 
KITCH) always placed Ρ lewgnathi at the root of 
the tree, as belonging to a sister group of the eu-
karyotes The program PROTPARS, which pro­
vides unrooted trees, also placed Ρ lewgnathi as a 
prokaryote in its phylogenetically expected position 
However, the program FITCH, which does not as­
sume constant evolutionary rates in different 
branches, linked Ρ letognathi at different positions 
depending on the matrix used. The unaugmented 
amino acid replacement matrix connected Ρ lew­
gnathi to the branch between fungi and animals, as 
PROTPARS did The minimum mutation distance 
matrix connected Ρ lewgnathi to the stem of the 
vertebrates, while the PAM matrix even linked Ρ 
lewgnathi to the swordfish branch The latter results 
demonstrate that the Ρ letognathi sequence cannot 
be placed unambiguously by the use of these tree-
construction programs We therefore calculated the 
minimum numbers of amino acid replacements re­
quired for alternative tree topologies where Ρ lew­
gnathi was introduced at vanous positions m the 
corrected eukaryotic tree obtained earlier As can 
be seen from Table 2, it is less parsimonious, by 
two or three amino and replacements, to link Ρ 
lewgnathi to the swordfish branch than to link it at 
the root of the tree. These calculations thus only 
marginally support the origin of superoxide dis-
sequences (Dayhoff et al 1972, ρ 8) Note that the time scale of ihe last 200 million years (M>r) is expanded four limes compared 
with thai for the earlier penods The branch lengths m accepted point mutations per 100 residues (PAMs) are indicated above the 
rales ofchange in the branches (italic numbers), expressed as PAMs per 100 My r (Dayhoff et al 1972) The letters indicate the branches 
to which the Ρ leiognathi superoxide dismutase sequence was added for the calculation of the numbers of amino acid replacements 
required for different topologies (Table 2) The lineage to Ρ leiognathi has been drawn m this figure with broken lines from either a 
position reflecting the phvlogenetic distance of the eubactena from the eukary otes [which arc supposed to ha\ e diverged approximately 
1500 Myr ago (Schöpfet al 1973)) or a position m agreement with the gene-transfer hypothesis If the latter is the correct position, 
the rate of change m the bacterial gene for Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase must have reached, after the gene transfer 30 Myr ago 
(arrowhead), the exceedingly high value of 487 PAMi'lOO Myr The allcmativc position of the Ρ lewgnathi sequence requires the 
more reasonable rate of 6 4 PAMs/100 Myr 
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muíase m Ρ leiagnathi b\ divergent e\ olution since 
the separation between prokaootes and eukarvotes 
One might wonder wh> the tree-construtlion pro­
grams and parsimonv calctilattons do not discnm-
mate more convincingly between such distinct al­
ternatives as connecting the Ρ leiognalki superoxide 
dismutase sequence to the root and connecting it to 
the terminal swordfish branch of the eukaryotic su­
peroxide dismutase tree The reason could be that 
the bacterial superoxide dismutase sequence is al­
most equallv distant from all present-day as well as 
from ancestral eukanotic superoxide dismutase se­
quences because it already reached a maximum se­
quence difference b\ divergent evolution long ago 
Afteraverv long period of divergent evolution one 
might expect a stage will be reached w here further 
sequence divergence is hardly permissible because 
it would interfere with the maintenance of essential 
structural features of functional Cu/Zn superoxide 
dismutase This expectation should also be valid for 
the comparison of most other prokaryotic and eu­
karyotic proteins and is easil> tested b) carrying 
out the branch-swappmg exercise described for su­
peroxide dismutase with another protein for which 
sequences are known from a comparable arra> of 
eukarvotic and prokarvotic species Bacterial cyto­
chrome с is most suitable for this purpose, especiallv 
since there can be no suspicion of gene transter trom 
eukaiyotu, sources for thai protein 
We added the sequence of cvtochrome с oîPara-
coccui demtnfìcans to the various branches of a tree 
of eukarvotic c>tochrome с sequences of the same 
topologv as shown m Fig 2 The total number of 
ammo acid replacements calculated for each alter­
native branching position is given m Table 2 Al­
though the numbers oi ammo acid replacements 
inferred for the cvtochrome с trees arc approxi-
matelv half tJiose for the superoxide dismutase 
trees—because c>tochrome с is two-thirds as long 
as superoxide dismutase and is possibl> somewhat 
more constiamcd in its maximal permissible evo-
lutionarv variation—it is clear that it is again equally 
parsimonious for bacterial cytochrome <. to have 
tvolvçd bv divergent evolution from the common 
ancestor of all eukaryotes a«, tor it to have been 
derived b\ gene transfer from anv eukaryotic branch 
The high degree of sequence diflerence between 
bacterial and eukaryotic superoxide dismutases (Ta-
ble 1) has been reconciled with the gene transfer 
hypothesis bv the postulate of an increased rate of 
dcceptante of mutations m the transferred gene 
іВаяпЫег and Parker XW^) A greath increased 
rate of evolutionary change m the bacterial super­
oxide dismutase gene would indeed be expected to 
hamper the reconstruction of its origin m the case 
of gene transfer We hav e attempted to estimate the 
rate of ammo acid replacement after the putative 
gene transfer It has been proposed that the svm-
biosis between the ancestors of the present-da} po-
n}fishand/> leiognathi and hence the gene transfer, 
cannot be older than 30 million vears ( М к ) (Martin 
and Fndovich 1981) The rate of divergence since 
that event cannot be calculated directlv because the 
superoxide dismutase sequence of the ponvfish is 
not known However the sequence of swordfish su­
peroxide dismutase tan be used ¡f one takes into 
account that the fossil evidence provides a diver-
gence time of 100-150 Mvr ago for the ancestors of 
swordfish and ponyfish which belong to the sub 
orders Scombroidei and Percoidu, respectively, of 
the teleost order Perciformes (Romer 1966), and if 
one makes the reasonable assumption that during 
the approximate!) 100 M>r betwetrn the ponv fish's 
divergence from the swordfish lineage and the gene-
transfer event the ponyfish supcrovide dismutase 
evolved at the average rate observed in swordfish 
superoxide dismutase This rate could be calculated 
as shown in Fig 2 to be 4 8 PAMs 300 Mvr The 
sequence distance between the superoxide dismu-
tases of Ρ leiognathi and swordfish is 69 8% cor­
responding to 159 PAMs This distance would hav e 
developed during 2 χ 150 Mvr ot divergent evo­
lution, during 270 Myr of which evolution would 
have occurred at the rate of 4 8 PAMs'100 Myr 
The rate of change m the remaining 30 Myr after 
the gene transfer can thus be estimated to have been 
487 PAMs'100 M>r 
The neutral mutation rate in mammalian DNA 
has been estimated to be 5 χ 10 ' substitutions/ 
sue >ear (Hayashida and Miyata Í981 Li et al 
1985) Considering that 74 э % of random nucleo­
tide substitutions will lead to ammo acid replace­
ments (Fitch and Langley 1976), it can be estimated 
that the theoretical maximum rate of evolution at 
the protein lev el cannot exceed 110 Ρ AMs/100 Myr 
However such a rate tan hardly be expected ever 
to be reached, because unconstrained mutations in 
the DNA would inevitablv lead to rapid silencing 
of a gene It is therelore remarkable that the max­
imum rate of evolution reported at the protein level, 
that found in the almost functionless fibrmopep-
tides is 90 PAMs 100 Mvr (Wilson et al 1977) It 
is difficult to imagine how the bacterial superoxide 
dismutase tould have changed at a much higher rate 
one even surpassing scvtral times the maximum 
unconstrained rate of evolution while maintaining 
al! essential structural and functional features Even 
allowing for considerable untertamtv and inaccu­
racy m the foregoing calculations they clearly ap­
pear to preclude such a relativ elv recent transfer of 
the superoxide dismutase gene from an ancestral hsh 
host 
The number of gap events that would have to be 
mferrcd in the bacterial sequence (see Fig 1) since 
1 3 0 
the putative gene transfer is 7 as compared to a total 
of 85 replacements, 4 times the expected number 
for such a relatively rare evolutionary occurrence. 
The required number of gap events in the eukaryotic 
superoxide dismutase tree is only 5 for a total of 
234 amino acid replacements, which compares well 
with the average occurrence of 1 gap event per 50 
replacements in protein evolution (de Jong and Ry-
dèn 1981, ZharVikh et al 1984) 
The most direct evidence for horizontal gene 
transfer would be specific amino acid replacements 
or gaps that are exclusively present in the Ρ leio-
gnathi and swordfish superoxide dismutase se­
quences These shared mutational events might be 
expected to have occurred during the 250 Myr of 
common evolution before the divergence between 
swordfish and ponyflsh In fact, the presence of such 
"shared denved characters" is the sole and well-
founded criterion for the recognition of relation­
ships between organisms according to the pnnaples 
of cladistic analysis in phylogenetic systematics 
(Henmg 1966) The recognition of genuine shared 
derived amino acid replacements in protein evo­
lution is, however, seriously frustrated by the fre­
quent occurrence of parallel and back replacements 
We nevertheless screened the eukaryotic superoxide 
dismutase sequences for the presence of replace­
ments potentially shared with Ρ letognathi super­
oxide dismutase, assuming that even after 30 Myr 
of further evolutionary change some of these shared 
replacements might be recognizable in the trans­
ferred bacterial protein Figure 1 and the lower left 
half of Table 1 show that swordfish superoxide dis­
mutase has a slightly larger number of umque amino 
acid replacements in common with Ρ leiognathi 
superoxide dismutase than any other eukaryotic su­
peroxide dismutase sequence does This certainly is 
remarkable and could be considered as evidence for 
the gene-transfer model On the other hand, such 
scattered similarities might perhaps also be ex­
plained by the occurrence of independent, conver­
gent replacements in the two proteins, facilitated by 
the similar environmental and/or physiological con­
ditions for bacterial and host celts Moreover, Ρ 
leiognathi superoxide dismutase has at least six res­
idues in common with the superoxide dismutases 
of fungi and/or Drosophila that can reasonably be 
considered primitive character states (see Fig 1 ) and 
that can be explained only by specific back replace­
ments if gene transfer is supposed to have taken 
place Cladistic entena thus do not provide con­
vincing evidence for either scenano of the evolution 
of superoxide dismutase. 
Taking all the sequence evidence in account, there 
appear to be no compelling reasons to invoke gene 
transfer from eukaryote to prokaryote to explain the 
presence of superoxide dismutase in Ρ leiognathi 
It remains surprising that one of the very few pro-
karyotes with the Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase gene 
happens to live in facultative symbiosis with one of 
the higher eukaryotes, the common carriers of this 
type of gene But this alone does not justify the far-
reaching conclusion of gene transfer One can cite 
many examples of widely scattered and isolated oc­
currences of homologous proteins (Doohttle 1981), 
reflecting the irregular patterns of gene expression 
and mactivation in the course of divergent evolu­
tion In fact, the transfer of an animal globin gene 
via a retrovirus-like vector once proposed to explain 
the isolated occurrence of leghemoglobin in legumi­
nous plants (Jellreys 1982) has recently also been 
dismissed (Brown et al 1984, A J. Jeffreys, quoted 
m Lewin 1984) 
The presence of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase m 
the free-living bactenum С trestentui, as well as 
the finding of an Fe/Zn superoxide dismutase in 
the archaebactenum Thermoplcuma acidophihum 
(Searcy and Searcy 1981) and of a copper-contammg 
superoxide dismutase in Paracoccus demtnficans 
(Vignais et al 1982), both having some resemblance 
to Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, makes it likely that 
the ongin of the Cu/Zn superoxide dismutases dates 
back to penods of reticulate evolution in the earliest 
stage of prokaryote-eukaryote divergence 
Atknöwledgment WethankDr JosephTreisenstein(University 
of Washington Seattle) for supplying his PHYI IP package 
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The amino acid sequences of the a-crystallin Л and 
В chains of the dogfish, Squalus aeanthias, have been 
determined. Comparison with a-crystallins from other 
species reveals that charged amino acid replacements 
have been strongly avoided in the evolution of this lens 
protein. The homology of α-crystallins with the small 
heat shock proteins is pronounced throughout the ma­
jor part of the proteins, starting from the position of 
the Γι ret intron in the a-crystallin genes, but is also 
detectable in the amino-termlnal sequences of human, 
Xenopus, and Drosophila small heat shock proteins. In 
addition, a remarkable short sequence similarity is 
present only in the amino termini of dogfish oB and 
Drosophila HSP22. The Schistosoma egg antigen p40 
turns out to have a tandemly repeated region of ho­
mology with the common sequence domain of a-crye-
tallins and small heat shock proteins. Comparison of 
hydropathy profiles indicates the conservation of con­
formation of the common domains in these three fam­
ilies of proteins. Construction of phylogenetic trees 
suggests that the aA and «B genes apparently origi­
nated from a single ancestral small heat shock protein 
gene and indicates that introns have been lost during 
the evolution of the heat shock protein genes. 
Until recently the most conspicuous feature of «-crystalhn 
was its exclusive otcurrence m large amounts as a water-
soluble structural protein in the vertebrate eye lens This 
made it a rewarding object for structural, biosynthetic, and 
aging studies (1-3) Beside its poorly understood role as a 
structural lens protein and its apparent protease-inhibiting 
properties (4), no biological activities are known for a-crys-
tallin. However, the pronounced sequence homology between 
a-crystallin and the 14-30-kDa small heat shock proteins 
(HSPs)1 (5 -10) and the concomitant conservation of immu-
nologiral cross-reactivity t i l ) and hydropathy profiles (6, 8) 
make it conceivable that a crystalhn аЬагеь чоте as vet 
undefined, but probably homeostatic, functional properties 
with the small HSPs Also the fact that η crystallin is phoe 
phorvlated m DUW by cAMP-dependent protein kinase may 
relate to some functional aspect of the protein (12, 13) The 
sequence homology between a-crystallm and the small HSPs 
* This research was 4upported by the Netherlands Foundation for 
Chemicai Reseoreh (SON) with financial aid from the Netherlands 
Organization for the Advancement of Pure Heeeaich (ZWO) The 
costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part bv the 
payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby 
marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U S С Section 1734 
«юіеіу to indicate this fact 
X To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
1
 The abbreviation used is HSP, heat shock protein 
is mainly located in their carboxyl-termmal parts t5- 8), cor­
responding with the two 3' exons of the a crystallin genes 
This led to the proposal that the primordial α-cryetallin gene 
originated by a process of eïon shuffling involving part of a 
HSP gene (14, 15) However, human HSP27 shows similari-
ties with «-crystallin over its entire length, suggesting that 
the a-crystallin genes may in fact have been derived from a 
complete HSP gene (10). Recently it has been found that also 
a 40-kDa major egg antigen from Schistosoma monsoni shares 
the same region of homology with «-crystallin and the small 
HSPs (16) 
In all investigated vertebrates a-crystalhn is an aggregate 
(M, 4 WM} 10') composed, in varying proportions, of two 
types of subumts, uA and «B, which both hove a length of 
approximately 175 residues and which show a sequence ho-
mology of approximately 55% (11 Both aA and <iB are en-
coded by single copy genes (14,17), which, m the human, are 
located on different chromosomes (18) This is m contrast 
with the multiple closely linked small HSP genes (5-8, 10) 
Many mammalian and avian oA-ciystallin sequences are 
known, as well as some reptilian and amphibian ones (19,20) 
The orB sequences have been analyzed in bovine (21), human 
(22), and hamster (18) To enable a reconstruction of the 
earlier events in the divergent evolution of a crystallin and 
the small HSPs, we have determined the amino acid sequences 
of the α ciystallm A and В chains of a lower vertebrate, the 
spiny dogfish, Squalus aeanthias 
MATEBIALS AND METHODS AND RESULTS'' 
RESUtTS AND DISCUSSION 
Anoiysis of Dogfish a-Crystdhn A and В Chains—a-Crys-
talhn makes up approximately 17% of the total protein m 
lens cortex of the adult dogfish (30) Dogfish « crystallin has 
a molecular mass of 710,000 (30) and can easily be separated 
from the other water soluble lens proteins b> gel filtration 
over Ultrogel AcA-34 (23) We separated the aA and aB 
subumts by ion exchange chromatography in the presence of 
7 M urea (Fig 1) In dogfish the ratio between the basic a-
crystallin В chains and the more acidic aA chains is approx 
imately 3 1 (Fig 2) This is m contrast with the predominance 
of aA in lenses of all hitherto investigated amphibians, rep­
tiles, birds, and mammals (1), the only exception being a-
crystallin from calf lens epithelium, where «B outweighs aA 
(ál) It is not known whether such differences in subunit 
stoichiometry have any functional significance 
* Portions of this paper (including "Materials and Methods," part 
of "Results," Figs 1-8, and Tables 1-6) are presented m minipnnt at 
the end of this paper Mimprinl is easily read with the aid of a 
standard magnifying glass Full size photocopies are included m the 
microfilm edition of the Journal that is available from Waverly Press 
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The sequences of the isolated «A and aB chains were 
established as outlined in Figs. 3 and 6, respectively, and their 
legends. A notable feature is the presence of three cysteine 
residues in «A and one cysteine in «B, while bovine «A and 
«B contain only a single and no cysteine, respectively. Sulfhy-
dryl groups may play important roles in the stability and 
interactions of proteins in the eye lens (32). 
Dogfish aA has at position 122 the serine residue that in 
bovine is the site of phosphorylation (12, 13); it lacks, how­
ever, the basic sequence that has to precede the substrate 
serines of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (13). This is in 
agreement with the absence of apparent phosphorylation 
products in the electrophoretic pattern of dogfish <r-crystal]in 
(Fig. 2). Other post-translational modifications, like deami-
dation (33), may, however, be responsible for the minor com­
ponents of different charge in dogfish a-crystallin. One of 
these, eluting on CM-52 just after <гА (fraction X in Fig. 1), 
was characterized by tryptic peptide mapping and found to be 
a truncated «A chain lacking the carboxyl-teraiinal residues 
169-177. Interestingly, carboxyl-terminal degradation occurs 
in υίνο in other vertebrate aA chains at precisely the same 
site (34), despite profound sequence differences in this region 
(1,19). 
Comparison with Other Sequences- -To compare the dogfish 
tiA and «B sequences with their mammalian homologues, as 
well as with the small HSPs and the Schistanoma egg antigen, 
the relevant sequences are aligned for optima] homology in 
Fig. 9. The uA and «B sequences can easily be aligned over 
their entire lengths by introducing a small number of gaps. 
Interestingly, the sequence difference between dogfish «A and 
«B is greater than that between bovine «A and «B (50.6 and 
40.5%, respectively), while the difference between aA from 
dogfish and bovine (33.5%) is similar to that between nB 
from dogfish and bovine (33.3%). Correcting for superimposed 
replacements one can then estimate that the n-crystAllin 
chains have evolved 1.8 times faster in the dogfish than in 
the bovine lineage. It is not possible to decide whether this 
reflects relaxation of selective constraints in the dogfish lin­
eage or rather increased selective pressure imposed by adap­
tive changes during the evolution of the lens in the mamma­
lian lineage. On a total of 116 amino acid replacements 
between bovine and dogfish utA and лВ chains there are only 
14 replacements involving a change in charge. This proportion 
(124c) is much lower than that observed in other proteins (18 
50%, average 27^г) (35), suggesting that, strong selective forces 
keep changes in charge at a minimum during the evolution of 
Ä-crystallin. 
Alignment of a-crystallins with the small HSPs can readily 
by accomplished, as noticed earlier (5-10), from approxi-
mately positions 90 through 180, and sequence conservation 
is also apparent between positions 191 and 203, The region of 
maximum honrology almost precisely starts at the first intron 
of the a-crystallin genes (14, 17,18) and the single intron in 
the С ekgans small HSP genes (71, which suggests that the 
homologous sequence represents a common protein domain 
encoded by a separate exon in the common ancestor. Consid­
erable similarity in the amino-terminal sequences has only 
been noticed between o-crystallins and the human HSP27 
(10). However, the present alignment (Fig. 9) also reveals 
some remnants of homology in the Xenopus and Dmsophi'in 
amino-terminal sequences, but homology of the soybean and 
Caenorhabditis eiegans HSPs with a-crystallin is not detect­
able in this region. The homology among the amino termini 
of the small HSPs of different organisms is also minimal or 
not detectable. The detection of some homologies also in the 
amino-terminal sequences of a-crystallins and several small 
HSPs makes it unlikely that exon shuffling has been invoiwd 
in the generation of tï-crystallin from the small HSPs. The 
amino-terminal sequence differences rather seem to be due to 
increased rates of evolutionary change. 
Remarkable is an isolated and short but conspicuous simi-
larity between residues 55 and 68 of dogfish IÏB (PFYWRM-
GAPMARMP) and residues 11 and 24 of ОтіщЫІа HSP22 
(PMFWRMAEEMARMP) (Fig. 9). Strange enough a related 
sequence is not detectably present at the corresponding posi­
tions in the other a-crystailin chains nor anywhere in the 
presentlv known small HSP sequences. Using the search-
string PXXWRMXXXMARMP on the National Biomedical 
Research Foundation data base Ql th edition) revealed no 
other protein having significant similarity (allowing a maxi­
mum of three mismatches) with this sequence. We, therefore, 
conclude that these corresponding sequences in dogfish aB 
and Drosophila HSP22 must have a common evolutionary 
origin. It is difficult to propose an evolutionary mechanism 
that can satisfactorily explain the presence of such an isolated 
sequence homology, all imaginable processes like exon shuf­
fling, gene conversion, or transposition seem equadly implau­
sible. 
The Schistosoma egg antigen p40 is especially interesting 
because in addition to the earlier reported region of homology 
with a-crystallin and the small HSPs (16), shown as positions 
94 to 179 of p40-a in Fig. 9, the alignment can be extended, 
most clearly so along the carboxyl terminus of Drosophila 
HSP22, and then continues into a second stretch of unmis­
takable homology with the a-crystallin/HSP domain (p40-b 
in Fig. 9). This must reflect a very ancient intragenic tandem 
duplication. It is, moreover, evidence for the presence of an 
intron preceding this duplication in the ancestral gene of this 
protein and coinciding with the common intron in n-crystaffin 
and the С eiegans small HSP genes. 
Cofisert'otion of Conformation Wistow (15) has proposed 
a tertiary structure for a-crystallin consisting of a globular 
amino-terminal domain of two symmetry-related motifs, and 
a somewhat larger carboxyl-terminal domain, also of two 
motifs, with an exposed carboxyl-terminal arm. The first 
intron in the rt-crystallin genes separates the two domains, 
and the second intron would be located between the motifs of 
the carboxyl-terminal domain. The four motifs might have 
similar three-dimensional structures. The carboxyl-terminal 
domain would be common to the small HSPs. The present 
alignment supportas this model because the aspartyl, prolyl, 
and glycyl residues considered of potential structural impor­
tance (15) are extremely well conserved in the common car­
boxyl-terminal domain, while the same residues are similarly 
conserved in the amino-terminal domain of n-crystallins and 
to a lesser extent in human HSP27 (Fig, 9). The strict 
conservation of Pro-179 and the tripeptide I!e/Val-Pro-Ile/ 
Val at positions 194-196 indicates also related structural 
features in the carboxyl-terminal extensions. 
it has been noticed earlier that thfr sequence homology 
between the carboxyl-terminal domains of a-crystallins and 
the small HSPs also corresponds with a conservation of the 
hydropathy profiles of these sequences (6, 8), which are good 
indicators of the conformation of proteins. Chothia and Lesk 
(38) indeed have demonstrated that proteins with sequence 
identities of over 5Ö?c, as is the case at many places of the 
homologous «-crystallin/HSP domain, have 90"Ì or more of 
their residues in similar secondary structure elements. The 
extended set of sequence data for (i-crystallins, small HSPs, 
and p40 now enables an improved comparison of their hydro-
phobicity pat terns [Fig. 10). The averaged hydropathy profiles 
reveal the considerable similarity in the conformation of the 
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F i e 9 O p t i m a l a l i g n m e n t o f α -
c r y t t a U i i i e , e m a i l H S P e t a n d Schië-
toeoma e g g u n t i g e n p 4 0 . P a i r w i e e 
aUgrvments w e r e e a r n e d o u t ( 2 5 , 2 6 ) , a n d 
t h e c o m p o s i t e a l i g n m e n t w a s m a n u a l l y 
e d i t e d t o m i n i m i z e t h e n u m b e r of g s p s 
( ) T h e a l i g n e d s e q u e n c e s a r e d ia 
p l a y e d in five b l o c k s , t h e firet t w o co r -
r e s p o n d i n g w i t h t h e t w o p u t a t i v e raotife 
in t h e a m m o - t e r m i n a l d o m a i n o f σ-crys 
t a l l i n , t h e n e s t t w o w i t h t h e t w o p u t a t i v e 
mot i f s i n t h e c o m m o n c a r b o x y í t e r m i n a l 
d o m a i n of a c n s t a l i m s a n d s m a l l H S P B , 
a n d the Jas t o n e r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e ca r -
b o x j l - t e r r a m a l e x t e n s i o n a e p r o p o e ^ d b y 
W i s t o w (15) T h e c o n s e r v e d a s p a r t y l (or 
g l u t a m y l ) , p ro ly l a n d glycyl r e s i d u e s of 
p o t e n t i a l s t r u c t u r a l i m p o r t a n c e m t h e 
four mot i f s (15) a r e e m p h a s i z e d b y s h a d 
i ng S o m e d i s p e r s e d t r a c e s of h o m o l o g y 
m t h e a m m o t e r m i n a l s e q u e n c e s of t h e 
s m a l l H S P e ( u p t o p o s i t i o n 90) a r e 
underlined N o m e a m n g h i l a l i g n m e n t 
cou ld be o b t a i n e d for t h e a m i n o - t e r m i n a l 
s e q u e n c e s o f С elegans H S P s a n d of p 4 0 
Al so underhned axe t h e s e q u e n c e s i m i ­
l a r i t i e s b e t w e e n p 4 0 a n d t h e c a r b o x y l 
t e r m i n u s of Drosophtla H S P 2 2 T h e 
c o m m o n s e q u e n c e P X X W R M X X X 
M A R M P m dogfùih txB a n d D r o p 2 2 i s 
boxed I n t r o n p o s i t i o n s ( • ) i n t h e g e n e s 
of α c r y s t a l h n ( a ) , h u m a n H S P 2 7 {Ни), 
a n d С ele&ans H S P s ( C e ) a r e i n d i c a t e d 
D i s p a r a t e a n d u n e x p l a i n e d c o m b i n a 
t i o n s of u n i q u e l y s h a r e d r e p l a c e m e n t s 
c a n b e o b s e r v e d m s o m e s e q u e n c e s f r o m 
d i f fe rent specie*, e g X e n i a n d D r o s 2 2 
h a v e L, T , a n d I ) a t a l i g n m e n t p o s i t i o n s 
100, 101, a n d 106, S o y 4 a n d p 4 0 - b h a v e 
H , V
r
 A, a n d Ρ a t a l i g n m e n t p o s i t i o n s 
98, 9 9 , І 0 2 , a n d 1 0 5 (underlined) S e 
q u e n c e a a r e b o v i n e ( 1 , 21) a n d dogf ish 
α с г у з Ы І ш A a n d B , h u m a n H S P 2 7 
(10), Хепориз (в c o m b i n a t i o n of t h e h e p 
3 0 A gene, u p t o p o s i t i o n 95, a n d t h e 
c D N A c l o n e s X 5 , p o s i t i o n s % 154, a n d 
X 4 , f r o m p o s i t i o n 154 o n w a r d ) ( 9 , 36) , 
DròsopkiL· H S P 2 2 a n d H S P 2 ? (6 ) , Cae-
norhabdito H S P 1 6 - 4 β (37) a n d H S P 1 6 -
2 (7), s o y b e a n H S P 4 ( G n i h e p l 7 6 Ц 
a m m o t e r m i n a l 9 r e s i d u e s n o t s h o w n ) 
(8), Schistosoma egg a n t i g e n p 4 0 (a r e s 
iduea 45-262, a n d b r e s i d u e s 2 6 3 - 3 5 4 ) 
{16) 
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r e g i o n s o f h o m o l o g y b e t w e e n t h e s e p r o t e i n e W e l l c o n s e r v e d 
a r e t h e p e a & s o f h y d r o p h o b i c i t y a r o u n d p o s i t i o n s 1 0 0 a n d 1 2 0 > 
a n d t h e p r o n o u n c e d h y d r o p h y l h c r e g i o n a r o u n d p o s i t i o n 1 3 0 , 
t h e p u t a t i v e c o n n e c t i n g p e p t i d e b e t w e e n t h e m o t i f s o f t h e 
c a r b o x y l · terminal d o m a i n ( 1 5 ) 
I t i s c o n c e i v a b l e t h a t t h e h o m o l o g o u s s t r u c t u r a l d o m a i n s o f 
rt-crystallm, t h e s m a l l H S P s , a n d p 4 0 w i l l h a v e c o m p a r a b l e 
b i o l o g i c a l p r o p e r t i e s a n d f u n c t i o n s A l t h o u g h l i t t l e i s k n o w n 
a b o u t t h e b i o l o g i c a l a c t i v i t i e s o f t h e s m a l l H S P s ( 4 1 ) , i t h a s 
b e e n s u g g e s t e d t h a t t h i s d o m a i n i n H S P s f a t o r e a g g r e g a t i o n 
a n d a s s o c i a t i o n w i t h o t h e r c e l l u l a r c o m p o n e n t s d u r i n g s t r e s s 
( 5 , ë , 1 0 ) , a n d t h e s a m e p r o p e r t y m a y b e u s e f u l f o r « - c i y s t a l h n 
m a s s o c i a t i n g w i t h a n d p r o t e c t i n g l e n s c e l l c o m p o n e n t s I n 
t h i s w a y û - c r y s t a l l m c o u l d f u n c t i o n a s a c o n s t i t u t i v e s t r e s s 
p r o t e i n m t h e l e n s f i b e r c e l l s , w h i c h l o s e t h e i r n u c l e i a n d 
o r g a n e l l e s d u n n g d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n ( 1 , 3 ) a n d h e n c e t h e c a p a c i t y 
t o s y n t h e s i z e t h e n o r m a l s t r e s s p r o t e i n s . A l t e r n a t i v e l y , t h e 
c o m m o n d o m a i n m a y s i m p l y b e a t h e r m o d y n a m i c a l l y e s -
t r e m e l y s t a b l e s t r u c t u r e ( 1 5 ) , w h i c h e n a b l e s a - c r y s t a l h n t o 
s u r v i v e l i f e l o n g m t h e l e n s c e l t s 
I n r e l a t i o n w i t h t h e f u n c t i o n o f t h e h o m o l o g o u s d o m a i n i t 
i s a l s o of i n t e r e s t t o m e n t i o n t h e o b s e r v e d s i m i l a r i t i e s b e t w e e n 
s m a l l H S P s a n d t h e p r o t e i n s i n " p r o s o m e s , " u b i q u i t o u s n b o -
n u r l e o p r o t e i n p a r t i c l e s , p o s s i b l y i n v o l v e d m s e l e c t i v e m R N A 
r e p r e s s i o n ( 4 2 ) 
Phytogenetic Trees- U s i n g d i f f e r e n t p r o g r a m s w e h a v e c o n -
s t r u c t e d p h y l o g e n e t i c t r e e s f o r t h e h o m o l o g o u s c a r b o x v l - t e r 
m i n a i s é q u e n c e s o f t h e « - c r y s t a l l i n a , s m a l l H S P s , a n d Schis-
tosoma e g g a n t i g e n T h e r e s u l t s s h o w ( F i g 1 1 ) t h a t a l l a -
c r y s t a l l i n c h a i n s a r e m o r e c l o s e l y r e l a t e d t o e a c h o t h e r t h a n 
t o a n y o f t h e s m a l l H S P e , I t a l s o s u g g e s t s t h a t t h e t a n d e m 
d u p l i c a t i o n i n t h e p 4 0 g e n e m a y a l r e a d y h a v e t a k e n p l a c e 
b e f o r e t h e d i v e r g e n c e o f t h i s e g g a n t i g e n f r o m i t s s m a l l H S P 
a n c e s t o r I n c o n t r a s t w i t h e a r l i e r s u g g e s t i o n s (7 ) t h e aA a n d 
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ihe regions oi maximum hmnology iposìtioiK. Ш-180 m Tig 9) have 
been used Hydropathy profiles were constructed according to Kyte 
and Doohttie (29; and represented allowing Ibr the gaps introduced 
for optimal nhgnment (c/ Fig â) Hvdrophobititi іпггеаиев toward 
the top of the panefe, hydrophiheitv toward the ЫіШт. А, яцрепш 
posed profiles for 8 «-crystallm A and В sequences (bovine, dogfish, 
hamster (14,18), and chicken (19, and unpublished data) B, supci·-
impuced profiles for 4 Drosopkita (6), 1 human (10), 2 Xenepus (9. 
.36), 4 {'(icnoí-AoWiíB Π 37), and б soybean (8, 39, 40) small H S P 
sequences C, superimposed proiiles lor the internal repeat ш ¿ÏV/ÎIS 
to&ortuí p40 Uf Fig 9) 
a B genes have apparen t ly or iginated from a hing le small H S P 
gene. H u m a n H S P 2 7 is evo lu t ionaniy somewhat closer to the 
a-crys ta l lms t h a n t o t h e o ther ыпаі і H S P N T h i s again m a k e s 
it likely t h a t t h e H S P - h k e d o m a i n of n-erystal lm h a s m a i n ­
t a i n e d n o t tmiy a d o s e s t r u c t u r a l but s h o a funct ional sjmi 
lar i ty with t h e smal l H S P » . If indeed n-crystal lm h a d acquired 
a romplete lv different ftmction, o n e would expect a n acceler­
a t e d r a t e of c h a n g e a n d h e n c e longer b r a n c h e s (m t e r m s of 
m i n i m u m m u t a t i o n a l d i s tances) to t h e different a-crystal lm 
chaitis T h e fact t h a t t h e i n t r o n preceding t h e homologous 
d o m a i n s in »-ciys ta lhn a n d С ekgom H S P genes m u s t al­
ready have been p r e s e n t a t t h e root of t h e t r e e indicates t h a t 
it h a s been lost in t h e H S P genes of h u m a n , Xenopiut,, Dro 
sophila, a n d soybean T h e s t r u c t u r e of t h e mul t igene family 
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Fio 11 P h y l o g e n e t i c t r e e o f a-crystal l ins, smal l HSPs, a n d 
ЗскШтотл egg a n t i g e n p 4 0 . This tree is constmcted on the 
basis of the homologous sequence domains of the proteins (positions 
91 180 in Fig Э) using the program FITCH (27.28) (with minimum 
mutational distance matrix) The scale for branch lengths is in 
minimum mutational distances/amino acid residue References to the 
sequences are gnen m the legends of Figs 9 and 10, Xen2 is derived 
from the Хепорш hsp ЗОА gene, and XenPs from a pseudogene> hsp 
ЗОВ (36). Sov is hs«871, Sov2 hs6834, Soy3 Gmhsp 17 δ E, Soy4 
Grohsp 17 16 L, and Sov5 Gmhsp 17Л M (19, 49, 40) The program 
FITCH, using a PAM matnx (43), gave a very similar branching 
arrangement, only the positions of Xenopus HSPs and p40 being 
altered. 
of t h e Sctustuboma egg ant igens is n o t yet available 
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Extreme differences in charge changes during protein evolution 
Jack A.M. Leunissen, Henno W. van den Hooven 
and Wilfried W. de Jong 
Summary. 
The maintenance of a proper distribution of charged amio acid 
residues might be an important factor in protein evolution. We 
therefore compared the inferred changes in charge during the 
evolution of 43 protein families with the changes expected on 
basis of random base substitutions. It was found that certain 
proteins, like the eye lens crystallins and most histones, 
display an extreme avoidance of changes in charge. Other 
proteins, like phospholipase A2 and ferredoxin, apparently have 
sustained more charged replacements than expected, suggesting a 
positive selection for changes in charge. Depending on function 
and structure of a protein, charged residues apparently can be 
important targets for selective forces in protein evolution. 
Introduction. 
Proteins can change in the course of evolution as a result of 
the spontaneous random mutational events in the genome. If such 
a random mutation in a gene changes the encoded protein, the 
functional effect can either be deleterious, neutral or 
advantageous. Deleterious mutations will rapidly be removed by 
negative selection. Advantageous mutations would be subject to 
positive Darwinian selection, but must be very rare. Random 
mutations cannot easily improve proteins of which the structures 
and functions have been modeled and perfected in eons of 
evolutionary time. Only in case of changing function an 
occasional mutant may be functionally adaptive. The 
preponderance of change in proteins is therefore thought to be 
contributed by selectively neutral or nearly neutral mutants, 
that are phenotypically silent, and have become fixed by random 
genetic drift (1-5). 
As a consequence evolutionary change in proteins is mainly 
governed by two principles: (i) functionally less important 
proteins, or parts of proteins, evolve faster than more 
important ones, and (ii) conservative changes, which do not 
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appreciably disrupt the structure or function of a protein, are 
more readily accepted in evolution than more disruptive ones. In 
the case of amino acid replacements one observes indeed that 
similar amino acids are interchanged more easily than chemically 
dissimilar ones (1,5-7). 
Many aspects of protein structure and function are dominated 
by electrostatic interactions (8-12). The maintenance of a 
proper distribution of charged amino acid residues might 
therefore be an important factor in protein evolution. The 
actual evolutionary changes in charge properties of a protein 
will depend on its structural and functional requirements. A 
comparison of the evolutionary charge changes in a wide variety 
of proteins may thus reveal important aspects of molecular 
evolution. Such an endeavour has been made for a small number of 
proteins by Peetz et al. (13). They observed that changes in 
charge in the evolution of cytochrome с and fibrinopeptides have 
occurred to the extent that would be expected on the basis of 
random base substitutions. These proteins are apparently not 
subject to noticeable selective forces acting en charged 
residues. Globins and insulin, on the other hand, apparently 
sustained significantly fewer changes in charge than expected. 
It should be possible to disclose in much more detail the 
patterns and principles of charge changes in protein evolution 
by exploiting the extensive data sets of homologous proteins 
presently accumulated in the data bases. We thus analyzed the 
evolutionary changes in charge in 43 sets of homologous 
proteins, with widely different structural and functional 
properties. For each of the 43 sets of sequences we calculated 
the proportion of amiη acid replacements involving a change in 
charge, expected to have occurred in the absence of selective 
comstraints, and the proportion inferred to have occurred during 
the actual process of divergent evolution. Certain proteins 
display strong avoidance of changes in charge during evolution, 
while some others appear to have accepted such changes even more 
readily than expected. Many proteins in the sample, however, 
reveal only moderate or no selective forces acting on charge 
changes. 
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Methods. 
Selection and preparation of data sets. Sets of homologous 
sequences were extracted from the NBRF/PIR protein sequence 
database (release 14.0). Data sets, with the exception of sperm 
histone and alpha-B crystallin, were selected on the basis that 
a set should contain at least five full-length sequences. All 
sequences within a set were optimally aligned according to the 
method of Lipman and Pearson (14); the number of gaps was then 
minimized, and their location optimized, by manual editing using 
a multiple-sequence alignment editor (SALE, written by 
J.A.M.L.). Highly variable N- and C-terminal extensions that 
could not satisfactorily be aligned were excluded from the data, 
as well as sequences containing many poorly-determined residues. 
Calculation of expected values. The expected values (EV) 
indicate the proportion of amino acid replacements that would be 
expected to cause a charge change, under the assumption of 
unbiased codon usage and random nucleotide substitutions, and in 
the absence of selective constraint. The chance fai for any 
amino acid aj to undergo a change in charge, assuming that all 
nucleotide substitutions are equally probable, is given by 
m 
Σ (hi i χ gj j ) 
j=l f
ai = { I) 
m 
Ζ (Ri i χ gì j ) 
j=l 
where Li j is the number of possible pointmutations in codon cij , 
resulting in a charge change, Ria the number of pointmutations 
in codon cij that result in an amino acid replacement, m j the 
number of codons for amino acid ai , and gi j the relative 
frequency of codon ctj . From (I) the expected value for any 
amino acid sequence follows from 
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20 m 
Σ pi χ Σ (Lj j χ gì j ) 
i=l j=l 
P(L!R) = (II) 
20 m 
Σ pi χ Σ (Ri j χ gì j ) 
i=l j=l 
where pi is the frequency of occurrence of amino acid ai . 
Assuming that all synonymous codons are equally frequent, gi j 
reduces to 1/m . 
From this general formula, the EV for a set of homologous 
protein sequences can be calculated in several ways. ii> As the 
EV of the ancestral sequence; the last common ancestor of a 
protein family is reconstructed using a modification of the 
method of Dayhoff (15, J.A.M.L., unpublished). Since it is not 
always possible to construct a reliable phylogeny for a set of 
sequences, this method could only be applied in a limited number 
of cases. (ii) As the mean value of the EVs of all individual 
sequences in a data set. This method has the advantage that the 
standard deviation can be calculated, (iii) All sequences in the 
data set were combined into one large sequence, of which the EV 
was calculated. This gives the EV of the "average protein" for a 
set of sequences. 
Comparable EV values were obtained by all three methods,* the 
mean difference between these methods was <1%. The values 
displayed in Tables 1 and 2 were calculated using the second 
method (i.e. mean value). 
Calculation of observed values. The observed value (OV) for 
any pair of sequences was calculated as the quotient of all 
observed charge changes and the total number of replacements. 
The OV for a protein family is then calculated as the mean of 
the OVs resulting from all pairwise comparisons of the sequences 
in a data set. In a limited number of cases the last common 
ancestor of the sequences in the set was first reconstructed; 
the OV was then calculated as the mean value of the observed 
charge change fractions for all individual contemporary 
sequences as compared with their ancestor. This value 
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correllated well with the value obtained by the former method. 
Correction for biased codon usage and nonrandom base 
substitutions. The expected value can be corrected for biased 
codon usage by using the actual codon frequencies for variable 
gu in formula II. Thse codon frequencies were obtained from 
corresponding nucleic acid sequences in the EMBL nucleotide data 
bank. 
Correction for nonrandom base substitutions was obtained by 
recalculation of the values Li j and Ri j , using the nucleotide 
substitutions probabilities as given by Li et al. (16). 
Results. 
Expected changes in charge. The purpose of the present work 
was to determine to what extent the actual changes in charge in 
the evolution of different proteins deviate from expectation. 
The difference between the expected and actually observed values 
is an indication of the selective constraints working at the 
level of protein charge. For a given protein the expected 
proportion of amino acid replacements leading to changes in 
charge can easily be estimated if we assume absence of selective 
constraints, random base substitutions, and unbiased codon 
usage. This value then simply depends on the amino acid 
composition, since each amino acid has a given chance to be 
involved in a charge change when a random mutation hits a gene. 
For families of related proteins, as we have used, there are 
different approaches to calculate the expected values for charge 
changes in that family. Ideally one would like to know the 
sequence of the last common ancestor of the proteins in a 
family. From that ancestral sequence the expected changes in 
charge could then prospectively be estimated. However, 
reconstructing ancestral sequences from present-day proteins 
introduces additional assumptions and uncertainties, and 
requires knowledge of the topological relationships between the 
involved sequences. The other approaches directly use the 
sequences in the data set, in slightly different manners. 
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In Table 1 the expected values (EV) are given that are 
obtained as the mean of the EVs of all individual sequences in 
the data set. This method has the advantage that a standard 
deviation can be calculated. A slight variation hereof combines 
all sequences in a family into one huge tandem-sequence, and 
calculates the EV for this giant sequence. This only gives a 
different EV than the previous method when the sequences in a 
data set have different lengths. Another variant, finally, uses 
a consensus sequence, taking the most frequent residue at any 
position in the sequences of the data set, which gives 
fractional values when two or more amino acids occur equally 
frequent at a position. 
These variants, and the reconstructed ancestral sequences, 
give EVs that are very similar to the values shown in Table 1, 
the mean difference between the methods being less than 1%. The 
EVs in Table 1 range from a low value of 0.23 for cytochrome с 
oxidase III to a high value of 0.56 for sperm histone. The 
values correlate well, as expected, with the fraction of charged 
residues in the proteins. 
Table 1 includes four proteins that are encoded by the 
mitochondrial genome. For these proteins the EVs have been 
calculated using the appropriate mitochondrial codes. 
Interestingly, when a gene uses the mitochondrial instead of the 
universal code, it lowers the probability that charge changes 
will occur with approximately 10%. For cytochrome b the EVs 
based on the mitochondrial and the universal code are 0.216 and 
0.239, respectively, and for cytochrome с oxidase I, II and III 
these values are 0.208 and 0.237, 0.268 and 0.288, and 0.208 and 
0.233, respectively. 
Corrections for codon preference and nonrandom base 
substitutions. The calculation of the expected changes in charge 
assumes necessarily an oversimplified model of unbiased codon 
usage and random base substitutions. Actual usage of synonymous 
codons shows a considerable bias, which varies between organisms 
(18), but also among genes within a species (e.g. 19). Biased 
codon usage obviously influences the chance that mutations 
result in changes in charge. This influence in considerable in 
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Table l, Charge changes in the evolution of proteins. Listed are the 
protein data sets, the expected value (EV), observed value (OV), the 
ratio OV/EV, the average chain length (L), percentage charged residues 
(ChR/100), net charge per 100 residues (Ch/100), hydrophobicity (Ну) 
(17), and the number of sequences in a data set. Mitochondrially 
encoded proteins are underlined. a ) Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase 
Large and Small chain; b) Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
Protein family 
alphaA-Crystallin 
Histone H4 
Histone H2B 
alphaB-Crystallin 
Histone H3 
gamma-Crystallin 
Actin 
Cyt. с oxidase I 
Cyt. с oxidase III 
Cytochrome Ь 
Rib. bisph. carb. La 
Hemoglobin alpha 
Histone H2A 
Myoglobin 
Calmodulin 
beta-Crystallin 
Metallothionein 
Cyt. с oxidase II 
Hemoglobin beta 
Sperm histone 
Troponin с 
Leghemoglobin 
Fibrinopeptide A 
Cytochrome Ь5 
Fibrinopeptide В 
Dihydrofolate red. 
Parvalbumin alpha 
Carbonic anhydrase 
Cytochrome с 
Lysozyme с 
RNAse pancreatic 
ATPase b 
GSPDH» 
Superoxide dismutase 
Parvalbumin beta 
Cytochrome e6 
Plastocyanin 
alpha-lactalbumin 
Rib. bisph. carb. Sa 
Phospholipase A2 
Long neurotoxin 
Ferredoxin 
Rubredoxin 
EV 
0.39 
0.43 
0.38 
0.36 
0.41 
0.37 
0.34 
0.24 
0.23 
0.24 
0.36 
0.32 
0.39 
0.38 
0.41 
0.37 
0.32 
0.29 
0.34 
0.56 
0.43 
0.34 
0.43 
0,38 
0.48 
0.38 
0.41 
0.35 
0.39 
0.36 
0.34 
0.35 
0.35 
0.36 
0.38 
0.35 
0.33 
0.38 
0.35 
0.36 
0.34 
0.33 
0.39 
OV -
0.03 
0.07 
0.07 
0.08 
0.09 
0.11 
0.12 
0.09 
0.11 
0.11 
0.22 
0.20 
0.26 
0.26 
0.28 
0.25 
0.22 
0.21 
0.26 
0.45 
0.36 
0.29 
0.38 
0.36 
0.47 
0.37 
0.41 
0.35 
0.39 
0.37 
0.34 
0.37 
0.37 
0.39 
0.43 
0.39 
0.37 
0.45 
0.42 
0.45 
0.44 
0.43 
0.52 
OV/EV 
0.08 
0.16 
0.18 
0.21 
0.23 
0.29 
0.34 
0.39 
0.46 
0.48 
0.63 
0.64 
0.67 
0.68 
0.68 
0.69 
0.71 
0.74 
0.78 
0.81 
0.85 
0.87 
0.83 
0.94 
0.97 
0.99 
1.00 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.02 
1.07 
1.08 
1.08 
1.12 
1.12 
1.14 
1.20 
1.21 
1.27 
1.28 
1.30 
1.35 
h 
172.0 
96.8 
98.4 
175.5 
132.7 
169.3 
365.5 
511.3 
260.6 
380.2 
474.5 
138.8 
121.9 
152.6 
148.3 
139.6 
60.9 
229,7 
145.6 
49.3 
159.3 
146.0 
16.3 
119.7 
17.0 
186.6 
109.2 
259.4 
107.0 
129.1 
124.7 
463.1 
330.7 
152.2 
108.3 
84.6 
99.3 
122.9 
122.4 
120.7 
71.5 
56.6 
52.6 
ChR/100 
26.1 
31.5 
28.2 
27.5 
31.4 
25.8 
23.1 
7.9 
7.4 
8.9 
23.7 
19.8 
25.0 
28.3 
35.4 
23.9 
18.3 
16.1 
20.8 
54.8 
38.7 
22.4 
32.6 
28.3 
47.5 
28.0 
35.3 
21.8 
25.8 
21.3 
19.5 
22.5 
22.3 
21.3 
30.9 
20.3 
19.4 
27.8 
24.2 
22.7 
22.2 
23.0 
30.4 
Ch/100 
-2.9 
17.7 
11.9 
-0.7 
15.1 
0.0 
-3.2 
-1.2 
-1.8 
0.3 
-1.1 
1.0 
12.2 
0.5 
-16.3 
-1.0 
7.2 
-5.9 
0.1 
54.8 
-18.4 
-1.5 
-17.2 
-8.0 
-20.4 
0.3 
-5.0 
-0.6 
6.1 
6.6 
2.4 
-2.8 
0.2 
-3.5 
-5.8 
-1.9 
-8.3 
-5.8 
-1.3 
0.7 
5.0 
-16.4 
-16.0 
ну 
-0.49 
-0.55 
-0.56 
-0.49 
-0.63 
-0.81 
-0.21 
o.n 
0.55 
0.73 
-0.26 
-0.04 
-0.32 
-0.43 
-0.64 
-0.78 
0.08 
0.26 
-0.03 
-1.96 
-0.61 
0.03 
-0.61 
-0.67 
-1.32 
-0.47 
-0.35 
-0.57 
-0.68 
-0.52 
-0.73 
-0.07 
-0.06 
-0.33 
-0.12 
-0.23 
-0.09 
-0.47 
-0.34 
-0.56 
-0.43 
0.20 
-0.48 
N 
69 
6 
14 
4 
6 
17 
13 
7 
8 
9 
6 
96 
12 
64 
6 
11 
8 
9 
97 
4 
6 
9 
20 
7 
13 
5 
6 
8 
77 
14 
20 
7 
6 
12 
10 
13 
15 
S 
7 
43 
21 
14 
5 
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the extreme cases that a gene would exclusively use only those 
synonymous codons that give a maximum or a minimum fraction of 
charge changes upon mutation. While the expected value for 
charge changes in a protein with average amino acid composition, 
making equal use of synonymous codons, is 0.336, this value 
becomes 0.394 or 0.282 when codons are used that give maximum or 
minimum charge changes, respectively. The actual codon usage is 
not known for most of the proteins in the data bases used for 
Table 1. To assess the possible influence of biased codon usage, 
we compared for a small number of proteins the EV values under 
the assumption of random codon usage with the values obtained 
using their actually known codon usage. Table 2 reveals a slight 
decrease for most expected values under biased codon usage. This 
is confirmed when the average biased codon usage in human, 
mouse, chicken and Drosophila genes (18) is applied to EV 
calculations for the "average" protein. This yields values of 
0.351, 0.352, 0.351 and 0.347, respectively, as compared with 
EV=0.355 for unbiased codon usage. 
Also the assumption of random base substitution is not in 
agreement with the actual evolutionary processes. Directional 
trends, still poorly understood, are clearly working in 
molecular evolution (20-22). From the analysis of pseudogene 
sequences, which are supposedly not subject to functional 
constraints, it appears that the pattern of spontaneous point 
mutation deviates considerably from randomness (16). Most 
notably, transitional mutations occur almost twice as frequently 
as expected under random mutation. This nonrandomness also 
influences the proportion of charged amino acid replacements 
expected to occur. Li et al. (16) estimate that nonrandom 
mutation tends to reduce the proportion of charge changes by 9% 
(where histidine is considered as positively charged). The 
nonrandom mutation pattern as obtained by Li et al. has been 
applied to some of the protein families in our data sets (Table 
2). It appears that nonrandom base substitutions in some cases 
decrease the expected number of charge changes, and in other 
cases increase this number. Because the estimate of the 
spontaneous mutation pattern is based on a limited number of 
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Table 2. Influence of correction for biased codon usage (A) and 
nonrandom base subst i tut ions (B) on the expected charge changes in 
protein evolution. Listed are the protein data sets , the uncorrected 
expected value (EVu), the corrected expected value (EVc), the 
percentage difference between both values (Diff%)( and the numbr of 
sequences in the set (N). 
λ. Inf luence of biased codon usage on EV. 
Prote in family EVu EVc r i f f% N 
alphaA-Crystallin 
beta-Crystallin 
gamioa-Crystallin 
Histone H4 
Cytochrome с 
0.352 
0.353 
0.370 
0.426 
0.403 
0.337 
0.348 
0.369 
0.406 
0.395 
-4.3 
-1.4 
-0.2 
-4.7 
-2.0 
4 
4 
15 
7 
6 
В. Inf luence of nonrandom base s u b s t i t u t i o n s on EV. 
Prote in family EVu EVc Diff% N 
alphaA-Crystallin 
alphaB-Crystallin 
beta-Crystallin 
gamma-Crystallin 
Histone H4 
Hemoglobin alpha 
Cytochrome с 
0.348 
0.355 
0.366 
0.369 
0.432 
0.321 
0.385 
0.344 
0.341 
0.386 
0.387 
0.435 
0.291 
0.370 
-1.2 
-4.1 
4.9 
4.7 
0.7 
-10.3 
-4.1 
69 
4 
11 
17 
6 
96 
77 
mammalian p s e u d o g e n e s , t h e observed t r e n d s may n o t be g e n e r a l l y 
a p p l i c a b l e . We t h e r e f o r e p r e f e r r e d t o use t h e model of random 
b a s e s u b s t i t u t i o n s t o c a l c u l a t e t h e EV v a l u e s i n Table 1, 
a l t h o u g h we r e c o g n i z e t h a t nonrandomness may c o n s i d e r a b l y 
i n f l u e n c e t h e s e v a l u e s , i n e i t h e r d i r e c t i o n . 
"Observed" changes i n c h a r g e . The a c t u a l amino a c i d 
r e p l a c e m e n t s t h a t have o c c u r r e d i n t h e e v o l u t i o n of a p r o t e i n 
family can o n l y be i n f e r r e d by comparison of p r e s e n t - d a y 
s e q u e n c e s , and a r e t h e r e f o r e deemed t o remain u n c e r t a i n . The 
only p r a c t i c a l l y f e a s i b l e manner t o i n f e r t h e charge changes 
t h a t have o c c u r r e d s i n c e t h e d i v e r g e n c e of two homologous 
p r o t e i n s i s t o commpare t h e i r a l i g n e d sequences p o s i t i o n by 
p o s i t i o n , and c o u n t the number of charge changes t h a t a r e 
observed r e l a t i v e t o t h e t o t a l number of amino a c i d 
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replacements. The numbers and types of replacejnents can reliably 
be determined, under the assumption of parsimony, when few 
differences exist between the sequences. With increasing 
evolutionary distance multiple, superimposed replacements will 
diminish the accuracy of the inferred number and nature of amino 
acid replacements. This does, however, not appreciably influence 
the observed fraction of charged replacements. It appears, 
indeed, that in the largest data sets (cytochrome c, Hb alpha 
and beta) the fractions of charged replacements determined by 
comparison of sequences with more versus those with less 
sequence divergence are not significantly different. 
The proportion of amino acid replacements involving a change 
in charge in the evolution of a protein family (observed value, 
OV in Table 1) was calculated as the average of the OVs of all 
sequences in the data set. The OV for each individual sequence 
was determined by pairwise comparison with all other sequences 
in the data set. The observed values in Table 1 show that in 
alpha-A-crystallin only 3% of the amino acid replacements 
involve a change in charge, whereas this is 52% in rubredoxin. 
The observed values thus display a much greater variation 
between proteins than the expected values. The ratio OV/EV is a 
convenient measure to assess for each protein family the 
deviation of the actual frequency of charged amino acid 
replacements from expectation. The OV/EV values in Table 1 then 
are a measure of the constraints acting on changes in charge in 
different protein families. It is immediately obvious then that 
extreme differences exist in the extent to which proteins are 
allowed to accept charge changes in evolution. 
Discussion. 
The positively charged lysine and arginine residues, and the 
negative aspartic acid and glutamic acid residues form a special 
category of amino acids side chains in proteins. These residues, 
being very polar, are mostly located at the surface of proteins 
(23, 245. In monomeric globular proteins these residues 
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constitute on average 27% of the protein surface and only 4% of 
the interior (24). Charged groups are not distributed randomly 
on the surface of proteins; they are usually surrounded by 
charges of opposite sign (25). One-third of charged residues in 
a protein are on average involved in intramolecular ion pairs 
(or salt bridges) (9). Charged groups on the surface of proteins 
may be of general importance for recognition and interactions 
between molecules, while ion pairs stabilize the tertiary 
structure and contribute to the thermostability of proteins (Β­
ΙΟ) . Insight in electrostatic effects is an essential 
requirement for succesful protein engineering (e.g. 26, 27), and 
a knowledge of the evolutionary behaviour of charged residues 
may be of considerable help in this respect. 
If all codons occurred with equal frequency in genes, 8/61 or 
13.1% of amino acids in an average protein would be basic and 
only 4/61 or 6.6% acidic. In this case 32.6% of the amino acid 
replacements caused by random base substitution would be 
expected to cause a change in charge (28), In a pool of 314 
sequences from different protein families 11.5% of residues is 
actually acidic and precisely the same percentage basic (7). In 
the most recent release of the NBRF/PIR data base (release 
19.0), including 10,527 sequences, these percentages are 11.4% 
and 11.1%, respectively. Not considering the unpredictable 
charge contribution of histidine residues, it thus appears that 
the "average" protein tends to a neutral net charge at 
physiological pH. From the average amino acid composition of 
proteins one expects that 35.5% of the amino acid replacements 
would change the charge, assuming unbiased codon usage and 
random base substitutions. On the other hand, based on an 
accumulation of 1,572 accepted point mutations deduced from 
ancestral sequence reconstructions of many closely related 
sequences, one can see that 27.9% of the replacements involve a 
change in charge. This is an indication that selective 
constraints acting during the evolution of proteins result in a 
certain avoidance of charge changes. Considering the widely 
varying functional role and importance of charged residues in 
different proteins, and in different parts of proteins, one 
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expects considerable differences in the acceptance of charge 
changes in different protein families. 
Earlier studies indicate that the evolutionary variability of 
polar and nonpolar amino acids does not differ significantly 
(29). Also, from a comparison of tertairy structure of different 
globins, of lysozymes and of serine proteases, it was concluded 
that in these families charged interactions between ion-pairs 
are poorly conserved, unless the residues involved have more 
specific functions to perform (9). Yet, Peetz et al. (13) 
calculated that globins accumulate charge changes at rates 
slower than those predicted by a model of random substitutions. 
Also insulin was found to accept fewer charge changes than 
expected, but cytochrome e and fibrinopeptides accumulated 
charge changes as predicted by a random model. The present 
analysis of 43 protein families shows extreme differences in the 
extent to which proteins accept charge changes in evolution. No 
simple and general parameter, like molecular size, content of 
charged residues, overall charge or hydropathy was found to 
correlate with the variation in OV/EV values (Table 1). Also a 
comparison with estimated rates of evolution (2, 7) does not 
reveal that faster evolving proteins, which are supposed to be 
less constrained, are more free to accumulate charge changes. 
The actual evolutionary fate of charged residues must depend 
on the specific properties of each individual protein. Most 
striking is the extreme conservation of charge in most 
crystallins and histones. Charged interactions between the eye 
lens crystallins are supposed to be of extreme importance to 
maintain the transparancy of the lens fibre cells. A close and 
even packing of these soluble proteins is required to prevent 
light scattering (30, 31). The tertairy and quaternary structure 
of alpha-crystallin is not known, but the alpha-Α subunits are 
more exposed in the large aggregates than are the alpha-B 
subunits (32). The lower OV/EV value of alpha-Α thus suggests 
that especially the surface charges are under selective 
constraint in these proteins. The monomeric gamma-crystallins 
are indeed characterized by conserved networks of ion-pairs 
covering large surface areas of the molecule (33). In the 
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related beta-crystallins a redistribution of charge has 
occurred, probably in connection with the formation of oligomers 
of various sizes by these proteins, and this may explain the 
lesser constraint on charge changes (34) . The conservation of 
charge in most histones may logically be explained by the 
required contacts between arginine side chains and the DNA 
phosphate backbone (35). 
Equally interesting is the apparent tendency of some proteins 
to accumulate more changes in charge than expected by random 
substitutions. In the case of phospholipase A2 it can be 
envisaged that positive selection of charge changes may occur in 
relation with the charge and packing properties of the various 
substrate phospholipids (36). In the electron transfer protein 
ferredoxin it has been observed (8) that, as in other proteins 
(e.g. 37), salt bridges are responsable for thermal stability, 
and the high proportion of charged replacements may reflect 
adaptations to different stability requirements. 
Most of the proteins in Table 1, however, have OV/EV values 
around or somewhat below unity (0.7 - 1.1). This would be in 
keeping with a limited functional significance of most of the 
charged residues in these proteins. 
The validity of our inferences greatly depends on the 
reliability of the calculated expected and observed values. The 
predicted fractions of charged replacements are based on the 
assumption of random base substitution and unbiased codon usage. 
We found indications that the actual codon preference of genes 
may tend to slightly decrease the EV. In this light biased codon 
usage could be partially the result of an evolutionary pressure 
to diminish the chances for radical amino acid replacements. 
More difficult to assess are the effects of nonrandom base 
substitutions resulting from directional mutation pressure or 
base-drift. Such directionality can go toward both higher or 
lower G+C content of DNA, and can correspondingly have some 
directional effects on amino acid replacements (20-22). The 
actual nonrandom pattern of spontaneous point mutations results, 
at least in mammalian genes and pseudogenes, in particular in a 
much higher proportion of transitional mutations than expected 
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under random mutation (16). This reduces, in a set of six 
mammalian and one Drosophila genes, the proportion of charged 
changes by about 9%. However, applying the observed nonrandom 
mutation pattern to some of our data sets revealed a variable 
influence on expected charge changes (Table 2). 
A more banal cause for uncertainty is that both OV and EV 
values will vary when different sets are used for the protein 
families. We have included in our study many more globin and 
cytochrome с sequences than Peetz et al. (13), and omitted some 
fibrinopeptide В sequences. This changes indeed the calculate OV 
and EV values, but the same conclusions about the acceptance of 
charge changes in these proteins are reached. 
In conclusion, more accurate EV values can in principle be 
expected when actual codon preference and substitution patters 
were known for all investigated proteins, and OV values may 
change, becoming more representative, when the data sets become 
larger. This will, however, not invalidate our main observation 
that functional constraint at the protein level indeed is a 
major determinant of charge changes during the evolution of many 
proteins. 
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SUMMARY/SAMENVATTING 

SUMMARY 
Part I of this thesis describes the most commonly used 
computer methods for the analysis of amino acid and nucleic acid 
sequences. They are used by biochemists and molecular biologists 
to gain as much information as possible about the structure, 
function and relation to other sequences, solely on the basis of 
the sequence's primary structure. 
In chapter 1 the most important techniques for the comparison 
of sequences are listed. In this way relationships between 
different sequences can be detected. 
Chapter 2 describes some of the techniques used in the 
analysis of nucleic acid sequences, like the identification of 
protein coding regions, repeats or functional sites. Likewise, 
chapter 3 sums up a number of methods for the analysis of 
protein sequences. 
Once it is found that a number of sequences are related (Cf. 
chapter 1), it then is possible to deduce the evolutionary 
history of these sequences. The major techniques which are 
currently used in phylogeny construction are described in 
chapter 4. 
On the basis of the amino acid or nucleic acid sequence, it 
may is some cases even be possible to predict the three-
dimensional structure of the sequence (chapter 5i. 
Chapter 6, finally, describes how a number of the before-
mentioned computer methods have been implemented at the 
CAOS/CAMM Center in Nijmegen. In addition, some attention is 
devoted to expected and/or desired future developments. 
The application of some of the techniques and approaches 
described above is exemplified in part II of this thesis. 
Chapter 7 describes the usage of amino acid hydropathy values 
as a new distance measure between protein sequences. The value 
of this distance measure as a tool for the calculation of the 
relatedness of protein sequences is shown by its ability to 
yield reliable evolutionary trees. 
The next chapter, chapter 8, demonstrates the usefulness of 
phylogeny reconstruction techniques to tackle the question of an 
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alleged case of horizontal gene transfer from a eukaryote to a 
prokaryote. For the protein, Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, a 
minimum-length evolutionary tree was constructed, and 
subsequently the rates of evolution in all branches were 
calculated. These rates of evolution showed that, would 
horizontal gene transfer really have occurred, the transferred 
gene should have accumulated substitutions at a rate far greater 
than the theoretical limit, as set by the rate of evolution in 
pseudogenes. This makes the case of gene transfer thus extremely 
unlikely. 
Chapter 9 is another demonstration of the use of phylogeny 
construction, applied to the superfamily of a-crystallin and the 
small heat shock proteins. The resulting tree clearly shows that 
the ct-crystallins originated from one of the small heat shock 
proteins; the resultant ancestral a-crystallin gene subsequently 
duplicated, giving rise to the a-crystallin A and В chain. This 
event must have taken place well before the divergence of the 
earliest vertebrates. The early divergence of a-crystallin from 
the small heat shock proteins is supported by the recent 
surprising finding that aB, but not aA crystallin occurs outside 
the eye lens. 
Finally, chapter 10 describes a study on the occurrence of 
changes in charge in proteins during evolution. The ratio of 
observed and expected charge changes {as calculated from the 
protein sequences, assuming a model of random nucleotide 
substitutions) was calculated for 43 sets of proteins. It shows 
that, depending on the protein's function, the scale of 
accepting charge changes during evolution ranges from almost 
zero to accumulating more changes than expected. It is also 
demonstrated that the rate at which charge changes are accepted 
or suppressed is not the result of selective codon usage. Of all 
proteins studies, aA-crystallin was found to have the lowest 
rate of acceptance of changes in charge. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Deel I van dit proefschrift beschrijft een aantal van de 
meest gebruikte computermethodes die van belang zijn voor de 
analyse van eiwit- en DNA-volgordes ('sequenties'). Met behulp 
van deze methodes probeert de moleculair bioloog/biochemicus 
zoveel mogelijk informatie over de structuur, werking en relatie 
tot andere volgordes te verkrijgen uit de primaire structuur van 
een eiwit- of nuclexnezuur. 
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van de belangrijkste methodes 
die gebruikt worden om eiwit- of DNA-volgordes met elkaar te 
vergelijken. Hierdoor kunnen ketens geïdentificeerd en verwant-
schappen tussen verschillende ketens opgespoord worden. 
In hoofdstuk 2 worden een aantal technieken beschreven, 
waarmee een nucleïnezuurvolgorde geanalyseerd kan worden, zoals 
het opzoeken van eiwit-coderende stukken in een keten ('exons') 
en repeterende sequenties. 
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een opsomming van methodes om een (al dan 
niet uit de nucleïnezuurvolgorde afgeleide) aminozuurketen nader 
te analyseren. 
Wanneer er gevonden is dat er tussen een aantal sequenties 
een verwantschap bestaat (zie hoofdstuk 1), dan is het mogelijk 
om het afstammingspatroon van deze ketens in kaart te brengen: 
een evolutionaire stamboom oftewel fylogenie van de ketens. 
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een aantal technieken die hiervoor ter 
beschikking staan. 
Aan de hand van de aminozuur- of nucleïnezuurvolgorde van een 
keten is het in bepaalde gevallen tevens mogelijk om te 
voorspellen, hoe de drie-dimensionale structuur van deze keten 
er uit zou moeten zien (hoofdstuk 5). 
Tenslotte beschrijft hoofdstuk 6 hoe een aantal van de in de 
voorgaande hoofdstukken beschreven analysetechnieken aan het 
CAOS/CAMM Center te Nijmegen geïnstalleerd zijn ('implementatie' 
genaamd in de computer-wereld). Aansluitend wordt enige aandacht 
gewijd aan de (te verwachten en/of wenselijke) toekomstige 
ontwikkelingen op dit gebied. 
In deel II worden een aantal praktische toepassingen van de 
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in deel I beschreven methodes getoond» Het betreft hier voorna-
melijk de analyse van de evolutionaire relaties van eiwit-ketens 
onderling, en van de evolutionaire veranderingen in ketens. Deze 
gegevens zijn van belang ont inzicht te krijgen in de evolutio-
naire verwantschappen die er tussen verschillende organismen 
bestaan, alsook in de manier waarop eiwitten door gen-duplicatie 
en evolutionaire verandering een enigszins andere functie kunnen 
verwerven. Met name de veranderingen die in eiwitten in de loop 
van hun evolutie kunnen optreden als aanpassing aan gewijzigde 
'levens'-omstandigheden, kunnen van groot belang zijn voor de 
huidige technieken voor 'protein engineering': wanneer inzicht 
verkregen wordt in de reden, waarom bepaalde evolutionaire 
veranderingen plaats vinden, kunnen op basis hiervan gericht 
veranderingen in een eiwit aangebracht worden om de functie te 
veranderen of te verbeteren. 
Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft het gebruik van aminozuur hydrofobici-
teitswaarden (een waarde die de relatieve mate aangeeft waarin 
een aminozuur aan een waterig milieu blootgesteld wil worden) 
als een maat voor de verwantschap van eiwitten. De bruikbaarheid 
van deze maatstaf wordt aangetoond door hun vermogen om betrouw-
bare evolutionaire bomen op te leveren. 
In 1985 werd door een aantal onderzoekers gesteld, dat de 
symbiotisch in de ponyvis levende bacterie Photobacterium 
leiognathi, het gen voor een bepaald enzym, Cu/Zn superoxide 
dismutase, van zijn gastheer gekregen zou hebben door middel van 
horizontale genenoverdracht. In hoofdstuk 8 wordt m.b.v. de con-
structie van evolutionaire stambomen en berekening van de 
evolutie-snelheden in deze bomen duidelijk aangetoond dat 
horizontale gen-transfer hoogst onwaarschijnlijk is, en dat het 
gen voor het enzym waarschijnlijk oorspronkelijk ook bij bacte-
rieen voorkwam, maar in de loop van de evolutie in de meeste 
bacteriesoorten verloren is gegaan. 
In hoofdstuk 9 wordt fylogenieconstructie gebruikt om de 
stamboom op te helderen van een superfamilie, bestaande uit de 
ooglenseiwitten aA- en aB-crystalline en de kleine heat-shock 
eiwitten (welke aangemaakt worden wanneer een cel in een stress-
toestand komt te verkeren). Uit de resulterende stamboom volgt 
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duidelijk, dat de α-crystallines ontstaan zijn uit één van de 
kleine heat-shock eiwitten; daarna volgde er een gen-duplicatie, 
waaruit de huidige aA- en aB-keten ontstonden. Deze gebeurtenis 
moet plaats gevonden hebben vóórdat de verschillende klassen van 
gewervelde dieren ontstonden. Deze bevinding wordt ondersteund 
door de recente, verrassende ontdekking, dat het oB-crystalline 
ook buiten de ooglens voorkomt. 
Hoofdstuk 10 beschrijft tenslotte een studie naar het 
voorkomen van ladingsveranderingen in eiwitten gedurende de 
evolutie. Van 43 sets van homologe eiwitten werd de verhouding 
tussen het aantal waargenomen en verwachtte ladingsveranderingen 
berekend. Gevonden werd dat, afhankelijk van de functie van een 
eiwit, de mate waarin ladingsveranderingen geaccepteerd worden, 
varieert van het accepteren van vrijwel geen ladingsveran-
deringen, tot het accepteren van meer dan theoretisch verwacht 
kon worden. Er werd bovendien aangetoond dat de mate van 
acceptatie van ladingsveranderingen niet het gevolg is van 
selectief codon-gebruik. Van alle bestudeerde eiwitten bleek het 
aÀ-crystalline de minste ladingsveranderingen te hebben onder-
gaan. 
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STELLINGEN 
De conclusie van Lee et al. dat stambomen, opgesteld aan 
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op een foutieve alignment van de door hun gebruikte eiwit 
sequenties. 
Lee et aj. (1985) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 8_2, 824-828. 
Het verdient ten zeerste aanbevolen om een nieuwe 
sequentie niet alleen met alle bekende sequenties, maar 
ook met zichzelf te vergelijken. 
Nene et al. (1986) Mol. Biochem. Parasitol. 21, 179-188. 
De Jong et al. (1988) J. Biol. Chem. 263, 5141-5149. 
De suggestie dat transpositie van mRNA terug in het 
genoom via een retroposon de oorzaak is van een 
verminderd aantal introns in neurofilament genen, is 
hoogst onwaarschijnlijk. 
Lewis & Cowan (1985) J. Cell. Biol. 100, 843-850. 
Lees et al. (1985) EMBO J. 7, 1947-1955. 
Het is niet voldoende om een nieuw ontdekt crystalline 
allen met de bekende crystalline superfamilies te 
vergelijken. 
Stapel et al. (1985) Eur. J. Biochem. 147, 129-136. 
Wistow et al. (1987) Nature 326, 622-624. 
Het afleiden van divergentie-tijden aan de hand van 
berekende taklengtes in een eiwit- of DNA-fylogenie moet 
met de nodige reserve beschouwd worden. 
"Occam's razor, like all razors, should be handled with 
care to prevent beheading science in the attempt to shave 
off some of its pilosities. In science, as in the barber 
shop, better alive and bearded than cleanly shaven and 
dead." 
Bunge M (1963) The Myth of Simplicity. Prentice Hall, 
Englewood Clifs, New Jersey, p. 115. 
"Parsimony is a methodological prescription, not a law of 
evolution." 
Crisci JV (1982) J. Theor. Biol. 97, 35-41. 
Vili. De politiek van het tijdschrift Nucleic Acids Research om 
een manuscript slechts in overweging te nemen, nadat de 
daarin gepresenteerde sequenties eerst bij een van de 
data banken gedeponeerd zijn, zou door alle moleculair 
biologische tijdschriften overgenomen moeten worden. 
IX. De term "gebruikers-vriendelijk", met name bij 
veelzijdige computer analyse software, impliceert ten 
onrechte dat zinvolle resultaten verwacht kunnen worden 
zonder enige voorkennis van de onderliggende theorie. 
X. De in de Derde Wereld gebruikelijke stelregel dat 
kinderrijkdom een noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor een goede 
"oude-dag" voorziening is, wordt door de toenemende 
vergrijzing in de Westerse landen ondersteund. 
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